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 Do ethnic non-state actors cause interstate crisis violence?  Do they influence 

crisis outcomes or the resumption of interstate conflict?  International crises are unique 

events in which two or more states perceive; (1) a threat to their basic values, (2) a finite 

time for decision-making, and a (3) heightened danger of violent conflict (Brecher and 

Wilkenfeld, 1997).  Though ostensibly an international phenomenon, some of these crises 

are actually the result of unresolved domestic conflicts.  As such, they often include the 

participation of militarized domestic groups, commonly known as violent non-state actors 

(VNSAs).
1
 Within these cases (NSA-Crises) there is a considerable amount of diversity 

in both the type and behavior of rebel groups as well as the management of interstate 

conflicts.  In fact, some crises prove to be particularly obstinate (e.g. including higher 

levels of violence), while others are managed rather peacefully.  Furthermore, some 

NSA-Crises are resolved decisively (with a clear winner and looser) while others end 

with less than decisive outcomes (e.g. settlements or stalemates).   

 Consider a crisis with non-state actor involvement that took place over possession 

of the Duchy of Teschen (Austria of Salias) in 1919 between the Second Polish Republic 

and the First Czechoslovak Republic.  The territory of Upper Silesia contained a majority 

of Polish residents, but included a substantial number of Czech and German (in the cities) 

speaking minorities.  Therefore, both states fielded 'legitimate' claims to what had been 

sovereign and administered German territory.  The conflict had a distinct geostrategic 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1
 The term violent non-state actor is perhaps an apt description of the groups at issue in this study and the 

term should be attributed to Klejda Mulaj (2010).  However in the remainder of the text I simply use the 

acronym, NSA, for ease of communication.  
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importance because the area was rich in mineral deposits, but the claims of both sides, 

were also wrapped in the language of ethno-nationalism.
2
 

 When the Polish government insisted on holding elections in the territory, the 

Czech government protested strongly.  The non-state actor accompanying this 

international dispute was the Polish Military Organization  (Polish Organizacja 

Wojskowa) of Upper Silesia with support from several affiliated paramilitary groups that 

had until now been waging an insurgent campaign against German administration.  Their 

activity included attacks and political agitation in the vicinities of Freistadt, Spiz, and 

Orawa.
3
    

 After the Polish government announced its intent to hold elections in the disputed 

territory, the Czech government mobilized several military divisions and appealed to the 

Poles to cancel plans for a national assembly in Teschen.  Although the full pressure of 

the Triple Entente helped avoid a larger war, the conflict as a whole (known as 'The 

Seven Day War') was particularly intense and included a pitch battle in which the Czech 

army (mostly legionnaire battalions and volunteers) bested Polish soldiers.
4
   

 In other instances, non-state actor involvement is substantial but does not lead to 

interstate violence.  After World War II, a crisis emerged between Iran and the USSR, 

and eventually spread to include the U.K. and the U.S.  In this instance, the Tudeh Party 

Military Organization (TPMO) sponsored a rebellion in Tabriz.  Although cloaked in 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2
 see Mieczys!aw B. Biskupski (2000). 

3
 The PMO (Polish Military Organization) was established in 1914 and was itself a merger of two pre-

existing (Polish Legion) youth-based paramilitary organizations: the Dru"yny Strzeleckie, and the Zwi#zek 

Strzelecki.  The group is best described as an ethno-nationalist paramilitary group. The organization was an 

effective paramilitary force with changing loyalties during World War I.  At the time of the crisis, they 

were essentially an independent insurgent group confronting the German administration and its affiliated 

paramilitary group, the German Friekorp. 
4
 This is particularly interesting because at the time, the bulk of the Polish Army was engaged in combat in 

the Ukraine.   
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Azerbaijani nationalism, the Tudeh Party and its militant wing are better described as a 

communist movement with substantial support throughout Iran, and close ties to the 

Soviet Union.   

 The crisis began when the TPMO launched a rebellion in Tabriz and issued a 

communist manifesto demanding cultural autonomy for Azerbaijan. Although the Iranian 

government sent an armed force to quell the rebellion, they were forcibly denied entry to 

the Soviet occupation zone.  The Soviets followed this with an increase in occupation 

forces and a series of troop movements toward Tehran the Turkish and Iraqi borders.
5
  

 In spite of the provocative actions taken by both the USSR and the Tudeh Party, 

interstate violence with Iran, the U.S. and the U.K. was ultimately avoided.  In exchange 

for a troop withdrawal and a formal declaration of Iranian sovereignty in Azerbaijan, the 

Soviets received a promise of oil concessions (a joint Iranian-Soviet oil company).  The 

Tudeh party was severely weakened and essentially outlawed after the failed rebellion.  

What explains this variation in conflict management within the population of NSA-

crises?  

In this dissertation I attempt to answer this question by performing two 

interrelated task. First, I test existing claims that crises that include non-state actors result 

in higher levels of violence than those that include only states.  This is an important 

assumption that has gone without a great deal of empirical testing.  Second, and within 

the population of NSA-crises, I demonstrate that ethnic rebel groups (i.e. ethnic actors) 

aggravate international conflict management in unique ways.  Ultimately I argue that 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5
 For an in depth discussion of the history of social movements in Iran, see (John Foran, 1994).  For a 

detailed analysis of Azerbaijan and ethnic nationalism, see Touraj Atabaki (1993). 
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ethnic non-state actors drive hard bargains with their adversary states, and that this trend 

makes conflict management more violent and decisive outcomes unlikely.   
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 Violent non-state actors (NSAs) are, "non-state armed groups that resort to 

organized violence as a tool to achieve their goals." (Mulaj, 2010) These groups include 

national liberation movements, insurgent guerrilla bands, terrorist groups and militants, 

as well as mercenaries (Mulaj, 2010:3).  There are at least three separate justifications for 

the study of violent non-state actors (VNSAs) in an international context.  First, the study 

fills a gap in the literature concerning the nexus between international conflict and 

domestic unrest.  Although this has been assessed elsewhere, most scholars either fail to 

afford non-state actors any agency (i.e. autonomy) or focus narrowly on ethnic conflict.  

Clearly both approaches are valuable, but each limits our understanding to some subset of 

the population of non-state actors.  A look at the population of rebel groups reveals that 

these groups are in fact; compositionally diverse, strategic, and potentially influential 

actors that operate independently of states.   

 This study will also contribute meaningfully to an ongoing debate about the role 

of ethnicity in domestic and interstate conflicts.  Numerous scholars have focused on the 

role of ethnicity in conflict or in the context of nation building (e.g. Horowitz, 1985; 

Gurr, 1993).  A core tenant underlying these analyses is that ethnicity actually matters.  

However when considering the entire population of non-state actors it is clear that only 

some groups organize around ethnic nationalism.  Therefore, focusing exclusively on 

ethnic actors prevents any effective comparison to conflicts with non-ethnic non-state 
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actors.  As a result, these studies can identify trends within the population of ethnic 

conflicts, but cannot explain how these events differ from others. 

 This limitation is particularly troubling because a series of developments in 

bargaining theory, serve as good predictors of intra-state violence but ignore mechanisms 

specific to ethnicity.  Rather than emphasize the politics of identity, they instead focus on 

the strategic interaction of actors.  Violence occurs where the belligerents have poor 

information about their opponent’s capabilities, and incentives to misrepresent.  David 

Cunningham (2006) forwards a particularly strong version of this theory that suggests 

that the addition of any actors that can spoil an agreement will cause the conflict to 

endure longer.  In this way, bargaining theorist generally adhere to the belief that actors 

are undifferentiated except with respect to their capabilities.   

 Scholars like David Laitin and James Fearon (2003) have expressed doubt that 

ethnicity related variables are an essential explanation of domestic conflict.  They have 

shown convincingly that civil wars and other types of domestic unrest are thought to be a 

function of the existence of features that favor insurgency, like terrain that is particularly 

difficult to administer (e.g. mountains or dense jungle).  Bruce Gilly (2004) goes further 

arguing that ethnicity related variables are simply less useful than those associated with 

economic development or geography.  A demonstration that ethnicity matters, requires 

the identification of ethnicity specific causal mechanisms and a multivariate test that 

includes a non-ethnic control group.  
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 The analysis also has implications for the development of American foreign 

policy.  A fuller understanding of non-state actors and their influence on interstate 

conflict can help lead to the development of more effective policy-making.  This is 

particularly relevant for post-9/11 American foreign policy as it is squarely focused on 

the elimination of terrorist groups and their state sponsors.  

 In the National Security Strategy document (September 17, 2002)  

one aspect of the Bush doctrine is particularly important for this study.  The 

administration declared, "America will help nations that need our assistance in combating 

terror. And America will hold to account nations that are compromised by terror, 

including those who harbor terrorists— because the allies of terror are the enemies of 

civilization."  

 Unlike previous criticisms of the Bush doctrine, my concerns are not with the 

violation of international norms concerning interventionism.  There are at least two 

problems with such an approach when dealing with the international consequences of 

domestic conflicts.  First, failing to distinguish between non-state actors in general and a 

specific tactic of some non-state actors (i.e. terrorism) demonizes all such groups and is 

ultimately counter-productive.  This position is untenable, primarily because non-state 

actors often exercise authority and possess legitimacy in territories, even when these 

areas are formally under the administration of sovereign nations.  If they also influence 

the development of international conflict, then it may be wise to make meaningful 

distinctions among them. 
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 Second, the document draws a stark line between those states who support 

terrorism and those that do not.  However, we have little generalizable knowledge about 

state sponsorship of rebel groups (some of which practice terrorism) more generally.  Is 

state sponsorship for insurgency rare or fairly common in the international system?  If it 

is rare, perhaps a policy of confrontation is possible.  However, if the phenomenon is 

pervasive, then aggressive confrontation may be an unrealistic and/or ineffective 

approach. 

 Furthermore, the relationship between state sponsorship is conceived of in the 

most dramatic terms.  Yet, we know very little about the relationship between different 

types of sponsorship and the occurrence of interstate violence.  How harmful is 

sponsorship really?  Are there more constructive forms of sponsorship?  For instance, if 

the provision of shelter or foodstuffs is accompanied by an attempt to gain standing at the 

United Nations, should this be confronted in the same way as sponsorship that includes 

the issuing of weaponry?   

An Overview of the Existing Literature 

!
 In this proposal, I ask how militant non-state actors influence the management of 

international crises.  The literature assessed here is unified by its focus on rebel groups 

and their influence on violence between states and/or the escalation of international 

crises.  Each strand of scholarship however, is not necessarily engaged in direct dialogue. 

Rather scholars have generally focused on the ethnic character of the actors involved in 

intrastate conflicts, the crisis context itself, or the bargaining of actors engaged in civil 

war.  I argue that in order to understand the population of non-state actors and any ethnic 
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influence on international conflict, scholars must design analyses that considers the entire 

population of non-state actors and then identifies meaningful distinctions among them.  

At the beginning of Chapter Two, I discuss the existing literature, which proceeds 

in three waves.  The first wave of scholarship focused on international conflict between 

major power states and as a consequence, essentially ignored culture and identity as a 

potential cause.  Instead the focus in this literature was on; bureaucratic politics, 

organizational dynamics and the psychology of decision-making (e.g. Allison, 1971; 

Jervis, 1976).   

The major advancements in the study of crises occurred during the second wave 

of scholarship.  Here, a number of scholars began thinking about how domestic conflicts 

spill across borders into neighboring states.  These scholars are essentially engaged in the 

comparative analysis of ethnic civil wars and the benefits of this approach have been 

substantial.  They identified several push/pull mechanisms that underlie the ethnically 

oriented (i.e. often violent) foreign policies that sometimes occur in the presence of 

domestic unrest in neighboring states (e.g. Saideman, 1997; Davis, Jaggers, and Moore, 

1997). 

An even more important development occurring early in the second wave was the 

establishment of the International Crisis Behavior Project.
6
  Large in scale, this collection 

effort established a clear and generally accepted definition of crisis and began an ongoing 

process of identifying every event meeting this definition (beginning in 1918).  

Eventually a measure of 'ethnic crisis' was added to this collection effort and scholars 

used this analysis to describe the conditions that cause these ethnic conflicts to result in 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6
 http://www.cidcm.umd.edu/icb/info/project_information.asp 
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interstate violence (Carment, 1993).  Ultimately they found that the source of these 

conflicts emanated from within the state. The combination of a powerful executive and 

relatively homogenous ethnic populations allowed these leaders to exercise belligerent 

foreign policies (Carment, James and Taydas, 2006).   

The second wave of the literature focused on the population of ethnic crises as a 

distinct phenomenon.  Unlike previous analyses in international relations, it privileges 

(accepts the legitimacy of) ethnic identity and its implications for international conflict.  

However, an emerging strand of the literature goes quite a bit further.  Ben-Yehuda and 

Mishali-Ram (2006) argue that ethnic actors contribute uniquely to international conflict 

(The Ethnic Actor Framework).  They contend that ethnic actors introduce new and 

particularly intractable issues into the conflict setting and that these inhibit peaceful 

resolution.  To demonstrate the argument they include non-state actors that are not ethnic 

into the analysis as a control group.  The argument that ethnic crises are distinct from 

other types of conflicts is unique to their study and if true, this quite a development. 

Previous analyses instead sought to explain which ethnic crises resulted in violence, not 

how ethnic crises differed from the larger population.  Furthermore it is the actors 

themselves that cause the conflict to escalate.  

However, the authors also fail to demonstrate definitively that this is the case.  

They conduct an empirical analysis of a large number of cases, but they do not provide a 

multivariate test.  Instead they rely upon a series of cross-tabulations to demonstrate that 

crises with ethnic actors are different from both those with only state actors and those 

with non-ethnic actors.  The failure to consider any alternative explanations leaves the 

analysis vulnerable to charges of omitted variable bias.  
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Perhaps the more important problem is that a series of well-received arguments 

operating within the bargaining framework threatens to undermine the study of ethnic 

groups and conflict altogether.  Most of these scholars tend to downplay or minimize 

ethnicity as a causal factor.  Instead they focus on information and credibility problems 

and the ways in which they prevent a peaceful resolution of disputes.  In this way, ethnic 

groups in conflict are no different than any other type of group in conflict (Walter, 2009).  

When information is unavailable or poor, we should expect greater conflict as the parties 

attempt to 'feel out' the strength of the opponent.  In much the same way a lack of 

credibility prevents each side from disarming and thus usually forestalls a peace 

agreement.  Implicit in this argument is the idea that actors are essentially 

undifferentiated except with respect to their capabilities.   

Barbra Walter (2009) argues that civil wars are difficult to resolve because each 

side cannot credibly commit not to exploit in the future, any advantage gained from 

cooperation in the current period.  As a result, they find it difficult to lay down their 

weapons and cede control to a national (especially military) authority.  David 

Cunningham (2006) argues that each new belligerent in a civil war makes it more likely 

that the conflict will endure because each new actor introduces a series of preferences 

that must be satiated to reach an agreement.  These veto players are by definition, any 

actor that can potentially spoil an agreement.  Note, that Cunningham is essentially 

neutral on the issue of ethnicity, even though civil wars are by definition violent contest 

between groups in a society.  In order to determine whether or not ethnicity really matters 

requires specifying which mechanisms are uniquely associated with ethnic conflict and 
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devising a multivariate analysis that test these in the presence of a control group and 

against alternative arguments. 
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 The main argument in this dissertation is that crises that include ethnic actors, 

result in; higher levels of interstate violence, indecisive outcomes, as well as a general 

escalation in tension between states.  In both the development of the theory and its 

testing, I apply a new Ethnic Mobilization framework to explain the unique influence 

ethnic rebel groups have on international crises. 

 In Chapter Two, I provide an explanation of conflict management in NSA-crises 

that identifies ethnic actors as unique contributors to the conflict.  Unlike, previous 

analyses, I identify testable mechanisms that explain how these conflicts differ from all 

others.   

 The argument contains three parts.  First, it is necessary to identify NSA-crises as 

distinct from crises because they always contain at least one non-state actor.  An 

implication of this is that the groups exist illegally on the territory of at least one of the 

crisis participants.  In essence then, issues of sovereignty are always present in these 

conflicts and the stakes are always high. 

 Interventionist policies are usually beneficial to a rebel group engaged in a 

conflict with the host-state and are generally a welcome development.  In fact, once 

underway, non-state actors seek to influence the negotiation process between states, 

usually by demonstrating the depth of their resolve.  Demonstrations of strength by rebel 

groups influence the foreign policies of both the interventionist state and the host-state.  
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In this context, interventionist states will normally assume more aggressive bargaining 

stances for two reasons.  First, the inability of the host-state to provide security within its 

territory serves to delegitimize the regime in the eyes of the international community, 

which may help justify attempts at intervention.  Second, strong rebel groups send signals 

to their sponsors that once in power, they would be able to organize and run a functioning 

government that is perhaps more friendly to the policies of the interventionist state.  

 In the second part of the argument, I argue that non-state actors are inherently 

weak actors relative to states.  Generally, states have an advantage in the collection of 

revenue and the provision of armies.  States rely on a commonly recognized legitimacy 

and a professional security force to establish order in a particular territory.  So as a matter 

of fact, states will usually field large well-organized armies and be able to acquire a 

larger amount of weaponry than rebels.  This is not a 'law' like statement, but rather 

simply a description of the conditions in most states.  However, norms of sovereignty and 

the benefits of legitimacy can be said to empower even the weakest states, giving them an 

advantage over non-state actors. 

 Since rebels do not possess the capabilities of the state, nor participate in the norm 

of sovereignty, they must seek sponsorship.  To obtain sponsorship, rebel groups pursue a 

number of strategies to include; participation in black markets, sponsorship from states 

and the development of supportive constituencies within the host-state.  Ironically, since 

state actors are ideally suited to acquire and dispense resources, non-state actors are quite 

often inclined to seek sponsorship from states.  However, state sponsorship is a double-

edged sword at best.  While states are often more than willing to provide funding for 
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rebel groups, they are equally wiling to reduce or eliminate that support when it suits 

their interest.   

 Therefore, the environment for non-state actors is particularly hostile.  They must 

concern themselves with the issue of sponsorship, but must also hedge against the 

prospect of defection (Bapat, 2009).  Since the consequences of a failed rebellion are 

often quite high, the possibility of defection must necessarily concern the rebels. 

Therefore, the failure to analyze state-based sponsorship is problematic in two ways.  If it 

is the case that the influence of non-state actors is really a function of the state 

sponsorship they are able to acquire, then the failure to include a measure of sponsorship 

biases any results obtained.  

 Finally, I argue that ethnic rebel groups are better situated to drive harder bargains 

with the host state, which undermines successful resolution of the conflict.  Although 

related to the issue of state sponsorship, this advantage does not derive from greater 

access to state-based sponsorship, but rather from their ability to secure a reliable 

alternative. 

  Unlike non-ethnic groups, ethnic rebels benefit from several mechanisms that 

make it relatively easy to secure reliable funding from co-ethnics and to prevent the rise 

of factions within the group.  These mechanisms are generally accepted and not 

particularly controversial.  First, it is by now well understood that ethnic civil wars are 

different than ideological civil wars in at least one respect.  In ethnic conflicts, members 

of a particular ethnic group are not free to defect to the other side.  Therefore, large-scale 

ethnic conflicts often result in a sort of natural sorting behavior that locks group members 

into physically defensible enclaves (Kaufman, 1993).  Thus, those rebel groups who 
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successfully mobilize around ethnicity benefit from a constituency (and potential 

recruitment pool) that is not free to withdraw its support.  This reality, of course, is only 

intensified by the occurrence of violence. 

 Second, ethnic rebel groups are able to exploit information networks to identify 

and punish defectors more reliably than are non-ethnic rebels.  In an analysis of 

asymmetrical conflict, Lyall and Wilson (2009) argue that insurgencies have thrived 

because of the increasing mechanization of modern armies.  The tendency to operate 

within vehicles and at the end of supply lines has made modern armies less reliant on the 

civilian population in a particular territory.  As a result, they are less effective at 

collecting reliable information on the activities of insurgents.  In a similar analysis, he 

finds that counter-insurgent forces are most effective when populated by co-ethnics. I 

contend that the same principles apply for ethnic rebel groups.  Ethnic rebels have access 

to reliable information about the activities of co-ethnics that allows them to identify and 

effectively punish defectors.   

 Finally, the politics of ethnicity lend themselves to ethnic outbidding (DeVotta, 

2005, Kaufmann, 1996).  Theories of ethnic outbidding are developed from the analysis 

of electoral politics in ethnically divided societies.  It occurs when one political faction 

accuses another of 'selling out' the greater interest of the group for personal concessions 

from the opponent group. Again, it would seem that these moderate factions that would 

otherwise naturally emerge within the group, fail too because their moderate approach 

remains unappealing to group members suffering from the fear of marginalization or 

perhaps even genocide.  So instead of challenging the group's leadership with appeals to 
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moderation, any contending factions that develop from within the group are likely to 

stake a position that is even more extreme.   

 Together these policing mechanisms allow ethnic rebels to develop a constituency 

that can be counted on to reliably provide resources in the form of currency, foodstuffs, 

arms and shelter and in some cases popular demonstrations of support for the rebel group.  

These same mechanisms allow the development of a reliable constituency that empowers 

these groups relative to others, by allowing it to operate independently of any state 

sponsors.   

 Groups that can independently pursue action against a state adversary are less 

vulnerable to the frequent defections that accompany state-based sponsorship.  These 

groups are free to continue to confront the host-state even when it is no longer in the 

interest of their state sponsors and in so doing forestall a successful resolution to the 

conflict.  Therefore, I expect that crises with ethnically mobilized rebel groups cause 

higher levels of crisis violence, prevent decisive outcomes and increase the level of 

tension between the states involved in the conflict. 
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 I present the remainder of this dissertation in four additional chapters.  In Chapter 

Two I review the applicable literatures.  A clear pattern exists in which non-state actors 

are studied in relation to some other foci, like nation-building, asymmetrical conflict or 

civil war.  Each provides insight into the phenomena of violent non-state actors, but none 
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treats the entire population nor suggest meaningful distinctions among them.
7
  In that 

respect, this analysis makes an original contribution.   

 After reviewing the literature, I develop a theory of Ethnic Mobilization to 

explain how rebel groups that organize themselves around ethno-nationalist appeals, 

influence crisis violence.  The key component of the argument is that ethnic groups 

bargain harder than non-ethnic rebel groups because of their ability to secure funding 

from a well-policed co-ethnic constituency.  From this framework, I develop a set of 

hypothesis for which the main contention is that crises with ethnic actors; result in more 

violence, end in indecisive outcomes, and lead to an escalation of interstate tension.   

 In Chapter Three, I use ordered logistic regression to test the hypotheses that 

concern crisis violence on an original dataset of international crises-dyad-years.  First, I 

discuss the development of a new dataset on International Crises and the involvement of 

non-state actors.  This dataset is one of only a handful that identifies the involvement of 

non-state actors in international crises does so across a range of behavioral variables.   

 Next, I establish that NSA-crises are indeed more likely to include high levels of 

violent crisis management than all others.  I go on to find a strong positive relationship 

between crisis violence and the involvement of ethnic actors.  After using the estimates to 

calculate predicted probabilities, I find that the inclusion of ethnic actors is also 

substantively meaningful. 

 I test the robustness of these results with two different techniques.  First, I conduct 

each analysis on two separate measures of crisis violence and find that the results remain 

statistically significant and in the predicted direction.  Second, I use a series of likelihood 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7
 Hemda Ben-Yehuda and her colleagues produce a theoretical framework (Ethnic Actor) that distinguishes 

ethnic rebels from other types of groups and is an exception to the trend. 
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ratio tests to examine the contributions that various measures of ethnicity, and alternative 

theories make to the model.  I find that my own measure of ethnic mobilization performs 

considerably better, and more consistently than most existing measures.  After 

conducting these tests, I report an improved (full) model as well as the predicted 

probabilities for crisis violence.  

 In Chapter Four, I test the hypotheses that concern crisis outcomes and interstate 

tension.  Crisis outcomes can be either decisive (a clear winner/looser) or indecisive.  

Normatively speaking, indecisive outcomes can be either more desirable (compromise) or 

less desirable (stalemate). Since these outcomes are unranked, I employ a Multinomial 

Logit Model to test the relationship between both indecisive outcomes and the 

participation of ethnic groups in an international crisis.   

 I find that crises with ethnic actors share a statistically significant relationship 

with the occurrence of stalemates, but not with compromise.  Again, I test the robustness 

of this conclusion with a series of likelihood ratio tests and find that my measures 

perform better than several alternatives.  To ease in the interpretation of the results, I use 

a user-written software program to generate predicted probabilities for a discrete change 

in the main independent variables.  The results show that the substantive effect of ethnic 

mobilization is the largest in the model.  From the analysis I conclude that crises with 

ethnic rebels end poorly, with outcomes that are both indecisive and uncompromising. 

 In the second half of Chapter Four, I use a logistic regression model to test the 

relationship between ethnic mobilization and the escalation of interstate tension.  The 

dependent variable is a two-category indicator that identifies if the end of a crisis was 

followed by another crisis between the same two states in the ensuing five years.  If so, 
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this is taken as evidence that the level of tension between the states increased as a result 

of the previous conflict.   

 In this test, I add a variable that identifies whether or not the previous crisis ended 

in a stalemate in order to avoid biasing the results.  The estimates demonstrate that there 

is no direct relationship between ethnic mobilization and interstate tension.  However, 

there is a strong relationship between the occurrence of a stalemate and the resumption of 

interstate conflict.  This adds a bit of nuance to our understanding of ethnic mobilization 

in the crisis context.  Crises with ethnically mobilized groups are more likely to result in 

stalemate.  However, the occurrence of a stalemate, irrespective of crisis type, is likely to 

result in the escalation of interstate tensions. 

 In Chapter Five, I begin with a restatement of the central question.  I then 

conclude the dissertation with a brief discussion of the main argument and an overview of 

the results from the quantitative analyses in Chapters Three and Four.  I go on to discuss 

the results in terms of their implications for both theory development and policy-making.  

Finally, I suggest a number of methods that can be used to improve research at the nexus 

of domestic conflict and international crises. 
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 Do ethnic actors cause crisis violence? In this dissertation I argue that ethnically 

mobilized non-state actors have a unique influence on each stage of crisis management 

(crisis management, crisis outcome, and post-conflict tension level).  In fact ethnic actors 

make; the use of violence more likely, lead to stalemated outcomes, and cause a post-

conflict escalation in the tension level between crisis opponents.  Existing arguments are 

a useful, but incomplete means of explaining outcomes in Non-State Actor Crises.  In this 

chapter, I improve upon these approaches with the consideration of two additional 

factors: sponsorship, and ethnic mobilization.   

 Rebel groups are perpetually weak actors that must find reliable access to the 

funds necessary to fuel insurgency.  Therefore analyses that include armed non-state 

actors, but ignore patterns of sponsorship are both conceptually inadequate and 

methodologically biased.  The ability of rebel groups to raise funding is a function of 

several factors to include: its availability, access to illicit enterprise and the extent to 

which their platform resonates with segments of the domestic population.  I argue that 

one type of funding (state-sponsorship) is a primary cause of crisis violence. 

 In addition to the failure to measure sponsorship, existing approaches 

inappropriately use dichotomous measures of ethnicity.  This is inappropriate because it 

is almost always inaccurate to characterize a group as simply ethnic or not.  Rather, 

ethno-nationalism is an ideal type and the tendency to 'go-ethnic' is a strategic decision.  

Actors that use ethnic appeals to mobilize support (i.e. ethnically mobilized groups) gain 

a sponsorship advantage among co-ethnics.  As a result, ethnic rebels are more likely 
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(relative to 'non-ethnic' actors) to enjoy support from domestic constituencies in addition 

to whatever additional funding they can procure through external sponsors or illicit 

economic activity.  This relatively robust funding allows them to weather the momentary 

defections that often accompany state sponsorship, and use this autonomy to drive hard 

bargains with the host state.  In many cases, this can catalyze a cycle of repression and 

interventionism.   

 I find three important trends in the literature.  Early studies generally ignore 

armed rebel groups in favor of state oriented theories concerning individual leadership 

styles, and organizational processes. This is in part reflective of a general preference for 

the analysis of states as the most important international actors.  Yet, the consequences of 

ignoring rebel group participation may be substantial, as more than half of all crises have 

involved some type of armed non-state actor group.   

 A second wave of studies addresses the issue of ethnicity in irredentist and 

secessionist conflicts (Brecher and Wilkenfeld, 1997; Carment and James, 1995; 

Carment, 1993).  They demonstrate that ethnicity is indeed related to crisis violence, but 

that this relationship is conditioned on a number of additional factors to include: terrain, 

per capita wealth, greed, and resource endowment.  These causes, however, are structural 

(not necessarily ethnic), and provide little or no agency for the non-state actors that are 

often involved.  

 The Ethnic Actor Framework represents a third approach.  Ben-Yehuda and 

Mishali-Ram (2006) argue that ethnic actors actually cause crisis violence. This 

perspective is important if for no other reason but that it introduces agency into the 

debate.   Rebel groups are not simply a function of the minority groups from which they 
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spring, nor are they simply the ancillaries of interventionist states. Rather, they are quasi-

autonomous actors that behave in strategic ways and with concern for their objectives. 

 However, this actor-oriented framework is also limited.  It is unclear what exactly 

constitutes an ethnic actor, and what characteristics distinguish these groups from other 

types of non-state actors.  Furthermore, proponents of this approach offer little 

explanation as to what mechanism make these crises so difficult to resolve peacefully.  In 

response, I find it necessary to re-conceptualize the ethnic actor framework to include the 

sources of sponsorship and the effects of mobilization.  The result, my Ethnic 

Mobilization framework, is a substantial improvement over what currently exist. 

 The chapter proceeds in three parts.  First, I outline the existing literature on 

international crises and ethnic conflict.  In this section I trace the development of crisis 

arguments up to and including their migration towards analysis of the politics of identity.  

Second, I advance an approach that explains the role of ethnic rebel groups in 

international crises in terms of their superior ability to acquire sponsorship among co-

ethnics.  In the third section I use this logic to develop several hypotheses that, if 

supported, demonstrate the veracity of the theory. 
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The conflict setting for this study is the international crisis.  Michael Brecher and 

Jonathon Wilkenfeld (1997) identify crises as international conflicts where at least one 

state perceives; (1) a threat to their core values, (2) a finite time for decision-making, and 
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(3) the potential for large-scale violence.
1
  When faced with such an event, state leaders 

often engage in a rhetorical and sometimes physical effort to demonstrate the depth of 

their resolve (Robinson, 1996).  The resolution of a crisis may take several forms, but 

always challenges the participants to either defend the contested value or gain it at the 

expense of the crisis partner.  These elements give inter-state crises the unique property 

of necessarily preceding all confrontations that result in war, but not necessarily resulting 

in any violence at all (Brecher and Wilkenfeld, 1997).
2
  

Traditionally there are three frameworks that explain crisis outcomes, decision-

making, crisis bargaining and domestic politics.  Each of these perspectives yields 

important insight into both crisis-behavior and crisis-outcomes.  Decision-making 

perspectives are primarily psychological theories of decision-making that have their 

origins in the scholarship of the 1960s and 1970s (e.g. Jervis, 1976; Janis, 1982).
 
  

Generally, these scholars argue that crises produce unusually stressful environments that 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1
 A number of scholars have contributed to this understanding of crisis, including Richard Ned Lebow 

(1985), Alexander George (1983), Ole Holsti (1962) and Patrick James (1988).  Additionally, other 

scholars have made substantial contributions to the definition by attempting small revisions.  For instance, 

Charles Herman (1988) argued rather persuasively that a crisis must include a significant threat of large-

scale violence.  That is, the type of violence perpetrated by nation-states.  Thus, he prefers to use the term 

political-military crises in order to distinguish this subset of events. McClelland (1977) observed early on 

that crises are context dependent due to the interdependence of political decisions, and that a particular 

crisis can be understood in the context of a much larger set of circumstances that in turn constitute an 

antecedent crisis.  He goes on to argue that one must distinguish between an acute crisis and the notion of a 

crisis more generally.   Thus, in this argument we see a similar consideration of time, which also figured 

prominently in earlier approaches (e.g. The 1914 Crisis).  In the Brecher and Wilkenfeld (1997) definition 

the notion of time as an important crisis dimension is included. Stuart Robinson (1996) adopts the 

traditional definition of crisis, but emphasizes that there must be an element of surprise involved.  He 

argues that crises possess a, “sharply increased likelihood of war perceived by one or more parties to a 

dispute, where one or more of these states perceive a surprising threat to important national interest and an 

unusually short response time.” In addition, Robinson argues that crises necessarily involve some 

mobilization on the part of the crisis actors and the ‘attenuation of normal communication’.  As a result, 

communications between the crisis actors becomes highly symbolic.  This is an important point because it 

suggests that crisis decision-making takes place with the expectation that some or all of the proceedings 

will become public.   
2
 Militarized Interstate Disputes (MIDs) include explicit threats of violence.  However, crises may arise in 

ways that are completely exogenous to the actors themselves. 
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when mixed with the cognitive limitations of policy-makers, lead to poor decision-

making and correspondingly poor outcomes.   

Robert Jervis (1976) argues that decision-makers develop images of the opponent 

and make hurried decisions based on this belief system rather than on a sober and rational 

analysis.  These pathologies are often associated with tit-for-tat behavior and a resulting 

‘spiral’ towards violence. The failure to see the issue from the “other guys perspective” 

evolves from this motivated need for positive self-regard and could potentially result in 

biased decision-making.  

Irving Janis (1983) also argues that inaccurate perceptions cause poor foreign 

policy decisions. He contends, however, that this is primarily the result of group 

dynamics and social pressures rather than cognitive or motivational factors.  Janis 

examines small policy-making groups and contends that hierarchical dynamics make 

these types of groups susceptible to several flaws that contribute to poor decision-

making.  These poor policies are in turn justified and rationalized by the group.
3
 While 

appealing, such arguments are strongly dependent upon post-conflict interpretations that 

are rarely objectively determined. 

A third strand of individual level arguments, prospect theory, was originally 

developed in the field of cognitive psychology.  It is built upon several experimental 

analyses of risky decision-making, conducted in the late 1970’s and early 1980’s.  Amos 

and Tversky (1992) argue that decision-making is a costly lottery and that decision-

makers evaluate outcomes with respect to a particular reference point, rather than it’s 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3
 Among these symptoms of group-think are; illusions of invulnerability; the rationalization of 

contradictory information; self-righteousness; in-group bias and stereotyping; self-censorship and a 

tendency towards unanimity in decision-making. 
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final status.  In addition to this framing affect, decision-makers are risk adverse with 

respect to losses and risk acceptant with respect to gains.  Therefore a decision-maker is 

more likely to arrive at poor policy choices when they fear they are loosing a value they 

currently possess.  The most important implication for crisis management is that these 

leaders are also more likely to risk large-scale conflict, even if there is a poor chance of 

recovering the disputed value.  This inconsistent valuation most often results in the 

overweighting of extreme but unlikely outcomes.   

Bureaucratic politics and organizational culture arguments are also decision 

theories, but are logically distinct because they do not focus on individual psychology or 

small group dynamics.   Rather they hold that bureaucracies and organizational cultures 

influence decision-making and outcomes by framing the alternatives and in the actual 

implementation of a policy. While psychological theories hold that cognitive and 

motivational biases lead to poor decision-making, organizational approaches suggest that 

the framing of choices has an antecedent effect by providing decision-makers with only 

those policies that are consistent with organizational standards (Robinson, 1996).  In 

addition, both bureaucratic politics models and organizational culture theories suggest 

that once decisions are made, the implementation phase may produce results that are out 

of line with the original intent of the policy-maker.
4
   

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4
 Perhaps the most influential work of this type is Graham Allison’s (1971) Essence of Decision: 

Explaining The Cuban Missile Crisis.  Allison argues that rationality is almost never achieved empirically 

because of the way in which leaders are limited by the routines and contingencies established by their 

bureaucracies. Such was the case during the Cuban Missile Crisis.  Rather than adapting their tactics to the 

demands of the Cuban Missile Crisis, they were forced to adapt the crisis to the solutions the military 

organizations were able to provide.  For instance, Khrushchev was forced to rely on organizations that had 

never established missile bases outside of the Soviet Union, which Allison argues, contributed to the 

eventual discovery of the missile cites by U.S. intelligence services.  For his part, Kennedy opted for a 

naval blockade due to the overwhelming regional presence of the Navy and the ability to communicate 

directly with, in theatre, naval officers. While Robinson praises Allison’s theory for broadening the scope 
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Crisis-bargaining perspectives represent an alternative model of crisis escalation.  

These studies ultimately trace their origins to Thomas Schelling’s The Strategy of 

Conflict (1960).   Taken together, bargaining models hold that crises and war are an 

integral part of a negotiation process over the division of values.  When resolution 

requires the use of force it is considered a less than optimal outcome, because all parties 

would have been better off if the expenses associated with the use of force were not 

required.
5
  A pair of states may fail to reach optimal outcomes because the disputants 

have access to private information and incentives to misrepresent the level of their 

resolve.  Further, even if perfect information could be obtained, states would still have 

difficulty demonstrating the sincerity of their commitments (Fearon, 1995).  As a result, 

their interactions breed distrust and escalation may result, even if neither side actually 

prefers violence. 

Since Schelling, this line of reasoning has evolved considerably and come to 

dominate much of the thinking on international conflict.  More recent arguments fall into 

one of there camps.  One strand looks at private information and commitment problems 

in international crises (e.g. Powell, 2006; and Leventoglu and Tarar, 2008).  A second 

strand dovetails with developments in domestic politics and democratic peace arguments 

(Fearon 1994; Schultz 1998; and Bueno de Mesquita et al., 2003).  They seek primarily to 

identify the influence of audience cost and domestic institutions on policy-decisions.  

Finally, there is a developing literature that explicitly considers war a continuation of the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
of decision-making to the domestic political context, he criticizes the narrow way in which Allison and 

others conceive of ‘domestic politics’.   
5
 The term expense, in this context includes material expenditures, but may also include less tangible 

resources (like reputation) as well. 
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bargaining process rather than its end (Wagner, 2000). 
6
  These studies ask why wars last 

as long as they do, rather than why they began in the first place.  

Overall the literature provides a complex picture of crisis escalation.  Policy-

makers are thought to be somewhat rationale in their intent, but significantly constrained 

by their own cognitive patterns and motivational biases.  They are equally constrained by 

both domestic politics and organizational preferences.  Furthermore, the inclusion of at 

least two strategic actors introduces contracting problem that may result in the failure to 

find less costly alternatives to violent escalation. 

Though perhaps an accurate description of foreign policy-making, traditional 

arguments have failed to consider the role of non-state actors in international crises.  This 

is particularly harmful, because nearly half of all crises have involved rebel groups or 

well-organized political parties with affiliated militant wings. What passes for interstate 

conflict in these studies is in a great number of cases, more complex.  Scholars like 

Brubaker (1996) make a compelling case that the 'triadic nexus' of most ethnic conflicts, 

makes them more aptly thought of as quasi-international events.  That is, these cases most 

often involve a mobilized national minority, a nationalizing state and an external 

homeland.   Saleyhan (2009) depicts a similar set of circumstances, but refers to them as 

transnational rebellions.  Recognizing this, international relations scholars have begun to 

link international outcomes with ethnic identity.  I turn to these arguments below. 
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6
 Other scholars (e.g. Robert Pape, 1996) who have studied the coercive ability of the various instruments 

of warfare (e.g. air power or suicide terrorism), but have not explicitly ‘formalized’ their assumptions 

would also fall into this camp.   
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 There is an inherent futility in treating conflicts with armed non-state actors as if 

the parameters of the conflict correspond meaningfully with international boundaries.  

More often, just the opposite situation holds. Rather than competing for authority at the 

state center, insurgent groups base their opposition on the illegitimacy of international 

borders.  These groups usually seek to carve out a new political space and seek 

international recognition and support for their efforts.  Even in cases that more closely 

approximate purely domestic conflicts (i.e. civil wars), the conflict dynamic is very likely 

to include some activity by neighboring states. This is especially true, when ethnic 

'minorities at risk' in one state are in an advantageous political position in a neighboring 

state (Davis, Jaggers and Moore, 1997).  Therefore a serious flaw in some of the existing 

literature is the tendency to treat these conflicts as purely domestic events, rather than 

transnational conflicts.  What suffers is our understanding of domestic conflicts that arise 

within a context more closely approximating transnational rebellion (Saleyhan, 2009).   

 Internationalization studies remedy this shortcoming by explaining how ethnic 

conflicts spill across borders.  This literature can be divided into three frameworks, all of 

which take a domestic politics approach to the influence of ethnic identity on 

international conflict.  Common to these approaches is the assumption that the world’s 

minority groups suffer from social and economic marginalization and that these 

grievances provide the essential catalyst for mobilization and conflict (Gurr, 1993).   

 Scholars differ on whether the existences of grievances are a necessary precursor 

to violence.  What is clear, however, is that high levels of ethnic group consciousness 

alone are an insufficient cause of violence.  Rather these approaches must be combined 
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with theories that explain non-state actor mobilization and international violence.  

Operating through various mechanisms, grievance and opportunity produce domestic 

unrest, which can ‘push’ or ‘pull’ actors into conflict across international borders 

(Carment and James, 1995; Carment, James and Taydas 2006).  

The Conflict Extension framework (push theory) links domestic variables with the 

foreign policies of third party states.  From this perspective, domestic factors are said to 

‘push’ states to internationalize conflicts that are primarily political in nature.  

Instrumental factors determine the goals and objectives, while affective motivations 

affect the likelihood that a particular regime acts on those objectives (Suhrke and Noble 

1977; Heraclides 1991; Zartman 1992; Saideman 1997).  In practice it is often the case 

that ethnic groups in neighboring states attempt to compel intervention.  For instance, 

leaders may face mounting pressures to intervene when kinship ties exist between an 

oppressed minority in one state and a group exercising control of the government in a 

neighboring state.
7
  It seems, though, that this can also occur when the kinship group is 

particularly interested or well suited to intervene, even when they are not in control of the 

government of a neighboring state.
8
     

A second variant of push theory (Transformation) agrees that internationalization 

is a function of domestic strife, but contends that the primary mechanism contributing to 

intervention is the leaders inability to cope with domestic turmoil (Ostrom and Job 1986; 

Levy 1989; James and O’Neal 1991; Pickering and Kisangani 2005).  In this variant, 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7
 The conflicts between Greece and Turkey over the Island of Cyprus are an example of this form of 

escalation. 
8
 An example of this type of conflict is the ongoing situation in Sri Lanka, which pits the Indian state 

against Sri Lanka over its treatment of the Tamil minority.  India has chosen to confront the Sri Lankan 

regime on several occasions and has proven willing to escalate.  This was done even though Tamil 

speaking Indians make up only 5% of the Indian population (CIA World Fact Book).  
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policy makers actively push their states into conflict.  This is done in an effort to redirect 

domestic turmoil outward.   

Finally, the Conflict Interaction framework  (pull theory) views the international 

system as groups of states at various stages of development.  This perspective identifies 

an additional set of mechanisms, suggesting that ethnic groups actually pull outside 

actors into domestic conflicts while seeking external resources (Burton 1986; Azar 1990; 

Gurr, 1992; Smith 1986).  This is especially problematic in transitioning states with weak 

public institutions. In such cases, it is not uncommon for minority groups to radicalize 

their behavior towards the state, with the hope of drawing outside actors into the conflict 

(Jenne, 2007).   

Each of these approaches uses a domestic politics framework to explain how 

internal conflicts expand beyond borders.  This is not surprising as domestic frameworks 

are perhaps the best way to directly assess the origin of a state's foreign policy decisions.  

There is however one important limitation.  Most of this literature is tested in case studies 

or with the use of militarized interstate dispute data.  Case study analysis provides 

detailed insight into particular cases, but is less generalizable than other approaches.  One 

particularly vexing problem is that process tracing allows each analyst to define anew the 

parameters of the conflict.  Nodal points are determined after looking at the totality of the 

evidence, which can make testing the veracity of different arguments on a common unit 

of analysis difficult.  Statistical analyses address this problem by clearly identifying 

discrete cases that provide the basis for comparison.   

It is also important to understand that crises possess properties that are distinct 

from other modes of conflict and require specific theorizing.  Militarized Interstate 
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Disputes for instance are, "...united historical cases of conflict in which the threat, display 

or use of military force short of war by one member state is explicitly directed towards 

the government, official representatives, official forces, property, or territory of another 

state."(Jones, Bremer and Singer, 1996) The three-part definition of International Crises 

includes threatened actors, but does not require that there be an explicit threat issued.  

Although this is often the case, what matters is the perception of a threat.
9
  In addition 

and unlike MIDs, the conflicts may very well precede full-scale wars.  The conceptual 

distinctions between these cases and crises present the need for crisis-specific theories of 

ethnic identity and conflict.   I discuss the few existing approaches that do this below. 
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 In their seminal work, ‘A Study of Crises’ (1997), Brecher and Wilkenfeld 

systematically collect data on international crises.
10

  A crisis occurs when two or more 

states; (1) perceive an acute threat to their basic values, (2) a finite time for decision-

making, and a (3) heightened danger of violent conflict.  The International Crisis 

Behavior dataset records all instances of conflict meeting this definition and identifies a 

host of factors that are thought to influence crisis outcomes (e.g. geography).  In a 

subsequent iteration, the authors draw on Dave Carment's (1993) analysis of ethnic 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9
 Jones, Bremer and Singer (1996) envision crises as subsequent to MIDs.  They argue that, "conflict refers 

to a sharp disagreement or collision in interests between two or more actors, while a crisis and ultimately 

war are more serious and intense episodes of militarized interstate disputes that have escalated."  While 

there are obvious and meaningful differences between MIDs and crises, I disagree with the claim that all 

crises are preceded by an antecedent conflict that qualifies as a MID.  While this is possible in some cases, 

many crises that don't involve threats are perhaps best thought of as occurring prior to MIDs (e.g. The 

Soviet Note to Finland I in 1948) 
10

 The latest version of the data collects information on 455 international crises between the years 1918-

2007.  
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identity and place into their analysis (Brecher and Wilkenfeld, 1997).  In this way, they 

place the ethnic conflict frameworks discussed above in a crisis context.   

 Dave Carment (1993) identifies a subset of crises (Ethnic Crises) that involve 

irredentist or secessionist motives.  He defines a secessionist crisis as one in which, “one 

or more ethnic groups seek a reduction of control or autonomy from a central authority 

through political means…[which] leads to an interstate crisis in four non-mutually 

exclusive instances: (1) when ethnic groups refuse to recognize the political authorities 

that can trigger a foreign policy crisis for the state in question…(2) trigger foreign policy 

crises for the states allies…;(3) invite external involvement based on…one or more state 

interlocutors supporting the secessionist group..; and (4) invite external involvement of 

one or more states based on ethnic affinities supporting the state-centre triggering an 

international crisis…(interstate)."   

  He defines Irredentist crises as, "the claim to the territory of an entity---usually 

an independent state---wherein an ethnic in-group is in a numerical minority…The 

redeeming state can be an ethnic nation-state or a multi-ethnic plural state. The claim to 

territory…[and] an irredentist conflict leads to interstate ethnic crisis in three non-

mutually exclusive ways: (1) by triggering a foreign policy crisis for one or more states; 

(2) external threats made by one or both states; [and] (1) and can trigger (3) foreign 

policy crises for allies of the two states.”  In the actual ICB coding scheme, they combine 

irredentist and secessionist conflicts into a set of dichotomous variables that they call 

ethnicity related and ethnicity driven.  Ethnicity related crises are those that simply 

involve an ethnic component while ethnicity driven conflicts include ethnicity as the 

"dominant factor in causing or exasperating a crises."  
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 Brecher and Wilkenfeld (1997) use this new data to test their Ethnicity-Crisis 

Model.  They claim that non-ethnic conflicts are less likely to involve violent crisis 

management techniques as compared to those crises occurring within an ethnic conflict 

setting.  Furthermore, ethnic crises that are also part of protracted conflict are more likely 

to involve violent crisis management techniques.
11

 In a series of cross-tabular analyses, 

they find that these events are more likely to involve; (1) a high level of threat perception, 

(2) a high level of escalation and violence, (3) as well as formal but unstable peace 

agreements.  They also find that intervention by global organizations may mitigate these 

effects, while major power intervention is only marginally helpful in reducing violence. 

This approach is unique because it’s the first large scale and systematic collection 

of information (from trigger to termination) of ethnic conflict in an interstate crisis 

setting.  Nevertheless, there are at least three important shortcomings. First, the factors 

contributing to crisis violence are to a very large extent, underlying and structural, not 

ethnic.  Although it is clear that ethnicity often accompanies international violence, if the 

authors wish to claim that ethnicity causes crisis escalation, than they would have to 

demonstrate by what mechanism this occurs.   

Second, their theory does not recognize the inherent agency of ethnic (or non-

ethnic) non-state actors who are often (but not always) party to Ethnic crises.  Rather, 

ethnicity is simply a condition of the conflict itself that is either present or not.  The 

actors, though mobilized and ethnic, are not independent contributors to crisis escalation.   

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
11

 Protracted conflicts are those that are characterized by, “hostile interactions, which extend over long 

periods of time with sporadic outbreaks of open warfare fluctuating in frequency and intensity.  They are 

conflict situations in which the stakes are very high—the conflicts involve whole societies and act as agents 

for defining the scope of national identity and social solidarity.  While they may exhibit some breakpoints 

during which there is a cessation of overt violence, they linger on in time and have no distinguishable point 

of termination…Protracted conflicts, that is to say, are not specific events or even cluster’s of events at a 

point in time; they are processes.” (Azar et al. 1978; 50)   
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Dave Carment, Patrick James and Zeynep Taydas (2006) have taken much of 

what has been established in the transnational rebellion literature and applied it within the 

population of ethnic-crises.  They develop a 'synthesis' style argument that focuses 

primarily on the domestic politics of intervening states.  They argue that policy-makers 

that face low constraints and ethnically dominant constituencies are more likely to 

practice belligerent foreign policies.  This is because in these types of states, leaders are 

less vulnerable to the opinions of large ethnic minorities and exercise more control over 

foreign policy.  Likewise, leaders with high constraints and ethnically mixed 

constituencies are less likely to pursue ethnically oriented foreign policies.
12

 The authors 

also recognize that the international system is composed of states with varying levels of 

sovereignty and identify transnational ethnic affinities (i.e. ethnic kinship across borders) 

as an important enabling condition for conflict.
13

  

Mladen Tosic (2006) argues that the weakness with the executive 

constraint/ethnic composition argument is its overreliance on domestic explanations of 

conflict and its neglect of structural variables.  Tosic’s critique is an important one 

because it is clear that these conflicts do not take place in isolation.  Rather, a variety of 

external factors are likely to influence state behavior and even the way in which rebel 

groups develop and pursue preferences.  Yet, there is also good reason to look at 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
12

 They argue that the first type of interaction contains states that can choose from a large subset of policies 

that will appeal to their constituency and thus these states are free to pursue belligerent (i.e. ethnic) foreign 

policies. The second type of interaction leads to states that cannot find an ethnic foreign policy that will 

appeal to large portions of their ethnic constituency and will thus reject ethnic foreign policies.  The 

assumption here is that belligerence would come in the form of third-party intervention on behalf of a 

separatist group (third-party intervention) or by staking claim to a portion  (likely an ethnic province) of a 

neighboring state (irredentism).   
13

 Transnational ethnic ties plays only a secondary role in the author's framework.  The existence of 

communal ties across international boundaries is neither necessary nor sufficient for the conduct of ‘ethnic 

foreign policies’ in this framework.  In preliminary test of this argument, the authors found mixed support 

for these propositions (Carment and James, 1995). 
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domestic influences closely. To the extent that all foreign policy is rooted in political 

coalitions and the personal preferences of policy-makers, it makes since to identify this 

most proximate cause of foreign policy decision-making.  

Still, there are two important limitations.  First, this latest articulation of the 

argument is broader in scope than earlier work (i.e. explaining both irredentist and 

secessionist conflicts), which presents a challenge to its use as a general explanation of 

ethnic-crisis violence.  Further, their analysis uses process tracing to explain only a few 

interstate rivalries over time.  Second, the domestic politics explanation also neglects the 

inherent agency associated with ethnic actors engaged in collective action.  After some 

mobilization threshold, ethnic groups are not simply the constituencies of politicians but 

autonomous and potentially violent actors as well.  They can act as spoilers or agitate 

directly in the hopes of achieving intervention on their behalf. 
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 Hemda Ben-Yehuda and Mirav Mishali-Ram (2006) attempt to demonstrate the 

unique contribution ethnic actors make to international conflict.  They present an Ethnic 

Actor framework that replaces the notions of ethnic composition and kinship ties with 

that of the ethnic actor.  The primary innovation is that it goes beyond the consideration 

of ethnic groups as domestic constituencies.  By granting ethnic groups a degree of 

agency, they raise the possibility that ethnic groups have an independent influence on 

interstate conflict.
14

  Furthermore, these scholars increase the precision of their 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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 Although they are not particularly explicit about the necessity of militant capability implied in their 

definition, it is implicit in their conceptual framework that to be considered actors, the groups must possess 

some organizational capacity and potential for deliberate action.  In most cases, these capabilities include 

an armed faction or at the very least some militant insurgent potential.  To my knowledge, David 
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measurement by identifying those crises with non-state actors that are not considered 

'ethnic' and use them as a control group.  Therefore in this framework the major parties to 

an international crisis are: state-actors, ethnic non-state actors, and (non-ethnic) non-state 

actors.  The authors are primarily interested in those cases in which ethnic actors play a 

prominent role and call these events ethnic-interstate crises.
15

  

In addition to identifying ethnic actors, they stratify the population of cases by 

issue type. These include: cross border issues, kinship ties, terrorism, decolonization and 

civil war. They find that crises that involve non-state actors (ethnic or non) are less likely 

to end with accommodative outcomes.  The effect is more intense for post 1974 conflicts, 

but there seems to be no difference between formal and non-formal peace agreements.  

They also find that interstate crises are more likely to result in no violence, than those 

that involve non-state actors.  Most importantly ethnic-state crises are the most likely to 

involve serious clashes between states. From these findings, the authors go on to 

conclude that ‘ethnicity really matters.’  

  While this analysis has made a substantial contribution to our understanding of 

ethnic crises, is has also left a large number of questions.  For instance, although they can 

demonstrate that ethnic rebels influence crisis violence, they have not done so while 

controlling for a host of alternative factors.  A critical test is necessary and a final model 

should include some measure of democracy, geography and a variable that captures the 

effects of bargaining.   Each of these elements is likely to correlate with both crisis 
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Cunningham (2006) has created the only coding scheme that discriminates between such groups with the 

application of a threshold measure of organizational capacity.   
15

 They employ a three-part typology of the original crisis behavior dataset’s 434 crises.  For them crises 

vary depending upon whether they involve; at least two states and no non-state actors (interstate), two 

states and at least one ethnic actor (ethnic-interstate), or at least two states and a non-ethnic non-state actor 

(nsa-interstate).  In their analyses, non-ethnic non-state actors are treated as a control group. 
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outcomes and the presence of ethnic groups.  Furthermore, the authors acknowledge that 

there are only small empirical differences between the violence propensity of cases 

involving ethnic actors and those involving non-ethnic non-state actors.  They don’t point 

out, however, that this finding cast doubt on their own conclusions about the centrality of 

ethnicity as a cause of violent crisis management.  Their findings may instead suggest 

that there are few meaningful differences between crises involving ethnic actors and 

those with non-ethnic actors.   

 In addition there is greater variation among non-state actor mobilization strategies 

than the ethnic/non-ethnic designation captures.  Non-state actors may mobilize support 

on the basis of ethnicity or ideology but it is not uncommon for insurgent groups to 

utilize both types of appeals simultaneously.  The diversity in the mobilization and 

radicalization patterns of rebel groups across time and space suggest that comparing cases 

with a dichotomous measure of ethnicity is insufficient.  In addition, recent arguments on 

civil war bargaining tend to deemphasize ethnicity as a cause of violence.  Instead they 

focus on the ways in which information and credibility problems exacerbate and prolong 

conflict between rebel groups and governments.  In these arguments, the motivation for 

the conflict is less important, than the process that leads to bargaining failure.  Below I 

discuss the civil war bargaining literature and show how these perspectives casts doubt 

on arguments that feature ethnic identity. 
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The frameworks discussed above are perhaps complimentary, rather than at odds.  

Each of these perspectives assumes that conflict flows from a state’s domestic politics at 

the expense of other factors.  Taken together they suggest that the ethnic character of a 
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particular state (or the attributes associated with ethnic actors) causes violence by altering 

the domestic political incentives facing state leaders.  Civil war bargaining arguments are 

a popular and more recent incarnation of similar arguments used to explain international 

conflicts.  (e.g. Schelling 1960; Pillar 1983; Wittman 1979; Fearon 1995, 1998; Wagner 

2000; Powell 2006; Reiter 2003). 

Rather than considering the characteristics of the antagonist, these studies focus 

on the contracting problems that arise when two or more rationale actors interact in a 

context of uncertainty.  Barbara Walter (2009) argues that these perspectives constitute a 

distinct framework because they focus on contracting problems rather than the myriad of 

factors that are usually thought to contribute to civil conflict.
16

  Bargaining theorist start 

with the assumption that rationale actors would always prefer to find an accommodation 

that satisfies their desire for the contested value, while avoiding the cost associated with 

prolonged confrontation. Therefore, when two or more rationale actors find themselves 

engaged in violent conflict, it must be the result of; information scarcity, difficulties 

making credible commitments, and/or the indivisibility of a good or value (Fearon, 

1995). 

In a recent review of the civil war bargaining literature, Barbara Walter (2009) 

argues that these perspectives constitute a distinct framework for understanding the onset, 

duration and recurrence of civil wars.
17

  Apparently these arguments succeed where 
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 These “underlying structural conditions” are; wide spread poverty, large and concentrated populations, 

low economic development, prior conflict, political instability, resource dependence, anocracy, ethnic 

diasporas, and rough terrain.  
17

 Traditionally scholars have proposed that state or regional level variables matter most in episodes of civil 

conflict.  Among these are; extreme poverty, large and scattered populations, low economic development, 

political instability, resource dependence, concentrated populations, anocracies, rough terrain, a history of 

conflict, and the existence of ethnic diasporas. 
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traditional arguments have failed to explain the considerable variation in the conflict 

propensity of states that seem similarly at risk.   

Bargaining theorist argue that information and credibility problems cause civil 

war onset.  Information problems exist for both governments and rebels.  First, while 

multiple groups within society desire concessions from the government, only a few have 

the ability to carry out a lengthy campaign to acquire such concessions.  Here, Fearon 

(2007) uses the analogy of deep and shallow-pocketed groups.  If it was clear that rebel 

groups had deep pockets, than rationale state leader would simply make the appropriate 

concession necessary to avoid the cost of fighting.  Therefore rebel groups fight wars in 

order to deceive their opponents into thinking that they are actually much stronger than is 

actually the case. 

Second, rebels find it difficult to guess the commitment level of state leaders.  

Although leaders have private information about their resolve, their need to express 

toughness creates an incentive to take a hard-line against early challengers in order to 

inhibit the emergence of future challengers (Walter, 2006).  Thus, bargaining scholars 

generally see civil strife as the result of attempts to manipulate private information on 

both sides of the conflict.  This suggest that violence depends on how obvious it is that 

rebel groups are weak or strong as well as how easy it is for the government to observe 

rebel group strength and support.  The availability of information varies from case to case 

and as a result, so does civil war (Walter, 2009:250).   

Information also influences the duration of civil wars. Although the prosecution 

of war provides the information necessary to reach a bargain regarding their settlement, 

this information is revealed at different rates (Filson and Werner, 2002).  Guerrilla wars 
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are often characterized by frequent starts/stops and the use of indirect tactics (i.e. 

terrorism), which causes information about capabilities and resolve to be revealed at a 

slower rate.  In addition, when rebel groups operate from remote regions it is difficult to 

acquire information that would make a successful bargain more likely (Saleyhan, 2007, 

2009). 

Bargaining problems also result from a lack of credibility.  For instance, countries 

with weak political institutions are likely to become involved in civil wars because rebel 

groups fear that political institutions are insufficient to protect them from exploitation by 

the government once a settlement is reached (Fearon and Laitin, 2003; Bates, 2008).  In 

countries with fixed political cleavages, war is also more likely because the majority can 

easily override the will of the minority (Fearon 2003).  Finally, Robert Powell (2004) 

points out that the expectation that the balance of power between groups will change over 

time can produce conflicts that are essentially the result of concern over relative gains. 

Credibility problems also make civil wars less likely to end quickly.  Wars in 

which there is a clear imbalance of power are difficult to resolve because the weaker 

party is reluctant to lay down their arms for fear of future aggression by the stronger actor 

(Hoddie and Hoddie, 2003).  Furthermore, those conflicts without a clear commitment 

from a ‘neutral’ third party (e.g. the United Nations) also suffer from a lack of credibility 

and tend to last longer (Doyle and Sambanis, 2002, 2006; Fortna, 2004; and Hoddie and 

Hartzel, 2003). 

 Taken together the literature suggests that non-state actors are an important 

consideration for those conflicts in which they play a prominent role.  Though many 

scholars produce studies that could be reasonably placed in both categories there is a 
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distinct tendency for theories to either favor a character-based interpretation or to down 

play the influence of ethnic identity.  James Fearon (2003) is one of a growing chorus of 

scholars to call attention to this theoretical tension.
18

  With the exception of Horowitz's 

approach, he considers all identity-based theories to be only superficially about ethnicity.  

Others, like Bruce Gilly (2004) have argued for a paradigmatic shift away from ethnicity 

in search of more powerful and discerning variables.  Therefore despite the prevalence of 

transnational rebellion and the growing sophistication of analytical techniques, ethnic 

identity is again at risk of being treated as epiphenomena in International Relations.  

Summary  

 This review charts our understanding of ethnic identity and its influence on the 

magnitude of crisis violence.  I've pulled together arguments from several distinct 

scholarly traditions to include: debates on international crises, transnational rebellion and 

civil war bargaining.  By putting these literatures in conversation with one another, we 

gain a fuller understanding of the elements that determine outcomes in Ethnic Crises.  

With respect to violence, early studies explain crisis outcomes by examining: decision-

making, organizational procedures and bureaucratic politics.  These decisions are 

defensible because the relevant the focus was on great power states, with modern western 

style bureaucracies and large ethnic majorities.  However, this approach has proven less 

useful with the decline of great power conflict.   

 Identity studies that focus on transnational rebellion are better suited for the 

analysis of ethnic crises, but are only rarely treated in a crisis context.  If one believes 
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 Kanchan Chandra (2006) has argued that the definitions of ethnic identity currently in use are inadequate 

and that there has been insufficient evidence to conclude that ethnicity matters for any type of political 

violence at all. 
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that international crises are simply another form of conflict, akin to any other, this 

presents little problem.  However, I contend that crises differ from other types of conflicts 

in meaningful ways.  Rather than being defined primarily by the issuance of threats or the 

occurrence of violence, crises require only that one state in a pair, perceives a threat. In 

this way, crises can and often do occur when there is no violence or explicit threat at all.  

This characteristic of the data should give scholars pause when conflating different 

modes of conflict and encourage the development of crisis specific theories.   

 While valuable, domestic politics approaches to ethnicity are still quite limited.  

Most studies employ static notions of ethnicity, viewing identity as a characteristic of a 

political constituency or as a value to be divided.  Many of these frameworks deny 

agency to actors that are clearly strategic and perhaps the most heavily vested participants 

in the conflict. The ethnic actor framework addresses some of these issues, but suffers 

from both crude measurement techniques and fails to control for a large array of 

alternative factors.  This is particularly harmful because sponsorship by external actors is 

wholly unaccounted for in crisis studies, but generally thought to have a strong influence 

on ethnic group mobilization (Jenne, 2007).  What is needed then, is an explanation of 

ethnic crisis behavior that bestows agency to the actors and includes a serious 

consideration of alternative causes.  This also means effectively distinguishing between 

the influence of ethnic actors and all others. 
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 The existing ethnic actor framework is inadequate to explain ethnic crisis violence 

for two reasons.  First, the model suffers from omitted variable bias.  State sponsorship is 

a pervasive feature of the international system, and all insurgent groups must gain access 
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to reliable funding.  Therefore it is difficult to attribute any independent influence to 

armed non-state actors without a serious analysis of sponsorship. Furthermore, 

sponsorship is related to ethnic mobilization because the availability of sponsorship, 

influences the selection of a mobilization strategy.  Ultimately, high levels of sponsorship 

enable rebels to confront the state and also lead to interstate conflict designed to eliminate 

sponsorship. 

 The second limitation is the failure to conceive of ethnicity as a strategic decision, 

rather than simply a static characteristic of identity groups.  Individuals within the group 

often contest the character of an insurgency and whether or not it more closely 

approximates ethno-nationalism is a function of both these internal contest, and 

competition over control of the group narrative.  Furthermore, few groups can be 

accurately characterized as either ethnic or not and use of a single dichotomous 

distinction obscures the obvious complexity surrounding group identity. 

 The existing literature has provided a nuanced understanding of just how 

interventionism occurs in ethnic crises.  When faced with insurgency, many states pursue 

counter-insurgency campaigns rather then simply award concessions, because they wish 

to discourage future challengers (Walter, 2009).  The ensuing crackdown legitimizes 

interventionist foreign policies and the resulting violent crisis management through any 

of several different types of push/pull mechanisms.   

  In this section I make two claims about ethnic insurgency and its influence on 

international crises.  First, crises with ethnic rebels are more likely to result in the use of 

violence between states.  It has been demonstrated elsewhere that states and rebel groups 
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form alliances more readily than say, groups of rebels or groups of states (Bapat, 2009).
19

  

Furthermore, rebel groups are likely to radicalize their policy platforms (drive hard 

bargains) when they anticipate that they will enjoy high levels of sponsorship (Jenne, 

2007).  I argue that while this is true for all groups, the important distinctions among 

these groups emerge in the absence of sponsorship.  Unlike other groups, ethnic rebels 

can afford to sustain a more resolute bargaining posture even when the victims of 

defection by state sponsors, because of their ability to capture the support of co-ethnics.  

 Using the same logic, I also propose that crises with ethnic rebel groups make 

decisive outcomes less likely.  In fact the ability of ethnic rebels to spoil accommodation 

as well as the tendency for insurgencies to reduce the gains from absolute victory, make a 

particular type of indecisive outcome (stalemate) more likely.  Furthermore, the 

indecisiveness of these outcomes leaves the underlying dispute unresolved and actually 

increases the odds that a conflict between the same actors will arise in the future.  In the 

remaining discussion I detail these arguments and develop a suite of testable hypotheses. 
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 Ethnic crises are not only interstate disputes but also transnational conflicts that 

can incorporate states and ethnic actors across an entire region.  These conflicts are at 

their core; domestic rebellions and bargaining theorist have developed a simple and 

cogent set of analogies to describe them.  Consider the situation where at least two states 

and one militant non-state actor are involved in an inter-state crisis (i.e. Brubaker's triadic 
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 Bapat (2009) finds that states and rebel groups make good alliance partners because the ability of the 

stronger member (i.e. states) to punish defection by the weaker helps overcome credibility problems, which 

might otherwise impede cooperation.  Alliances amongst rebels suffer from exactly this defect because 

neither side can unilaterally punish defection. 
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configuration).
20

  Within the state experiencing domestic unrest, the governing regime 

and insurgents engage in a potentially violent negotiation.  

  Rebel groups seek concessions (often) in the form of greater cultural autonomy, 

access to revenues or control of natural resources.  For their part, state regimes (if 

rational) face mixed incentives.  They would prefer to strike a bargain rather than 

confront the rebel groups, but also seek to discourage future insurgencies by 

demonstrating the futility of rebellion.  Since both parties have private information about 

their own capabilities and resolve, along with incentives to mislead their opponent, costly 

signaling is likely to take the form of violence.  As these information and credibility 

problems grow, conflicts often become more intense and endure longer (Walter, 2009).   

 Not only do we have some understanding of the domestic bargain, we also know 

something about what causes interventionist foreign policies.  Relevant cases are 

generated when domestic unrest assumes an international dimension and at least one 

state, in a pair, satisfies the three-part definition of crisis (Brecher and Wilkenfeld, 1997).  

Ultimately each crisis actor must decide whether to escalate the conflict or attempt a 

reduction in tensions.  Furthermore, because they can initiate violence unilaterally, each 

actor has some independent ability to do so.  Host-states seek to limit the influence of 

interventionist states, while curtailing rebellion within its borders.  If they come to 

believe that the level of support for rebel groups constitutes an existential threat to the 

governing regime, they are more likely to initiate conflicts and more willing to risk war to 

demonstrate their resolve.   

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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 This is not to say that both state’s must recognize a crisis, but only that at least one state experiences the 

three components of a crisis and perceives a need to respond to the actions of another sovereign state.  

Therefore, from a theoretical perspective, one-sided crises could also be appropriately considered in this 

analysis.   
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 Interventionist states often encourage descent by segments of the population 

residing in states they view as competitors or unfriendly.  They hope to benefit from 

encouraging regime change through rebellion, but often do so clandestinely in order to 

reduce the risk of war and their own obligation to the rebels.  However, attempts by the 

host state to crack down on segments of the population can create crises of legitimacy for 

interventionist states.  When these external states come to view aggression by the host-

state as an unacceptable affront to their own prestige, they become more likely to initiate 

conflict as well as more willing to risk escalation to demonstrate their resolve.  In the 

remaining theory, I explain how armed ethnic rebels influence this conflict dynamic. 
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 The ethnic actor framework contends that crisis violence is the result of the mere 

inclusion of ethnic actors. This is because ethnic rebels introduce unique issues into the 

conflict that hinder peaceful resolution (Hemda Ben-Yehuda and Mishali-Ram, 2006).  In 

this way the ethnic actor framework is a relatively bold, Horowitzian approach to the role 

of ethnicity in international relations.  However the failure to conceive of ethnicity as a 

strategic decision leads to a static conception of ethnicity that is at best inaccurate.  

Appeals to ethnicity are but one type among many.  Even if the current actor framework 

was the correct model, the failure to test it in a multivariate analysis prevents one from 

drawing such a conclusion.  Therefore, ethnic insurgents may have no effect on crises, or 

have an influence that is indistinguishable from other types of armed groups.  Each is 

equally harmful to the framework.  Thus far, scholars have failed to demonstrate this 
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conclusively.  I argue that the failure to do so is because they ignore sponsorship as a 

primary cause of transnational conflicts.   

 The notion that sponsorship is a large part of the explanation for violence is not a 

particularly controversial assertion and has been treated elsewhere.  Chris Quillen (2002) 

finds that state sponsorship increases the boldness and lethality of terrorist groups by 

several thousand deaths a year.  Martha Crenshaw (1995) has found that states often fund 

terrorist groups and are willing to redefine the term to suit their immediate political 

needs, which probably contributes to the pervasiveness of the phenomena.  However she 

also argues that the end of the Cold War and the breakup of the U.S.S.R have eliminated 

a large source of funding for terrorist groups.  Daniel Byman (2005) acknowledges this 

fact, but still sees a large role for state sponsorship.  He argues: 

 "It is more accurate to say that the dynamic between states and terrorist groups may be 

changing but has become perhaps more important.  With the robust global market in 

small arms, access to a state's arsenal is no longer necessary if a group wants to use 

violence.  Nevertheless, money, training, diplomatic support, a sanctuary, and other 

forms of aid are still vital."
21

  

 Other scholars study components of sponsorship in isolation from the broader 

concept.  For instance Saleyhan (2009) has demonstrated that the strategic use of borders 

slows the collection of information that would otherwise end conflict between two 

rational opponents.  In this way, the provision of safe havens by neighboring states 
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 Terrorism is a specific behavioral act as well as a sharp accusation so it is important to understand that 

armed rebellions do not necessarily engage in terrorism.  The application of this subjective term is 

generally determined by whether the international community recognizes the armed group as a legitimate 

belligerent.  Therefore, I do not equate every political rebellion with terrorism and I do not believe that the 

authors do either.  However, their analyses are some of the few that deal seriously with state sponsorship of 

armed non-state actors and are relevant for this reason alone.   
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exacerbates civil wars and armed rebellions.  Yet the use of a neighboring state's territory 

is but one level in a continuum of state-based sponsorship.  Lower levels of sponsorship 

may take the form of rhetorical support, while higher levels can include the training of 

insurgents and even joint operational activity.  Perhaps an argument can be made that this 

contention is so obvious that it need not be tested.  However, this is a mistake because the 

sponsorship of insurgent groups can vary considerably across cases and these differences 

may have a meaningful influence on interstate violence. 

 The sponsorship dimension is of primary importance because the defining feature 

of rebel groups is their weakness, relative to the nation-state.  States have two clear 

advantages over non-state actors.  First, states are particularly efficient at raising tax 

revenue and fielding large well-organized armies.  Second, states participate in a 

sovereignty norm that bestows legitimacy and an expectation of non-interference by other 

political entities.  This sovereignty norm is reinforced through; international law, 

commonly recognized standards of behavior, and the exclusive right to develop national 

militaries.
22

   Given their relative weakness, insurgent groups must secure sponsorship 

lest they be mistaken for Fearon's 'shallow-pocketed' groups.  Rebels solve this problem 

by implementing a mobilization strategy that will allow them access to resources that can 

be transformed into a militant capability.  Therefore the ability of insurgent groups to 

exert any independent influence on international crises must be to some extent, a function 

of their ability to secure reliable sponsorship.  Rebel groups can access at least five 

different types of sponsorship and the levels of cooperation achieved, range from the 

merely symbolic to the particularly extensive.    
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Types of Sponsorship.  

  Sponsorship for insurgencies often derives from segments of the domestic 

population residing in the host state. To some extent every insurgency depends on 

clandestine support from segments of the population.  At some point a set of 

entrepreneurial individuals may wish to take advantage of existing grievances and 

mobilize a resistance movement in order to negotiate a set of concessions from the host-

state.  If such a group can gain the support of a significant component of the domestic 

population, resources can be funneled to the insurgency and ultimately mobilized against 

the state.  This is perhaps the prototypical type of insurgency.
23

   

 In practice, most insurgencies must maintain at least some nominal support 

among the domestic population in order to remain viable.  However, it is clear that there 

are differences in the extent to which rebel groups depend upon domestic populations for 

their support.  Consider the activities of the National Front for the Liberation of South 

Vietnam (NLF/Vietcong) and the Kampuchean United Front for National Salvation 

(KUFNS).  Both rebel groups would eventually become involved in rather dramatic 

conquest of their respective host states. However, unlike KUFNS, the Vietcong were 

thoroughly entrenched in the Southern countryside.  In contrast, Pol Pot's domination of 

Cambodia was so total, that KUFNS could only operate in Vietnam proper.  In fact they  

were only able to secure control of the state on the backs of a 150,000 man Vietnamese 

invasion force.
24
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 Examples of insurgencies with particularly strong bases of support inside the host-state include the 

EOKA-B in Cyprus and the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Elam (LTTE/Tamil Tigers) in Sri Lanka.  
24

 Even prior to the invasion of Cambodia in 1979, KUFNS could only establish toeholds in areas of 

Cambodia that were liberated from the Khmer Rouge, perhaps because of the sheer brutality of the 
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 This does not mean that one insurgency was less effective than the other.  In the 

first instance, support from the population of South Vietnam was critical to the success of 

the NFL.  On the other hand, the availability of refuge and sponsorship from the North 

Vietnamese government allowed KUFNS to wage an insurgency without the ability to 

operate extensively among segments of the Cambodian population. Rather, the conditions 

surrounding sponsorship in these cases were determined by conditions on the ground in 

Cambodia and Vietnam as well as the larger geo-political realities of the 1960's and 

1970's. 

 A second source of sponsorship is from sympathetic populations existing outside 

the territory of the host state.  These groups often provide funding in the form of 

remittances into the host state and can facilitate the movement of rebels across 

international borders.  Most examples involve co-ethnics in neighboring states, but 

neither condition is necessary.  For instance, both the Greek state and individual Greek 

nationals provided assistance to Greek-Cypriots in the frequent conflicts of the 1960s and 

1970s.  This was probably due to the presence of strong communal networks as well 

simple proximity.  On the other hand an extensive Irish American effort to support 

insurgencies in Northern Ireland has never really been hindered by distance (Duffy, 

2001).  The Spanish civil war saw the importation of thousands of non-Spanish volunteer 

fighters on the basis of ideology alone.  Therefore ethnic networks may not be necessary 

to gain outside support from sympathetic individuals or groups.   

 A third type of sponsorship occurs when a sovereign state actively aids a rebel 

group operating within the territory of another state.  Although any state could 
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Cambodian regime.  Their presence inside the country was not particularly strong until they took over the 

government in 1979. 
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conceivably provide sponsorship to a rebel group, this is most likely to come from 

neighboring and great power states given their proximity and/or their scale of their 

capabilities.  Scholars have shown that this is often a means by which the interventionist 

state can influence the domestic politics of the host-state without assuming the risk 

associated with open conflict (Saleyhan, 2008).  In fact cases of state sponsorship are 

extremely common.  Daniel Byman (2005) finds the same in an analysis of several such 

cases to include; Iranian support for Hezbollah, Taliban support for Al Qaeda and Syrian 

support for various Palestinian organizations. 

 Sponsorship may also take the form of cooperation with other insurgent groups.  

Given that rebel groups are by definition weak actors, this type of arrangement is a sort of 

(informal) alliance that pits two or more armed groups against the host-state (i.e. co-

sponsorship).  Although difficult to identify, the level of cooperation can also range from 

rhetorical solidarity to joint operational activity.   

 The 1970s apartheid based conflicts in Sub-Saharan Africa are one example of 

this.  The South African government faced insurgent activity from the South West Africa 

People's Organization (SWAPO) in Namibia and eventually the People's Movement for 

the Liberation of Angola (MPLA).  Although aided by cross-border networks established 

by the African National Congress (ANC), these movements were essentially about 

independence in other parts of Sub-Saharan Africa.  Still, a sense of racial solidarity with 

the people of South Africa lent itself to cooperation against the South African 

government.
25
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 It is important to note that ethnicity and race are not identical concepts.  Ethnicity has traditionally been 

viewed as an inherent characteristic of an individual or group that (although socially constructed) is based 

on beliefs about descent.  Race on the other hand, is a explicitly political concept that links social rights, 
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 On the other hand, even simultaneous rebellions against a common foe may not 

produce effective cooperation amongst rebel groups.  For instance, the WSLF (Western 

Somali Liberation Front) waged a campaign against the Ethiopian government at the 

same time as the Oromo Liberation Front (OLF).   However, there is no evidence that 

suggest these separate insurgencies were ever linked in anyway (Levinson, 1998).  

 A fifth type of sponsorship occurs when rebel groups fund themselves through 

illicit activity.  Popular schemes include, trafficking in narcotics or human beings as well 

as extortion.  Perhaps the most relevant example is that of Pashtu militias and the Taliban 

in both Afghanistan and Pakistan.  These groups are particularly adept at securing 

funding from the domestic population, illegal narcotics as well as attracting foreign 

donations.  Afghanistan produces approximately 90% of world's heroin, and the Taliban's 

ability to tax this industry makes this type of industry extremely lucrative (Schmitt, 

2009).   Another example is the relationship between Charles Taylor and the 

Revolutionary United Front (RUF).  Taylor provided weaponry in exchange for diamonds 

and the exploitation of labor.  

 Sponsorship of all types can be either weak and symbolic or quite intense.  In 

some cases support for an insurgency is simply rhetorical.  However, this does not mean 

that the effects of such support are inconsequential.  The Palestinian Liberation 

Organization (PLO) received observer status at the United Nations in 1974 and is 

considered the legitimate and sole representative of the Palestinian people by more than 

100 sovereign states. These states offered the PLO rhetorical support, and in so doing, 

increased its legitimacy in the international community.  This is perhaps best evidenced 
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privileges and expectations with phenotypic markers.  See Susan Olzak (2006) for a discussion of each 

concept. 
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by the general acceptance of a two-state solution to the Palestinian conflict. Therefore, 

even lower levels of support can have a profound impact if they occur within the right 

context.   

 In contrast, Somali support for the Western Somali Liberation Front (WSLF) 

eventually included a full-scale invasion of Ethiopia.  Yet shifting geopolitical events as 

well as several military setbacks made sponsorship unreliable and ultimately non-

existent.  Eventually, the WSLF would lose support from the Somali government and 

reinvent itself as the much less militant, Ogaden National Liberation Front (ONLF).  In 

both cases, support from external states was influential in determining the viability of the 

group but was itself subject to several conditions.   

Sponsorship and Crisis Violence.  Bargaining theorist believe that private information 

makes violence a necessary signaling technique, because violence is costly.  Yet it seems 

reasonable to conclude that there are other important forms of signaling and that conflict 

actors may engage in any number of behaviors that communicate resolve.  Since we 

know that minority groups can be distinguished by their preferences, it would seem 

straightforward to take rebel group preferences as one type of signaling device.  For 

instance, crises with insurgents that seek full sovereignty may be more prone to violence 

than instances where groups seek greater representation within the government.  

 Yet such an approach is problematic for at least two reasons.  First, the great 

variety of context makes direct comparisons of preferences across a large number of 

cases difficult.  Depending upon the particular dynamic among the actors, perceptions of 

threat and their implications could vary considerably.  Hinterland states that face large 

territorially concentrated minorities, may find demands for autonomy more threatening 
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than in other cases.  Second, rebel groups have incentives to misrepresent their true 

intentions.  Rebel groups may claim to want greater concessions than those for which 

they are ultimately willing to settle.  Therefore, their rhetoric may differ markedly from 

their true preferences.  

 Overt and irreversible behaviors, on the other hand, provide a more objective 

indication of rebel group preferences because they involve clear opportunity cost.  I argue 

that the formation of cooperative relationships serves a similar function.
26

  Since 

cooperation is costly we know that political leaders face mixed incentives when forming 

alliances.   This is because of the unique logic underlying the formation of alliances (see 

Smith, 1995).  The formation of alliances necessarily increases a state's capabilities and 

generally, such gains are welcome.  Yet, acquiring the capabilities of the alliance partner 

necessarily involves the loss of some autonomy. 

 I argue that this same logic applies to alliances (i.e. cooperative relationships) 

involving armed rebel groups and states.  When insurgents form alliances with states or 

other rebel groups, it must be the case that the alliance partners value the gains from 

cooperation more than they loath sharing any concessions that are eventually awarded.  

Since concessions must be shared among a larger group of actors, rebel leaders who 

participate in alliances must either highly value the issues at stake, or desire even greater 

concessions.  Therefore, and all else being equal, sponsorship alliances between rebels 
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 In this study I use the terms cooperative relationship and sponsorship as umbrella terms that subsume a 

number of different arrangements commonly thought of as alliances.  The term alliance has a specific 

meaning, developed by Deutsch and Singer (1966) and then extended by Gibler and Sarkees (2004).  In 

both interpretations, formal written treaties must accompany alliances.  However, this is an inappropriately 

high standard in the case of non-state actors. By cooperative relationships I refer generally to alliance type 

relationships between states and non-state actors as well as amongst multiple groups of non-state actors. 
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and interventionist states contribute to crisis violence, as host states often move to block 

the gains from cooperation amongst its opponents. 
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Defining Ethnicity. 

    Donald Horowitz (1985:52) contends that, “Ethnicity is based on a myth of 

collective ancestry, which usually carries with it traits believed to be innate. Some notion 

of ascription, however diluted, and affinity deriving from it are inseparable from the 

concept of ethnicity.”  In this definition the traits believed to be innate are some 

combination of; language, culture, as well as a common ancestry and territorial 

homeland. In this and most other definitions, it is difficult or impossible to specify that 

any of these elements is a necessary component.  This is because the subjective criteria 

concerning what constitutes a group are collectively determined, and varies across both 

cases and time. 

  In response to these challenges, scholars have increasingly gravitated towards 

more minimalist definitions.  Fearon and Laitin (2000:20) define ethnic identity as; "a 

group larger than a family for which membership is reckoned primarily by descent, is 

conceptually autonomous, and has a conventionally recognized 'natural history' as a 

group." In this definition the actual characteristics of identity are cast aside and primacy 

is given to the descent rule.  The same authors collect a list of ethnic groups that meets 

this criteria and in so doing reveal another important factor.  For the authors, members of 

a group qualify as ethnic when they collectively think of themselves as having a common 

origin.  However the reality is that the boundaries of identity are inter-subjectively 

determined on a case-by-case base and no overarching definition can accurately capture 
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the diversity that exist within the population of identity groups and armed non-state 

actors.
27

  Fearon (2003:1) is himself; cognizant of this.  He goes on to argue that an ideal 

list of ethnic groups would be populated with those that most members of a particular 

society could readily identify.  

 Kanchan Chandra (2006) uses a similar definition.  She argues that, "ethnic 

identities are a subset of identity categories in which eligibility for membership is 

determined by attributes associated with, or believed to be associated with, descent.  This 

definition makes two important contributions to our understanding of ethnicity. First, it 

explicitly eliminates cultural factors as a core component of ethnic identity.  This is 

important because language, religion and other such elements are only sometimes 

associated with ethnic identity.  Second she claims that this approach distinguishes 

between categories of membership, and the attributes that make an individual eligible for 

membership.  In this way she follows the thinking of Barth (1969), who argued that 

ethnic groups are distinguished by the cultural markers defining the boundaries, not the 

'stuff' contained within the boundaries. 

 Ultimately ethnic identity criteria are always applied inconsistently across cases, 

even within a single coding scheme.  In fact Fearon acknowledges that many cases could 

support several different coding schemes and legitimate interpretations of the ethnic 

make-up of a state.  Further complicating measurement is the tendency for groups to 

define for themselves which characteristics are salient and to what extent.   This process 
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 This is not to say that there are no cross-country patterns that exist in the formation of ethnic or 

nationalist groups.  Similarly it is not the case that ethnic or racial identities are 'constructed' in such a way 

as to make membership purely a matter of choice.  On the contrary the creation of groups is by its very 

nature an exercise in both inclusion and exclusion. Once established, movement in or out of such groups 

can be difficult or impossible. 
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is itself dynamic, and thus subject to change across cases or within a single case across 

time (Omni and Winant, 1994). 

    The problem most relevant in his study is the issue of tribal affiliations (or 

perhaps religious distinctions), which may be relevant in one case, but wholly irrelevant 

in another (Fearon, 2005).  Fearon (2003) argues that in identifying ethnic groups "there 

can be multiple ways to specify the set of ethnic groups in a country, all of which include 

more-or-less equally valid “ethnic groups.” For instance, Somalia can be legitimately 

thought of as ethnically homogenous in one sense, but very heterogeneous in terms of 

tribal affiliations.  Melissa Nobles (2000) has noted that even ostensibly scientific 

approaches (e.g. the U.S. census) to the measurement and collection of racial and ethnic 

information are in reality both unscientific and subject to change over time. 

 In the crisis literature, the task has been to define the nature of ethnicity at a stage 

subsequent to the development of group identity.  Here David Carment's (1993) coding 

scheme is the standard approach.  As discussed above, his coding scheme accounts for 

ethnicity in international crises by specifying the ways in which irredentist and 

secessionist tendencies within a society spill across borders and cause conflict with 

neighboring (i.e. potentially interventionist) states.  

  In practice however, the application of the coding scheme to instances of crises 

has been dichotomous and fixed.  Cases are defined as being related to or driven by an 

ethnic issue, or not.  In his own domestic politics model, which is tested through process 

tracing, Carment and his co-authors use a much more complex coding scheme to identify 

the composition of ethnic groups within a state.  Yet in large statistical test with states as 
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the unit of analysis, the tendency has been to adopt the more practical dichotomous 

approach. 

   Hemda Ben-Yehuda and Mishali-Ram (2006) contribute much to the discussion 

with their focus on ethnic actors (Ethnic Actor Framework).  However, their approach is 

also limited. When moving from a domestic politics model to an actor model, the nature 

of ethnicity changes considerably.  Collective action involves a contested process of 

transforming group identities into political and social movements that more closely 

resemble nationalism.  As a result, the identification of ethnic actors cannot simply be 

grafted onto the subset of cases involving ethnic issues. 

 Certainly there is a considerable degree of overlap as many irredentists and 

secessionist conflicts also involve armed ethnic actors.  However the existence of ethnic 

actors, or actors of any sort is not a necessary condition for either type of conflict.  For 

instance, the Shatt-Al-Arab crisis is coded by the ICB project as an irredentist conflict 

between Iraq and Iran.  The crisis began at a press conference on November 28, 1959 

where the Shah described the situation on the border as 'intolerable' and reasserted Iranian 

territorial claims to Shatt-Al-Arab waterway.  Although the conflict was indeed about the 

winning back of an ethnic homeland (and thus appropriately irredentist) there is no 

evidence that ethnic identity lead to collective action on the part of armed non-state actors 

in the region.  

 The other limitation with the Ethnic Actor Framework is the decision to adopt the 

dichotomous coding scheme already at use in other studies of ethnic crisis.  While there is 

something to be said for consistency, the dichotomous framework cannot capture the 

dynamics of group formation.  If all that matters is that ethnic actors are present and they 
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influence violence, then perhaps such a designation is all that is needed. However given 

the important distinctions between (1) ethnic identity, (2) nationalism and (3) collective 

action, few actors could be accurately understood as simply ethnic or not.  Rather the 

process of moving from an ethnic identity group with grievances (i.e. a minority at risk) 

to an armed ethno-nationalist actor involves a process of collective action. 

  Susan Olzak (2004; 2006) offers a discussion of each concept.  She defines 

nationalism as a, "social movement (which may or not be based on ethnic distinctions) 

invoking claims for territorial sovereignty." (Olzak, 2006:42)  The key distinction here is 

that nationalist movements make territorial sovereignty claims.  She goes on to argue that 

these preferences can be thought of on a continuum in which group preferences more or 

less approximate this ideal conception of territorial nationalism.  At its most basic level 

then, true ethno-nationalist movements occur when ethnic identity groups articulate their 

grievances into demands for some manner of autonomy. 

 I argue that this same logic applies to the formation of armed ethnic actors.  

Rather than simply being ethnic in character, groups are dynamic entities that move 

closer to the ideal of ethno-nationalism or not.  A truly ethno-nationalist actor is one 

made up of a single ethnic grouping and that defines its goals in exclusively 

nationalist/territorial terms.  Therefore when the item of interest is group mobilization, 

the role of identity grows more complex.   If a rebel group emphasizes a leftist 

ideological platform, but is made up of members of a single ethnic group, is that 

movement to be considered ethnic or not?  Similarly, groups that make ethnic appeals, 

but are really composed of several distinct ethnic or tribal groups are also difficult to 

define.  Often, ethno-nationalist movements will adopt policy platforms that include 
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specific ideological remedies.  For instance the Popular Front for the Liberation of 

Palestine (PFLP) is an ethno-nationalist group with a clearly defined Marxist platform.  

Each of these cases is difficult to codify unless our understanding of ethnic rebellion is 

understood in strategic terms, rather than as a static characteristic of groups or 

individuals.  I address these problems and discuss an alternative conception of ethnic 

identity in the following section. 
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Ethnicity as Strategic Decision.  Rather than simply trying to appeal to a given cleavage, 

members of an insurgency seek to shape the group narrative to suit their own preferences.  

These preferences can include the need to acquire resources, as well as the need to 

develop platforms that are acceptable to opinion leaders and factions within the group. 

Since an insurgency is not actually a homogenous entity, this narrative is to some extent 

contested within the group.  Those who would wish to mobilize a rebellion must make 

strategic decisions about what types of appeals are likely to solicit the most support as 

well as what limitations are introduced by committing to a certain mobilization strategy. 

Therefore when the issue is group mobilization ethnic identity is not simply a 

characteristic of the crisis, but also a group preference.   

 I do not mean to argue that actor identity is chosen freely.  On the contrary, rebel 

groups are constrained by the structures and actors that define and populate their 

environments.  These pressures can derive from conditions on the ground (bottom-up) or 

from the preferences of more powerful states in the international system (top-down).  At 

times, the availability of sponsorship must necessarily influence the decision to 'go 

ethnic'.  For instance during the Cold War, those groups who were willing to adopt a 
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leftist policy platform were more likely to receive funding from the Soviet Union, the 

Warsaw Pact, China and other leftist states.  Yet, if there are deep and enduring ethnic 

cleavages within a society, the failure to emphasize ethnicity presents an important 

opportunity cost.   

 Ethnic appeals are unique because of their ability to define membership on the 

basis of criteria that are particularly difficult to escape or manipulate.  The descent rule 

ensures that membership is granted at birth and not even relinquished at death.  At the 

other extreme are ideological appeals, which are intellectually based identities that 

increase or decrease in popularity over time and can be abandoned altogether.   

 Baradat (1997:8) argues that ideologies possess five important characteristics.  

First, they are essentially political.  Second, they present a vision of the future that is a 

materialistic improvement over the current standard.  Third, ideology is action-oriented 

and usually includes a plan or strategy best suited to bring about the new order.  Fourth, 

ideologies appeal to the masses because their primary goal is to organize large numbers 

of people. Finally, because of their attempt to persuade a large number of people, they are 

usually couched in simplistic terms.   

 Thus if the defining characteristic of ethnic identity is its inescapable nature, the 

corresponding theme among ideologies is their evangelical orientation.  Political 

ideologies are designed to gain converts by spreading the 'good news' while ethnic 

identities focus on restricting membership.  Unlike ethnically based social movements, 

the only criterion for membership in an ideological group is the adoption of the group's 

policy platform.   
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 The distinction would be unimportant if it had no bearing on the strength and 

behavior of the group.  However, it is important because appeals to ethnic identity have 

several mobilization advantages over other types of appeals.  This is evident in analyses 

of ethnic outbidding (e.g. DeVotta, 2005; Giulliano, 2000).
28

  Horowitz (1985:291) finds 

that, "Societies that are deeply driven along a preponderant ethnic cleavage – as in many 

Asian and African states – tend to throw up party systems that exacerbate ethnic conflict. 

By appealing to electorates in ethnic terms, by making ethnic demands on government, 

and by bolstering the influence of ethnically chauvinist elements within each group..." 

(Horowitz, 1985, p. 291)  In this way ethnic outbidding makes it difficult for the more 

moderate factions in a group to emerge.   

 At its core, ethnic appeals play on group fears and serve to marginalize actors 

with moderate preferences within the group.  Even outside of the ethnic political party 

debate, scholars have found that co-ethnicity has its advantages.  Jason Lyall (2010) has 

studied the co-ethnic advantage in a wartime setting.  He found that counterinsurgency is 

more effective when conducted by co-ethnics because soldiers are more likely to be 

enmeshed in ethnic networks and issue credible threats to individuals suspected of 

insurgent activity.   

 I expect the same network mechanisms to work in the mobilization of 

insurgencies.  When insurgent groups appeal to ethnic identity, not only are they likely to 

find a receptive audience, but also better suited to identity and punish those who would 

wish to defect from the aims of the group.  Therefore, I argue that ethnic appeals are 

better at mobilizing support among co-ethnics than are ideological appeals.  Such a claim 
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 According to Giulliano (2000), "Ethnic outbidding occurs when political entrepreneurs in a multi-ethnic 

polity attract political support by advocating a more ethnically exclusivist program than other politicians."   
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must meet empirical scrutiny because, even if true, it is possible that ethnic mobilization 

is inconsequential for interstate violence.  Still, there is reason to believe that these 

differences among rebel groups vary systematically with conflict management. 
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Building on the reasoning above, I argue that ethnic mobilization is likely to cause 

high levels of crisis violence, indecisive outcomes (i.e. stalemate), and the escalation of 

tension between states in conflict. Since we know ethnic rebels have a mobilization 

advantage among co-ethnics, it must be the case that they are better at acquiring funds 

from these groups relative to non-ethnic rebels.  It is certainly possible for non-ethnic 

(e.g. ideological) appeals to resonate with large segments of the population and for 

groups that make such appeals to successfully raise the funds necessary to support an 

insurgency.  However there is no reason to believe, ex ante, that ideological appeals 

should resonate more strongly with any one particular segment of the population.
29

 On 

the other hand, ethnic appeals provide rebels with a unique advantage (among co-ethnics) 

relative to non-ethnic appeals. 

 This unique ability is important because sponsorship from states can wax and 

wane over time and mobilized groups must consider the likelihood of sponsorship when 

confronting the state (Jenne, 2007: 43).  Having more in common with one another than 

they do rebels, sovereign states often defect from the sponsorship relationship when it is 

perceived as too costly.  For instance, Jordanian support for the various Palestinian 
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insurgencies (though always reluctant) was much higher prior to 1967.  After the six-day 

war with Israel and several additional skirmishes, the Jordanian government began to 

view the Palestinians as an unacceptable liability. This shift in policy would eventually 

lead to the bloody crackdown during the Black September conflict of 1970.  Therefore, 

from the insurgent perspective, state sponsorship is a mixed blessing.  States are some of 

the few actors that can provide the resources necessary to carry out insurgency, but are 

fickle allies that have more in common with each other than they do non-state actors.   

 Therefore, the ability to gain and maintain sponsorship is an essential but often 

overlooked feature of sponsorship.  Rebel groups that receive funding from a variety of 

sources should be better equipped to weather these momentary defections from state 

sponsorship.  Since ethnically mobilized rebels are more likely to find support in the 

domestic population, they are able to drive harder bargains with the host state.  That is, 

ethnic rebels can assume tougher bargaining positions for longer periods of time. 
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  Host states respond to ethnic bargaining with crackdowns, which beget 

interventionist foreign policies and sometimes result in full-blown crises. Once 

underway, a crisis challenges each state to defend a set of core values.  At this point, all 

of the difficulties usually associated with the bargaining framework apply.  A lack of 

information about the opponent's resolve, leads to costly signaling and brinksmanship.  In 

some of these cases, demonstrations of resolve evolve into high levels of violence, 

regardless of whether or not either state prefers this outcome.  

 However when ethnic rebels are involved in these conflicts the difficulties grow.  

Rebels of all types prefer to maximize the commitment of interventionist states to the 
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causes of the group.  In fact without the assistance of an interventionist state, their long-

term strategic position is generally tenuous.  Furthermore, opportunities to exploit the full 

resources of a neighboring state are rare.  Therefore once an interstate conflict has begun, 

non-state actors often attempt to encourage the interventionist state to make ever-

increasing commitments of rhetorical and material support.  To accomplish this, these 

groups often attack regime targets in the hopes of precipitating a crackdown that often 

leads other states to question the legitimacy and viability of the governing regime.  

Repression also makes it more likely that the international community will view 

humanitarian intervention as necessary.  In either case, the rebels (because of their 

weakness) can expect to gain concessions.  In this way, while state actors wax and wane 

in their commitments to the values at stake, rebels are generally interested in greater 

interventionism. 

 These groups differ in their ability to wage violent campaigns against the host-

state.  Ethnic rebel groups have an advantage in gaining sponsorship from co-ethnic 

populations because factionalism within, and defection from the group is rare and 

difficult to sustain. The core ingredient in any compromise is the existence of a faction 

within the group that is willing to settle for something less than full victory.  I contend 

that these factions are conspicuously absent in ethnic rebel groups.  As a result, ethnic 

rebels are able to agitate these conflicts by continuing the intensity of the confrontation in 

spite of the level of support given by an intervening state.  The host state becomes 

increasingly desperate to cutoff funding to the rebels, while interventionist states would 

have just as much difficulty (i.e. low credibility) proving that they had done so.  
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However, interventionist states are also unwilling to accept a severe affront to their 

prestige.  As a result, an impasse is likely.   

 Therefore, when ethnic rebels are involved in a crisis, state actors are more likely 

to use management strategies that include relatively high levels of violence as a means of 

demonstrating their resolve to the crisis opponent.  In addition, even though states are 

often unwilling to unilaterally initiate a full-scale war, an increasing commitment (in 

prestige and/or material) makes them equally unwilling to fully concede the contested 

value.  Therefore, crises with ethnic rebels (ethnic crises) are also less likely to end in 

decisive outcomes.  In fact, they are more likely to end in stalemates (a particular type of 

indecisive outcome).  Finally, because the underlying issues associated with the origin of 

the conflict tend to remain unresolved, the end of an Ethnic Crisis usually results in an 

escalation (rather than a reduction) of tensions between the sovereign actors.  High levels 

of tension will ultimately result in a higher incidence of new conflicts between the same 

crisis actors in the future.  Below, I summarize the arguments presented here in three 

series of hypotheses that correspond to each dependent variable (one for each dependent 

variable).  In Chapters Three and Four I test each in turn. 
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 Scholars that focus on the role of rebel groups in international crises make an 

implicit assumption that crises with such groups are somehow different than those with 

only states.  There is some anecdotal evidence that suggests that this is the case.  Since 

the basis for this study rest on the assumption that NSA-crises are identifiably different 

than all others, it forms the first series of hypotheses: 

(H1_A)  Ho:  Crisis dyads with non-state actors are no more violent than all  
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                                     others.  

              Ha:  Crisis dyads with non-state actors are more violent than all others.  

 

(H1_B)  Ho:  Crisis dyads with non-state actors are no more likely to end in  

                                     stalemate than all others. 

              Ha:  Crisis dyads with non-state actors are more likely to end in  

                                      stalemate than all others. 

 

(H1_C)  Ho: Crisis dyads that include non-state actors are no more likely to  

   result in an escalation of interstate tensions than all others.    

   Ha: Crisis dyads that include non-state actors are more likely to result  

   in an escalation of interstate tensions than all others.    

 

 I have also identified sponsorship for rebel groups as a primary cause of crisis 

violence.  As fundamentally weak entities, rebel groups must attempt to secure funding.  

Since a firm base of support improves the capabilities of rebel groups, host states may 

seek to block this funding by initiating and escalating conflict.  Therefore crises that 

involve groups that receive high levels of state based sponsorship are more likely to result 

in violent crisis management, stalemates and the resumption of conflict.  These ideas are 

captured in the following series of hypotheses:  

(H2_A)  Ho:  Crisis dyads with non-state actors that enjoy high levels of state  

   sponsorship are no more violent than those with low levels of  

   sponsorship. 

  Ha:  Crises dyads with non-state actors that enjoy high levels of state  

   sponsorship are more likely than those with low levels of   

   sponsorship to result in violence.   

 

(H2_B)  Ho:  NSA-Crisis dyads with non-state actors that enjoy high levels of  

   state sponsorship are no more likely to end in stalemate than all  

   others. 

  Ha:  NSA-Crises dyads with non-state actors that enjoy high levels of  

   state sponsorship are more likely to end in stalemate than all  

   others. 

 

(H2_C)  Ho:  NSA-Crisis dyads with non-state actors that enjoy high levels of  

   state sponsorship are no more likely lead to the escalation of  

   interstate tensions than all others. 
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   Ha:  NSA-Crises dyads with non-state actors that enjoy high levels of  

   state sponsorship are more likely to lead to the escalation of  

   interstate tensions than all others. 

 

 I argue that ethnic mobilization strategies result in more reliable sponsorship from 

co-ethnics than do non-ethnic appeals.  As a result, the reduction in inter-group 

factionalism and independence from state sponsorship strengthens the bargaining position 

of these groups.  Therefore ethnic mobilization causes crisis violence more often than 

does the use of non-ethnic mobilization strategies.  This argument provides the basis for 

the third series of hypotheses: 

(H3_A)   Ho:  Crisis dyads with non-state actors that are ethnically  

                                     mobilized are no more violent than all other non-state actor crises. 

               Ha:   Crisis dyads with non-state actors that are ethnically mobilized  

                                     are more violent than other non-state actor crises. 

 

(H3_B)   Ho: NSA- Crisis dyads with non-state actors that are ethnically 

                                    mobilized are no more likely to end in stalemate than those where  

                                    rebel groups are not mobilized around ethnicity. 

               Ha:  NSA-Crisis dyads with non-state actors that are ethnically  

                                    mobilized are more likely to end in stalemate than those where  

                                    groups are not mobilized around ethnicity. 

 

(H3_C)             Ho: NSA- Crisis dyads with non-state actors that are ethnically  

                                    mobilized are no more likely to lead to the escalation of interstate  

                                    tensions.   

              Ha:  NSA-Crisis dyads with non-state actors that are ethnically  

                                    mobilized are more likely to lead to the escalation of interstate  

                                    tensions. 

 

I argue that ethnic mobilization strategies result in more reliable sponsorship from 

co-ethnics than do non-ethnic appeals.  As a result, the reduction in factionalism and 

independence from state sponsorship strengthens the bargaining position of these groups.  

Therefore ethnic mobilization causes crisis violence more often than does the use of non-

ethnic mobilization strategies.  Further, because ethnically mobilized groups can operate 
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with more independence from external sponsors, the affect of state sponsorship for 

ethnically mobilized groups should not determine (or perhaps determine to a lesser 

extent) their influence on crisis management.  That is to say that the ability of ethnic 

rebels to drive hard bargains is not as strongly conditioned by state sponsorship as is the 

case for non-ethnic rebels. These arguments form the fourth series of hypotheses. 

 

(H4_A)  Ho: The interaction of ethnic mobilization and sponsorship produces no 

   more violence than does ethnic mobilization or state sponsorship  

   alone.                                                                                                                                       

   Ha:  The interaction of ethnic mobilization and high levels of   

   sponsorship produces more violence than does ethnic mobilization  

   or state sponsorship alone. 

 

(H4_B)  Ho: The interaction of ethnic mobilization and sponsorship has no  

   influence on the likelihood of a stalemate.                                                                                                                                                                  

   Ha:  The interaction of ethnic mobilization and sponsorship has an  

   influence on the likelihood of stalemate. 

 

(H4_C)  Ho: The interaction of ethnic mobilization and sponsorship has no  

   influence on the escalation of interstate tensions.                                                                                                                                                                

   Ha:  The interaction of ethnic mobilization and sponsorship has an  

   influence on the escalation of tensions. 

 

Alternative Explanations.  The International Crisis and Civil War Bargaining Literatures 

offer at least two possible alternative explanations for ethnic crisis escalation.   Ben-

Yehuda and Mishali-Ram (2006) argue that ethnic actors exert some independent 

influence on crisis escalation and that their mere inclusion in a crisis is enough to cause 

violence.  Therefore, they find that all actors in irredentist and secessionist conflicts are 

essentially ethnic and that this condition is sufficient to explain crisis violence.   

 Civil War bargaining arguments can also be applied to the crisis context.  They 

conceive of interstate as well as intrastate conflict as a costly lottery.  David Cunningham 

(2002) extends this logic and argues that conflicts become increasingly protracted as the 
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number of interested parties increases.  Assuming that these characteristics also apply 

when many actors are present at the time of a crisis between two states, than we should 

expect equally difficult management of international crises as the number of belligerents 

increases.  These alternative explanations are also addressed in the subsequent 

quantitative analysis.
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  In the preceding chapters I explored existing approaches to the study of ethnic 

conflict as well as non-state actors and their influence on interstate conflict.  I 

proposed that ethnic rebels have unique characteristics that influence the management 

of interstate crises.  In particular (and relative to non-ethnic rebels) ethnic rebels 

achieve a more robust form of sponsorship, which allows them to drive hard bargains 

with the host state.  Hard bargains of this type leads to counter insurgency campaigns 

that in turn encourage interventionism.  Ultimately, escalation and violence is likely 

to ensue.  In this chapter I test this idea in the presence of both generally confounding 

variables and alternative explanations.  To do this I employ a new dataset of Non-

State Actor Crisis Data (hereafter NSACD).  

 The analysis proceeds in three parts.  First, I detail the collection of a new 

dataset of crisis dyads that includes information on both sovereign states and non-

state actors. I then conduct a quantitative analysis of the role of ethnic rebels on crisis 

violence.  Finally, I discuss the findings and suggest how future analyses may 

improve upon this design.  
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 To address the hypotheses identified in Chapter Two, I employ data from the 

International Crisis Behavior Project (hereafter ICB-data) housed at the University of 
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Maryland.
1
  The ICB project is a series of data sets that records contextual and 

behavioral information for all international events meeting Brecher and Wilkenfeld’s 

(1997) three-part definition of international crisis.
2
  There are two original 

configurations of the data, differentiated primarily by the unit of analysis.  The first, 

(ICB1) identifies events at the system level.  The second version of the data (ICB2) 

groups observations at the actor-level.  The latest version (version 10) was released in 

July 2010, and includes all crisis events occurring between the years 1918 and 2007.  

Currently there are 455 documented international crises and approximately 1000 

crisis actors.  

 In this study it is important to test the influence of ethnic non-state actors on 

the conflict behavior of two or more states.  Therefore, system level data (taking the 

entire crisis as the unit of analysis) is inappropriate for a direct test. Instead I use the 

dyadic data, which was first collected by Joseph Hewitt (2003) at the University of 

Missouri-Columbia.  It is essentially an adaptation of the ICB2 data.  Hewitt 

identifies 882 crisis actors and 1228 crisis dyad years for the period 1918-2001.  To 

be included a pair of actors must be; (1) sovereign members of the interstate system at 

the time of the crisis, (2) and at least one state must satisfy all three conditions for 

inclusion in the original dataset.
3
  Since crises often contain more than two sovereign 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1
 The International Crisis Behavior Project is a multifaceted collection effort that includes two original data 

sets and two independent and ongoing adaptations of that data.  More information on the ICB project can 

be found at www.cidcm.umd.edu/icb/info/project_information.asp. 
2
 That is, at least one state regime perceives; (1) a threat to core values, (2) a finite time for response, and 

(3) significant possibility of violent conflict. 
3
 Sovereign states are determined in accordance with the Gleiditsch and Ward (2004) definition. 
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actors, to be included as the annual observation of a dyad pair, at least one state must 

perceive a direct threat from their crisis partner in that particular year.
4
   

 While the ICB project has been used widely, this particular variant has seen 

only limited use.  This is unfortunate because the dyadic configuration of the data has 

several properties that are advantageous for the analysis of international conflict.  

Unlike Correlates of War (COW) and Militarized Interstate Dispute (MID) data, 

international crises need not be initiated by a specific threat of violence.  Although in 

each case violence is a distinct possibility, it is not a necessary element of the data 

generation process.
5
  Rather, because the data is perception-based, specific threats of 

violence are exogenous with respect to the initiation of crisis events. 

 In addition, Hewitt (2003) has argued convincingly that converting the actor-

level data to dyadic-crisis data is useful for the overall accumulation of knowledge on 

international conflict, as most conflict theories are dyadic.  Therefore the data offers 

an opportunity test these ideas in a conflict dataset that is also an appropriate 

alternative to the heavily mined MID and COW data.    

 I should call attention to at least three additional advantages.  The Hewitt data 

was created through the use of multiple coder analysis of the original ICB2 data, 

rather than through a data generation software program (e.g. Eugen).  Various other 

data collection efforts rely on data generation programs and generally there is nothing 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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5
 In her review of the civil war bargaining literature, Barbara Walter (2009) recently calls attention to the 

failure to consider instances in which violence did not occur.  There are examples of crises that are not 

initiated with the threat of military action.  For instance, in August 1937, a crisis between Nicaragua and 

Honduras was initiated by the issuing of a postage tamp that depicted Nicaragua as including a substantial 

portion of southeastern Honduras.  This triggered a crisis for Honduras and only then were troops 

mobilized along the border, which in turn triggered a crisis for Nicaragua.  
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inherently wrong with this approach.   However in determining appropriate interstate 

crisis events, the devil is in the details.  In this approach coders haggle over nuanced 

distinctions concerning whether or not two states actively participating in a larger 

system level crisis, are also actually engaged in a conflict with one another.  This is 

important because an average crisis includes approximately six actors and it is not 

always the case that each actor was specifically threatened (i.e. perceived a threat) 

from an adversary state.  Therefore this method should achieve a higher degree of 

accuracy than the software based techniques that simply impose a dyadic structure on 

all possible crisis actors. 

 Another advantage is that the Hewitt data allows for a more fine-grained 

distinction by including the crisis year.  Although in many ways similar, the behavior 

of individual crisis participants can differ markedly across time.  For instance, a set of 

actors may end their crisis participation with each other at an earlier stage in the crisis 

event, while conflict amongst another set of actors (in the same system) rages on.  

Therefore, we gain a greater measure of precision by re-conceptualizing crises as 

discrete events occurring between two sovereign states in a given year (i.e. crisis-

dyad-year).    

 In spite of its many advantages, the limitation of Hewitt's data is the failure to 

collect information on the characteristics and behaviors of the actors themselves 

(neither states nor non-state actors).  Without this information the data cannot be used 

to test most theories of conflict.  This is particularly troubling because crises involve 

a diverse set of state actors and nearly half of all crises evolve in the presence of non-

state actors.  To fill this empirical gap, I've collected information on the 
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characteristics and behavior of both state and non-state actors in order to test the 

influence of ethnic rebel groups on interstate conflict.  With this information, I 

construct the NSACD with behavioral information from 406 crisis-dyad years 

occurring between 1918-1982. 
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 The most important contribution of the new dataset is the systematic 

collection of actor level information for all crises involving at least two states as well 

as those containing at least two states and one non-state actor for the years 1918-

1982.
6
  Any attempt to do so however is hampered to some extent by the minimalist 

definitions of non-state actor, currently used at various collection centers.
7
  

Essentially any armed group that is not a state (in accordance with Gleiditsch and 

Ward, 2004) is by definition an armed non-state actor.  Yet armed rebellions take 

many forms and the actors that participate in them vary in meaningful ways, not 

accounted for in these coding schemes.  Along with differences in relative 

capabilities, they also differ in type (ethnic/non-ethnic).  Furthermore, armed groups 

can be broad based movements or political/military coups that originate from within 

the ruling regime.  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6
 A coding decision was made to include only two-sided crises in this analysis.  Conceptually, it is 

completely reasonable to consider one-sided crises, dyadic events.  For instance, if one party fears loosing 

some value to a second party and that perception is not shared, the threatened actor can still be said to be 

acting in a strategic way if its behavior is conditional on perceptions of the opponents response.  However, 

the coding of crisis management variables is conducted at the actor level.  As a result, using the value of 

only one actor introduces some validity issues if both the theory and unit of analysis is dyadic in nature.  If 

one-sided crises are to be included, the theory should also contain specific directional information (i.e. as is 

the case in directed dyad theories and datasets). 
7
 e.g. The Uppsala Conflict Data Program (UCDP) at the Department of Peace and Conflict Research, 

Uppsala University, Sweden. 
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 This inherent diversity can create confusion and reasonable people may 

disagree on what the proper coding rule should be.  For instance, are we to consider 

non-state actors that are also former regime members in this analysis as if they were 

comparable to rebel groups with a more broad based appeal?
8
  What about 

professional soldiers or mercenaries in the service of warlords or other 'strong-men'?
9
    

   A primary concern is to prevent the introduction of bias or the harming of 

validity by inappropriately grouping non-state actors for the purposes of comparison.  

At the very least, analyst should establish a more exacting set of guidelines for the 

identification of non-state actors (and subsequently NSA-crises) then is currently in 

use. Therefore I provide a set of coding rules governing the identification of armed 

non-state actors.   

 To be included as a non-state actor crisis each case must meet two initial 

criteria.  First, at least both state actors must be involved in a conflict that meets the 

(Brecher and Wilkenfeld, 1997) three-part definition of a crisis.  That is that, at least 

one actor perceives; (1) a threat to it's core values, (2) a finite period of time in which 

to formulate a response, and (3) there exist a heightened danger of large scale 

interstate conflict.  Nested within the original definition is, Hewitt's dyadic-based 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8
 This is an important problem because the causal mechanisms at work in this theory (and indeed most 

others) are not based on the factional politics taking place within a ruling regime, but rather on issues of 

greed and grievance that lend themselves to large scale group mobilization.  
9
 Consider the example of Idi Amin's 1971 coup in Uganda.  On a trip to Tanzania, the President M. Obote 

was suddenly transformed from ruling regime to non-state actor as Idi Amin seized control of the Ugandan 

government.  Soon after he attempted to fight his way back into the country with a force of 1,000 loyalist 

(now also non-state actors).  It is not immediately clear, given the definitions currently in use, whether 

these former regime members should be considered non-state actors.  Adherence to the existing definition 

would make the coding decision dependent upon recognition from at least one great power state.  I prefer, 

however, to establish a set of more nuanced guidelines, rather than rely on what is essentially a rather 

arbitrary standard. 
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definition, and each case appearing in the dataset is consistent with both coding 

schemes.   

 In this collection effort I also identify those crises that are occasioned by armed 

non-state actor groups (i.e. rebel groups) of any type.  While each case is generated in 

accordance with the definitions above, each non-state actor case (NSA-crisis) must 

also remain consistent with eight additional criteria:  

(1) The Actor is not considered a sovereign entity at the time of the crisis in 

accordance with the guidelines established by Gleiditsch and Ward (2004). 

 

(2) The actor possesses some identifiable military capability. 

 

(3) The actor is not a factional element of a governing regime at the time of the crisis. 

 

(4) The Actor seeks support through a mass mobilization technique (e.g. religious, 

ideological or ethnic appeals). 

 

(5) The actor possesses an organizational capacity and can engage in premeditated 

and coordinated action.  It is not a spontaneous and unorganized mobilization (such as 

in the case of a riot). 

 

(6) The actor can be uniquely identified by name and/or by its unique     

involvement in a particular conflict (e.g. West Hungarian Defense Forces were not a 

named organization, but acted autonomously in the defense of Western Hungary 

against the Austrian government in 1919). 

 

(7) The actor must possess a substantial degree of autonomy from other non-state 

actors and sovereign states. 

 

(8) The Actor operates in the same theatre of conflict as the location of the crisis.  For 

example several crises occurred between Somalia and Ethiopia over the Ogaden 

region in the 1970s. Although Ethiopia was simultaneously facing a rebellion on its 

border with Kenya, there is no evidence to suggest that the Western Somalia 

Liberation Front (WSLF) and the Oromo Liberation Front (OLF) ever cooperated 

against Ethiopia. Therefore the OLF is not considered a participant in any of the 

Ogaden crises. 
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Adherence to these standards offers the best chance to make consistent and valid 

comparison across cases.  The non-state actors assessed here, are generally highly 

organized and popularly mobilized armed groups.  
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 The outcome under examination in this chapter is crisis management by states, 

which can vary considerably across cases and even across different pairs of actors in 

the same crisis.  Some cases evolve with no violence, while others feature a good deal 

of violence or even escalate to full-scale war.  Even if violence becomes a significant 

feature of a crisis event, this violence can differ in both its intensity and the centrality 

of the role it plays in the foreign policy of a state.    

 Brecher and Wilkenfeld (1997) argue convincingly that crisis management is 

best conceptualized in multiple dimensions.  Violence can be non-existent or present.  

If present, it can be ephemeral, or central to the diplomatic relationship between two 

states.  Further, even if central to the management strategy of a state, it can be more 

or less intense in its application.  Thus, using only one measure of violence could be 

misleading. This thinking guides the selection of two different dependent variables. 
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 The first dependent variable is centrality of violence (CENVIO).  This is one 

of ICB's four primary indicators of crisis management.  According to the ICB2 data 

codebook, "This variable assesses the extent of violence employed by an actor as a 

primary crisis management technique.  This refers to the relative importance which 

decision makers attach to their use of violence in order to achieve their goals in the 
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context of a specific foreign policy crisis." The variable can take on one of four 

values: 

(1) No violence (In the crisis which grew out of the assassination of King Alexander 

in 1934, neither Yugoslavia nor Hungary employed violence as a crisis management 

technique).  

 

(2) Violence minor - violence occurred but played a minor role relative to other crisis 

management techniques (Violence played a minor role in Panama's management of 

its crisis with the U.S. in January 1964 over control of the Panama Canal).  

  

(3) Violence important - violence was important, but was supported by other crisis 

management techniques (Violence was an important crisis management technique for 

both Syria and Jordan in their Black September Crisis of September 1970).  

  

(4) Violence preeminent - violence was the preeminent management technique 

(Violence was the preeminent crisis management technique employed by China and 

India in their border crisis of 1962-63).  

 

In order to capture the management style of each crisis actor I've created a new 

measure that codes the highest CENVIO score for a pair of actors in a given crisis 

dyad year.   
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 The second dependent variable is the severity of violence (SEVVIO).  It 

identifies whether or not an actor used violence as primary management technique, 

and if so, the intensity of that violence.  It offers an important dimension that is not 

captured with the centrality of violence measure because although violence can be a 

core component of a states crisis management, intensity levels vary across cases.  

This information is contained in four categories: 

(1) No violence (China did not use violence as a crisis management technique    

following seizure of its territory by the Japanese Kwantung Army in the Mukden 

Incident of 1931-32).  

  

(2) Minor clashes (Israel and Syria engaged in minor clashes in their crisis over the 
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Hula Drainage Crisis in 1951).  

  

(3) Serious clashes (In the Taiwan Strait I Crisis of 1954-55, Taiwan and the PRC 

engaged in serious clashes).  

   

(4) Full-scale war (Cyprus and Turkey engaged in full-scale war in 1974) 

!
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 The ethnic mobilization argument suggests that crises that feature ethno-

nationalist actors are more likely to include crisis violence.  Similar arguments have 

been made without the use of actor specific mechanisms. Those rebels that identify 

with one ethnic group and emphasize ethnic nationalism possess the ability to drive 

relatively hard-bargains with the host-state because they benefit from more consistent 

sponsorship than other types of rebels.  The unique contribution of this study is in 

identifying the reason ethnic actors cause interstate violence, as the ability to drive 

harder bargains because of this more robust sponsorship.  

 To test this theory it is important to draw a distinction between not only ethnic 

and non-ethnic actors, but also between ethno-nationalist actors and all others.  

Therefore I've expanded the measure of ethnic actors from a two category dummy 

variable to a three-category indicator (ETHNIC).  With this measure I focus on the 

method of mobilization rather than the cause of the conflict (ethnic issues) or the 

identity of group members (ethnic actors) alone. In past research these two concepts 

are often conflated with one another, even though they are conceptually quite distinct 

(Olzak, 2006).  The mere presence of co-ethnics within a rebel group does not mean 

that the organization is pursuing exclusively ethno-nationalist goals. In fact, 
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regardless of whether or not a group contains members of a particular ethnic group, 

each can mobilize support on a variety of political platforms.   

 In this way, rather than include or exclude groups based solely on ethnic 

membership I can also distinguish between groups that have some element of 

ethnicity from those that rely primarily on ethnic identity and ethno-nationalist 

rhetoric to gain membership and support.  This is an important distinction because the 

theory in Chapter Two suggests that the ethnic policing mechanisms should be most 

pronounced in these cases.   

 The variable (ETHNIC) identifies the type of mobilization strategy employed 

by a particular non-state actor in a given crisis dyad year.  Non-state actor 

mobilization strategies may contain ethnic appeals, non-ethnic appeals (e.g. 

ideological or religious), or a combination of both.  When only one non-state actor is 

engaged in a given crisis, the mobilization value is a function of that groups 

mobilization strategy.   When more than one non-state actor is engaged in a given 

crisis, the mobilization value is determined by the mobilization strategy of the largest 

and/or most intensely engaged non-state actor.   

 Crisis-dyad years that do not include non-state actors are coded (0).  If a non-

state actor crisis features a group that utilizes exclusively ethnic appeals, it receives a 

coding of (3).  If, on the other hand, a non-state actor is present, but makes no ethnic 

appeal, it receives a coding of (1).  In a number of cases, actors make ethnic appeals 

but also espouse a particular non-ethnic political platform.  These (mixed) cases 

receive a coding of (2).  In the actual analysis I dichotomize this measure so that it 

identifies only those actors that are composed of a coherent ethnic minority group that 
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utilizes only ethno-nationalist appeals.  The values of this variable are listed below: 

 (1) Non-ethnic mobilization strategy  

  

 (2) Mixed or indeterminate mobilization strategy  

  

 (3) Ethnic mobilization strategy  
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 Recall that there are two dependent variables in this analysis.  The first, 

CENVIO, identifies the existence of violence as well as how important it was to the 

crisis management strategy of both actors.   The second dependent variable, SEVVIO, 

identifies the existence of violence as well as its severity.  Both measures range form 

from 1 to 4, with lower scores corresponding to less violence and vise versa.  It is 

possible to simply ignore the ordered nature of the variables and estimate a 

multinomial logit model.  These models are thought to converge quickly and more 

reliably than other estimators (Long and Freese, 2006).  However, the ordered logit 

model can account for the underlying ordered nature of the dependent variable by 

expanding the Binary Regression Model (BRM).  The Latent Variable approach (see 

McKelvey and Zavoina, 1975) to the Ordinal Regression Model (ORM) can be 

expressed as:  

Figure (3.1)       if   

       for m = 1 to J 

*And where the thresholds (i.e. tau)  through  are estimated. 
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The standard formula for the predicted probability of an observed outcome given x is 

the area under the curve between a pair of thresholds, and can be estimated with the 

formula: 

Figure (3.2)        

  *Where F is the cumulative distribution function (cdf) .  In this 

       analysis F is logistic with  

 

 Since the unit of analysis is the crisis-dyad-year, but the data derive from a 

system level definition of crisis, there will be groups of interdependent 

observations.
10

  If uncorrected this would inflate the number of observations and 

artificially deflate the estimated standard errors, leading to incorrect estimates.  To 

account for this feature of the data, I estimate the model with Hubbard-White (i.e. 

Robust Standard Errors) errors.
11

  The econometric models for the baseline 

regressions used in this study can be expressed as: 

\5167%+(Z0Z](CENVIO = !1ETHMOB"1 + !2SPONSR"2  +!3ETHMOB"3* !3SPONSR"3 
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(

\5167%+(Z0E]((SEVVIO = !1ETHMOB"1 + !2SPONSR"2  +!3ETHMOB"3*   

  !3SPONSR"3  +  !4DEM"4  + !5THREAT"5  + !6LOCATION"6 +   

  !7TRIGGER"+ !8NUKES"8 + !9POWER"9  + ei 
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 The use of the actor level data and the dyadic unit creates the possibility that several crisis dyad years can 

belong to the same system level event.  For example, the 1948 Berlin Blockade crisis is a single event in 

the system level data.  However, in the actor level data, the same event is coded in four entries, because it 

included four different states (i.e. U.S., UK, France and the USSR).  In the NSACD dataset, this same event 

is coded for each pair of states and each conflict year.  For example, the Berlin Blockade appears as six 

different crisis-dyad years.  In this dataset, it is quite obvious that these six cases are interdependent and 

therefore violates the independence assumption necessary for an appropriately applied regression analysis. 
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 The first set of tests (A) in each series of hypotheses (H1 through H3) 

examines a specific variable for its influence on the use of violence in crisis 

management. Each is rewritten below: 

(H1_A)  Ho:  Crisis dyads with non-state actors are no more violent than all  

                                     others.  

              Ha:  Crisis dyads with non-state actors are more violent than all  

    others.  

 

(H2_A)            Ho:  Crisis dyads with non-state actors that enjoy high levels of   

   state sponsorship are no more violent than those with low   

   levels of sponsorship. 

               Ha:  Crises dyads with non-state actors that enjoy high levels of   

   state sponsorship are more violent than those with low levels of  

                                    sponsorship. 

 

(H3_A)  Ho: Crisis dyads with non-state actors that are ethnically mobilized  

   are no more violent than all other non-state actor crises. 

              Ha:  Crisis dyads with non-state actors that are ethnically mobilized  

   are more violent than other non-state actor crises. 
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 As much of this information is collected here for the first time, a brief 

overview of the data should be helpful.  Between the years 1918-1982, there were 401 

two-sided crisis dyad years.  (See Table 3.1) Both dependent variables are clearly bi-

modal with more than half of all cases displaying either the highest or lowest levels of 

violence. For the variable CENVIO, 25.8% of cases evolved with no violence, while 

violence was very important in 27.1% of crises.  The intensity of violence measure 
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(SEVVIO) has a similar distribution.  Approximately 25.7% of cases included no 

violence at all, while 26.7% of cases resulted in full-scale war.
12

   

 The primary goal of the NSACD collection effort is to identify crises that 

include armed non-state actors.  The data shows that slightly more than half (51.1%) 

of all crises include some type of armed non-state actor group (either ethnic or non-

ethnic).  It also suggests that it is extremely common for these groups to receive some 

form of sponsorship from external states.  In fact, only 3% of cases lacked all manner 

of sponsorship.  Low levels of sponsorship or no sponsorship at all (rhetorical 

support) occurred in only about 16% of cases. States offered rebels their logistical 

support and/or provided arms and training in a full 34.8% of cases.  Interestingly, the 

highest levels of sponsorship (in theatre cooperation) occurred in a majority (46.5%) 

of cases. This suggests that states find it necessary to support rebellions at high levels, 

either as a cost-effective way of combating undesirable regimes or because of 

domestic pressure (Saleyhan, 2010). 
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 Middle values (scores of 2 or 3) occur when one state pursues escalation, while the other follows some 

sort of conciliatory policy.  Therefore the data suggest that most state follow tit-for-tat strategies, 

responding to aggression in kind.   
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 Among these non-state actors are ethno-nationalist groups.  In the preceding 

chapter I built on an existing Ethnic Actor theory to discuss how these groups can 

cause crisis violence.  The kernel of that argument is that groups making ethnic 

appeals possess several mobilization advantages over those groups that do not make 

ethnic appeals.  These advantages make it relatively easy for these groups to garner 

support as well as prevent defection among co-ethnics.  This more robust (or reliable) 

support makes it possible for ethno-nationalist groups to drive hard bargains with 

their host states because they are less dependent upon external forms of sponsorship 

(e.g. the support of neighboring states).  Ultimately, this tendency can set off a cycle 

of repression and interventionism that makes interstate violence more likely.   

 The primary innovation here is that I identify ethnic rebel groups based upon 

their mobilization strategy, rather than simply by group membership. This allows us 

to distinguish those cases that include ethno-nationalist groups from those that simply 

have ethnic actors.  This is important because I expect the 'policing' mechanisms 

discussed in Chapter Two, to be most pronounced among ethno-nationalist actors (i.e. 

one ethnic minority group, making a sovereignty based claim against a host-state).
13

  

To quantify this concept, I've collected a three category nominal variable (non-ethnic, 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
13

 see Susan Olzak (2006) for a full discussion. 
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mixed, ethno-nationalist).  The data shows that 28% of NSA-crises include groups 

whose mobilization strategy is completely unrelated to ethnic claim making.  A 

slightly larger percentage (32.4%) feature groups best described as mixed or 

indeterminate and 39.4%, involve groups that can truly be considered ethno-

nationalist. 

8),&&!$+:20+)!B-+0;&"&!
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 A descriptive analysis of the data shows three important trends.  First, crises 

that feature rebel groups (of any type) are more likely to result in high levels of 

violence, than are those that only involve sovereign states.
14

   There are 119 crises 

that evolved without any violence.  Of those the majority, 62.2% lacked any non-state 

actor involvement.  On the other hand, 68.9% of crises that resulted in the highest 

levels of violence were also NSA-crises (see Tables 3.2 and 3.3).  The results for the 

severity of violence measure (SEVVIO) are similar.  This offers some initial support 

for the first hypothesis and suggests that crises that include non-state actors are more 

violent than those that do not include these groups. 

Table 3.2 Centrality of Violence and Non-State Actor Crises 

Violence Sovereign States Non-State Actors Totals 

None 62.2% (74) 37.8% (45) 100% (119) 

Minor 56.2% (55) 43.9% (43) 100% (98) 

Important 45.2% (33) 54.8% (40) 100% (73) 

Preeminent 32.1% (34) 68.9% (73) 100% (106) 
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 The results are nearly identical for the intensity of violence measure. 
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 Table 3.3 Severity of Violence and Non-State Actor Crises 

Violence Sovereign States Non-State Actors Totals 

None 62.2% (74) 39.5% (47) 100% (119) 

Minor 57.1% (56) 45.9% (45) 100% (98) 

Important 45.2% (33) 53.4% (39) 100% (73) 

Preeminent 30.2% (32) 68.9% (73) 100% (106) 

 

 Crises with ethnic rebel groups also display a clear tendency towards violence 

(see Tables 3.4 and 3.5).  Within the subset of NSA-crises that include ethnic rebel 

groups, more than twice as many (28) result in the highest levels of violence as do the 

lowest level of violence (12).  However this is similar to a trend among non-ethnic 

rebel groups as crises with non-ethnic rebels are also more likely to include high 

levels of violence.  Therefore simple cross tabs fail to demonstrate a clear difference 

in the violence propensity of ethnic rebels.  Approximately 26% of crises with non-

ethnic rebels resulted in no violence, while 37% of these included high levels of 

violence.  Therefore, the data suggest that all NSA-crises are more violent than 

sovereign state crises, but that the effect is somewhat stronger for ethnic rebels.  That 

is, while all types of NSA crises result in a higher incidence of violence, ethnic crises 

are somewhat less likely to include the lowest levels of violence. 

 These results support the central premise of this study and offer the first 

evidence that ethnic actors have a deleterious influence on crisis violence.  

Importantly, it suggests that this trend can be distinguished from the influence of non-

state actors more generally.
15

  However, a cross-tabular analysis cannot control for 

the possibility of alternative causation.  In fact, there are any number of factors that 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
15

 In fact, the measure of ethnic actor used here sets a higher standard because some groups that include 

ethnic membership do not meet Susan Olzak's  (2006) definition of ethno-nationalist actor.   
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could influence crisis violence to include, relative capabilities, the existence of 

nuclear weapons, regime type, and simple proximity.  Therefore to rely solely on 

simple tabulations could lead incorrectly to the conclusion that the presence of these 

rebel groups is actively contributing to crisis violence.   

            Table 3.4: Ethno-Nationalism and Crisis Violence (Centrality) 

 

 

           

 

 

 

  

           Table 3.5: Ethno-Nationalism and Crisis Violence (Severity)  
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 There are a number of factors that, while not clearly articulated theories, have 

the potential to confound the analysis.  These are factors that are systematically 

related to both the presence of ethno-nationalist groups and the occurrence of crisis 

violence (e.g. the availability of external sponsorship).  Therefore, excluding them 

from the multivariate analysis would produce biased models, whose influence could 

not be distinguished from these confounding factors.  I briefly discuss each of these 

and their measurement schemes below. 

Actor Type Low Medium High Totals 

Non-Ethno 28.6% (32) 34.8% (39) 36.6% (41) 100% (112) 

Ethno-

Nationalist 

16.7% (12) 44.4% (32) 38.9% (28) 100% (72) 

Actor Type Low Medium High Totals 

Non-Ethno 26.8% (30) 36.6% (41) 36.6% (41) 100% (112) 

Ethno-

Nationalist 

19.2% (14) 45.2% (33) 35.6% (26) 100% (73) 
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 As discussed in Chapter Two, the most important factor to control for is state 

sponsorship because rebel groups are perpetually weak actors (relative to sovereign 

states) that must secure reliable funding.  Most existing studies use a dichotomous 

measure of sponsorship (see for example Daniel Byman, 2005).  However, I find it 

more appropriate to use a four category ordinal variable because some form of state 

sponsorship is nearly always present in NSA-Crises.  Another issue with the 

measurement of state sponsorship is the lack of reliable information on levels of 

support.   Therefore, I use a four-category ordinal variable that identifies the existence 

and level of sponsorship (SPONSR).  The values are:  

 (0) No evidence of state sponsorship  

 (1) Rhetorical/diplomatic support for a non-sovereign actor engaged in a crisis.  

  

 (2) The provision of material/logistical goods and/or services for a non-sovereign   

actor engaged in the crisis. (e.g. Shantung Crisis)  

  

 (3) An explicit merging of forces in a common theatre of conflict. (e.g.  

 Leticia Crisis) 

 

To be identified as a case of state-based sponsorship at least one historian identifies 

the existence of state support, and this support must be effective in a particular dyad 

pair year. 

B''"*",-+0!8,-*),0!Q+)"+:0(&!!!
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 I've also included several control variables in the analysis that are generally 

understood to contribute to crisis violence.  The Gravity of Threat (THREAT) is an 

ICB variable that identifies "the issue of gravest threat at any time during the crisis, as 

perceived by the principal decision makers of the crisis actor."  When two or more 
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values were threatened, the most severe was coded for each actor.
16

  In making the 

variable dyad-appropriate I take the highest score among the actors in each dyad pair 

as the overall crisis dyad score.  The resulting measure yields the highest value 

threatened for each pair of conflict actors, and larger values indicate increasingly 

severe threats. 

 I've also identified the Crisis Actor Location (CRATLOC) for each dyad pair.  

In effect, it records the "distance of the crisis actor from the location of the crisis".
17

  I 

take the average score for each conflict dyad (LOCATION) so that higher scores 

indicate that both actors were geographically distant from the locus of the conflict.  

Smaller scores, on the other hand, suggest that the actors were closer to the location 

of the conflict.   

 Another potentially confounding factor is the regime type of the conflict actors.   

According to the ICB2 data codebook, "This variable distinguishes between 

authoritarian and democratic regimes, as well as between civil and military regimes, 

at the time of the crisis.  Criteria for identifying democratic regimes are: competitive 

elections; pluralist representation in the legislature; several autonomous centers of 

authority in the political system; competitive parties; and a free press.  If three or 

more of these criteria were missing or severely limited, and there was no military 

component whatsoever, the state was coded as a civil authoritarian regime.  A 

military regime was said to exist when government control was in the hands of the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
16

 The values and their corresponding definitions are captured in a seven-category variable.  The categories 

are: (0) Economic threat, (1) Limited Military threat, (2) Territorial threat, (3) Threat to Influence, (4) 

Threat to influence in the international system or regional sub-system, (5) Threat of grave damage, (6) 

Threat to existence, (7) Other.  
17

 The crisis can take place; (1) on an actor's home territory, (2) in the actor's sub-region, (3) on the same 

continent, (4) Elsewhere.  
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armed forces or when it acted entirely or predominantly at their command.  Coding 

judgments were made in terms of actual practices, rather than constitutional or other 

formal legal provisions, since the formal constitutional structure gives no guidance as 

to how a regime works."  

  The bulk of democratic peace arguments suggest that the peace results from a 

mechanism that is dyadic in nature.  Furthermore, mixed dyads make for particularly 

dangerous cases, because democracies are expected to be particularly hostile to what 

they perceive as illegitimate governments.  Therefore, those cases that feature a 

democracy and an authoritarian regime should be especially conflict prone (Doyle, 

1986). To account for this, I've generated a new dichotomous variable (DEM) that 

identifies cases that are composed of one democracy and one non-democracy (i.e. 

dangerous dyads).  These conflict dyads are given the value (1), while all other 

possible combinations are coded (0). 

 The existence of nuclear weapons may also confound the analysis.  Crisis 

escalation is related to the actor’s expectations of the cost of conflict.  Nuclear 

weapons necessarily raise the cost of conflict, but lower it's likelihood.  Therefore I've 

created a dummy variable to identify those crisis dyads that are occasioned by at least 

one nuclear state. The original ICB2 data records nuclear capability (NUCLEAR) 

along four dimensions in a nominal measure.  Non-nuclear states are assigned the 

value (1).  Non-nuclear states that are deemed likely to develop a nuclear capability in 

the near future are coded (2), while those that hold a nuclear capability at the time of 

the crisis receive a score of (3).  States that have achieved a secure second-strike 

capability at the time of the crises are coded (4).  The new variable (NUKES) is a 
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simple 0/1 dichotomous indicator, which distinguishes the presence of nuclear states 

(those valued at 3 or 4 on the original NUCLEAR variable) from all others. 

 Finally, it is important to consider the relative power capability of the crisis 

actors.  Similarities in the power capabilities of states can cause conflict. Therefore 

those cases with states that have similar capabilities portfolios should be more likely 

to result in crisis escalation.  The ICB2 dataset identifies the power disparity 

(POWDIS) of each crisis actor and their principle adversary.  Capabilities are 

determined, "... on the basis of the total of six separate scores measuring size of 

population, GNP, territorial size, alliance capability, military expenditure, and nuclear 

capability, at the onset of the crisis.  The power of a crisis actor and the power 

available to it from tight alliance partners (if any) - immediately prior to the crisis 

actor's major response-was then compared to that of its principle adversary or 

adversaries to create a power discrepancy score."   

 The ICB measure is an indicator of the size of the difference in capabilities.  

The numerical values for each pair of actors ranges from -41 to 41.  Values near 0 

indicate that the two actors have similar capabilities, while large values (either 

positive or negative) suggest that capabilities differences are greater.
18

  I've created a 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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 The coding in the actor level data (ICB2) identifies a score for each individual actor.  Making this 

variable suitable for dyadic analysis is slightly more complex than was the case for other variables.  In most 

cases, the adversary state (for which capabilities is measured) is identical to the state used to make the 

comparison.  For instance a POWDIS score of -10 directly corresponds to the dyad partner's score of 10.  In 

these cases the absolute value of either actor's score can be used to create a (low/high) scale of power 

disparity.  In other cases, however, an actor's capability score is not simply the opposite value of the 

opponents.  This can occur when the disparity score provided by ICB takes into account "tight" alliance 

patterns.  In these cases, the actor's score includes an evaluation of the differences between that actor (or 

alliance) and the capabilities of the opponent’s alliance.  In these cases, I've taken the largest difference 

indicator between the two actors in a particular dyad.  This yields a score that is comparable to all others 

but changes the interpretation slightly.  In these cases the power disparity score identifies the disparity 

between the actor and the combined score of the actors opponents. 
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new variable (POWER) that is the absolute value of the disparity score.  This 

generates a range between 0 and 41 in which larger numbers indicate greater disparity 

and lower values identify a move towards parity.  

N(6)(&&",-!B-+0;&"&!
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 A core assumption of this study is that NSA-crises are fundamentally different 

than conflicts that include only states.  In essence, the central question of this project is 

necessarily subsequent to this core assumption because if NSA-crises are no different 

than all others, it follows that crises with ethnic rebels are equally uninteresting.  

Therefore, I turn to analysis of this central assumption first.  Table 3.6 addresses the 

second and third hypotheses in two separate ordered logistic regressions.  

 The first model analyzes the effect of ethno-nationalist actors on the centrality of 

crisis violence while the second analyzes the same variables on the severity of crisis 

violence.  The models also include the control variables discussed above (including the 

sponsorship variable).  With positive coefficients of .62 and .59, respectively, and robust 

standard errors that are approximately half the size of the coefficients, the models suggest 

that there is indeed a positive relationship between the existence of non-state actors and 

the occurrence of crisis violence.   

 Several control variables also produce statistically significant coefficients.  The 

proxy for Cunningham's veto player argument (i.e. total number of actors) returns a 

positive coefficient of .08 for both measures of violence and both coefficients achieve 

significance at the .05 level.  Therefore we can conclude that the effect of having more 

crisis actors increases the likelihood of crisis violence.  Interestingly, this suggest that 

additional actors (irrespective of type) increase the likelihood of crisis violence, but also 
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that there is a specific effect when these actors are rebel groups.  That is to say, that there 

is both a veto player effect and a rebel group effect.  

 Table 3.6 Non-State Actors and Crisis Violence 
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 In addition, the model shows that crises that severely threaten a state's core values 

(coefficient values of .49 and .48) and those that are initiated with a violent act 

(coefficient values of 1.25 and 1.21) are also more likely to result in violence.  Both 

measures are significant at the .01 level.  As expected, the existence of nuclear weapons 

(coefficient of -1.43 and -1.51) has a dampening influence on crisis escalation.  However, 
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a particular type of ethnicity related crisis (secessionists) conflict has a negative 

coefficient of -0.91 that is significant at the .05 level.  Therefore contrary to the Brecher 

and Wilkenfeld (1997) argument, ethnicity related crises are not a sufficient cause of 

crisis violence (even protracted conflicts) after accounting for other potential causes.
19

 

 Taken together the multivariate analysis provides strong support for the core 

assumption that NSA-crises are fundamentally different than crises with only sovereign 

state actors.  The analysis above demonstrates that conflicts with armed rebel groups are 

more likely to result in crisis violence than all others and that this effect remains even 

after accounting for several well known causes of interstate conflict.   

 With non-linear models, care must be taken in the interpretation of the 

coefficients. For the linear regression model (OLS), the effect of a change in a single 

variable is the "same regardless of the value of that variable at the start of its change and 

regardless of the level of the other variables in the model." (Long and Freese, 2006) 

Categorical models (on the other hand) are necessarily non-linear and as a result a change 

in one variable (discrete or marginal) is dependent upon the values of all the variables in 

the model.  In fact, no single interpretive technique could fully represent the effect of all 

elements in the model.   

 While it is standard practice to report predicted probabilities for each statistically 

significant variable, a particularly useful approach is to specify substantively meaningful 

'ideal type' cases.  I conduct such an analysis below.  Tables 3.7 and 3.8 identify three 

ideal cases and report the predicted probabilities that each case takes on one of the four 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
19

 I've used only secessionist crises to proxy the ethnicity related measure in this model because cross 

tabular analysis (not depicted here) shows that secessionist conflicts (as opposed to irredentist) have a 

tendency to result in high levels of violence.  If anything then, this biases the results in favor of the author's 

argument. 
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values of the dependent variables.  In both tables, the first row identifies predicted 

probabilities for an average crisis (i.e. a case with all variables set to their mean values).  

The probability of high levels of violence in an average crisis is .19.  The corresponding 

value for a crisis with only sovereign states actors is .15.  The probability of a high level 

of violence in a crisis with at least one armed rebel group jumps to .24 and does the same 

for a standard deviation increase in the number of actors in a crisis.  Therefore the results 

demonstrate that the participation of non-state actors in a crisis increases the likelihood of 

violence considerably, although the overall effect is relatively mild.  

 Table 3.7 Predicted Probabilities NSA Crises (Centrality) 
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             Table 3.8 Predicted Probabilities of NSA-Crises (Severity)  
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 The primary argument in this dissertation is that crises with ethnic actors are more 

violent than all others.  Until now this idea has not been tested in a multivariate analysis.  

I conduct such an analysis and present the results in Table 3.9.  The model produces 

positive coefficients for ethno-nationalists rebel groups of 1.86 and 1.95 respectively.  

These coefficients are both significant at the .05 level and so I can conclude that crises 

with ethno-nationalist rebel groups are more violent than crises with only state actors and 

those with non-ethnic non-state actors.   

 Similarly, state sponsorship is also associated with high levels of crisis violence.  

The state sponsorship measure returns positive coefficients of 1.84 and 1.95 and is also 

significant at the .05 level.  Therefore, as has been the suspicion of several scholars 

(including Daniel Byman, 2005; and Martha Crenshaw, 1995) state support for rebel 

groups is both a major feature of the international system and a significant cause of 

interstate conflict.  Therefore I can confidently reject the null hypothesis (H2_A) that 

state sponsorship is unrelated to crisis violence. 

 In this analysis, I've attempted to isolate the 'policing' mechanisms discussed 

above and insure that the relationship between ethnic actors and crisis violence is not 

conditional on the level of state sponsorship.  Therefore I expect to fail to reject the null 

hypothesis that violence is a product of the two variables.  Both models in Table 3.9 

demonstrate that this is indeed the case.  In fact, the sign of the interaction term is both 

negative and only mildly significant.  Therefore it seems that both ethnic actors and the 

existence of high levels of sponsorship cause crisis violence, but that influence of 

ethnically mobilized actors is not conditional upon the level of state sponsorship. 
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  Table 3.9 Ethnic Mobilization and Crisis Violence 
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 In this case, as in the previous analysis, interpretation of the results depends upon 

the values of each variable in the model and is best summarized through the use of 

predicted probabilities.  Tables 3.10 and 3.11 show the predicted probabilities for each 

level of the violence measures and for each of three types of cases.  In this model, the 

sample is comprised of only those cases that include armed non-state actors in 

accordance with the criteria outlined above.  Among these cases, the probability of an 
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average crisis turning either preeminently violent or escalating to full-scale war is .35 for 

both measures.   

 Non-ethnic NSA crises are considerably less likely to result in the highest levels 

of violence with a predicted probability score of .20 and .19, respectively.  On the other 

hand, the effect of the inclusion of at least one ethnic actor causes a dramatic increase in 

the likelihood of violence with predicted probability scores of .62 and .63.  Therefore the 

analysis suggest that the inclusion of ethnic actors in a crisis causes a substantively large 

increase in the probability of crisis violence and that this tendency is unlikely to be the 

result of random chance. 

 Table 3.10 Predicted Probabilities for Ethnic Nationalism  

 and Crisis Violence  (Centrality) 
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 Table 3.11 Predicted Probabilities for Ethnic Nationalism  

 and Crisis Violence (Severity) 
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 The models in Table 3.9 include the primary measure of ethnically mobilized 

actors and shows that there is indeed a relationship between crisis participation by these 

groups and the level of crisis violence.  However, in addition to the generally understood 
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alternative explanations, there are several well-articulated theories that pertain directly to 

the type of transnational conflicts and civil wars that often accompany NSA-crises.   

 Earlier I discussed two different approaches to the measurement of ethnicity.  The 

first is based upon early work conducted by two sets of researchers, Dave Carment and 

Patrick James (1993; 1995; 1997) as well as Michael Brecher and Jonathon Wilkenfeld 

(1997).  These scholars identify ethnicity related crises and consider how they might 

influence crisis violence (i.e. irredentist and secessionists).  Carment and James (1997) 

contribute much to our current understanding of ethnic crises, but in this analysis it is 

more appropriate to focus on the Brecher and Wilkenfeld approach instead.
20

  They argue 

that the influence of ethnicity related conflict on crisis violence is conditional upon the 

existence of a protracted conflict setting and occurs most often in Africa and Asia.  

 In a particularly bold approach to ethnicity and crisis violence, Ben-Yehuda and 

Mishali-Ram (2006) identify all conflicts that have ethnic actors.  Since their measure of 

ethnic actors is primarily based upon the Minorities at Risk dataset, they make an original 

contribution by identifying those crises that include groups that are not ethnic as a control 

group.   They claim that the inclusion of ethnic actors is a sufficient cause of crisis 

violence and that this influence can be readily distinguished from that of non-ethnic 

actors.  

   Although not directly in communication with these works, David Cunningham's 

(2006) argument concerning veto players and the duration of civil wars presents a serious 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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 I should say a word about how this analysis differs from earlier work by Dave Carment and Patrick 

James.  Their theory attempts to identify which ethnic crises escalate to violence, and uses a domestic 

politics (ethnic composition/executive constraint) approach.  Since the question here is fundamentally 

different, it is inappropriate to test that approach here.  In fact an argument can be made that such a study 

would require a directed dyad data structure.  Rather, I attempt to explain how ethnic crises differ from 

those that are non-ethnic but nevertheless include armed non-state actors.  Therefore the distinction is 

subtle but important. 
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challenge to both 'character-based' theories.
21

  Rather than the specific type of actors, 

Cunningham requires only that there be additional actors (and therefore additional 

preferences that must be satisfied) that possess the ability to 'veto' a deal.  This argument 

is generally consistent with the bargaining approach.  For these frameworks, ethnicity 

(i.e. the character of the actors) is once again treated as a less than useful dimension. 

Y(+&2)"-6!B0*()-+*"#(!$%(,)"(&!
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 The theories above parallel those in this dissertation so closely that it is 

important to test them against my own in order to determine which is more 

appropriate as well as to test the robustness of the policing mechanism.  To 

summarize, Brecher and Wilkenfeld (1997) have made the claim that ethnicity related 

conflicts (particularly in Africa and Asia) that take place within protracted conflicts, 

are more violence prone than others.  Ben-Yehuda and Mishali-Ram (2006) have 

argued that this effect holds whenever ethnic actors (broadly defined) are present in a 

crisis because they introduce unique and intractable issues into the conflict.  David 

Cunningham (2006) makes a different type of argument.  He claims that as the 

number of groups that are capable of forestalling a negotiated settlement (i.e. veto 

players) increases, the likelihood of an end to the conflict decreases.  In this section I 

develop four proxy measures (ETHACT, ETHREL, VETO) to test each of these ideas 

in a single multivariate analysis.
22
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 It is important to understand that Cunningham's theory focuses on the duration of conflict and I do not 

attribute any claims concerning crisis violence to his specific theory.  Although an extrapolation of sorts it 

is not unreasonable to think the mechanisms in his theory apply to conflict more generally.  This is 

particularly true, when one considers that he uses a bargaining logic to produce the outcome. 
22

 The first alternative theory is that put forward by Ben-Yehuda and Mishali-Ram.   According to them, all 

conflict actors that that include membership from major ethnic groups (i.e. that is those coded either 2 or 3 

on my ethnic mobilization variable) are considered ethnic actors.  This is because membership is the 
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 Brecher and Wilkenfeld (1997) identify ethnicity related conflicts.  In their 

system level data (ICB2) they define these conflicts based on David Carment's (1993) 

coding scheme, which "identifies each conflict that has an ethnic component."  These 

conflicts can take on one of the three values below:  

(1) Secessionist conflict - one or more ethnic groups seek a reduction of control or 

autonomy from a central authority (Afghanistan and Pakistan in the Pushtunistan I 

Crisis of 1949-50).  

  

(2) Irredentist conflict - a claim to the territory of an entity -- usually an independent 

state -- wherein an ethnic in-group is in a numerical minority (Burkina Faso and Mali 

in their 1985-86 border crisis).  

  

(3) Non-ethnic conflict (The U.K. and Iceland in Cod War I 1973).  

 

Since their theory suggest that those conflicts that are both ethnic and part of a  

recurring conflict, some augmenting of this variable is necessary.  I've isolated those 

conflict dyads that are both ethnicity related and part of a protracted conflicted and 

they receive a value of (1), while all others are coded (0).    
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 Ben-Yehuda and Mishali-Ram (2006) propose that ethnic actors influence 

crises by introducing unique issues into the conflict. They compile a list of actors 

using both the Minorities at Risk (MAR) guidelines and Dave Carment's (1993) 

identification of ethnicity related crises.  Those cases that are identified as either 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
defining criteria.  My approach to ethnicity differs in that, I only consider ethno-nationalist actors to be 

truly ethnic actors, while all other types of actors (even those including some ethnic appeals or ethnic 

membership) are something quite different.  Therefore to demonstrate that ethnic mobilization matters, 

statistical testing must demonstrate that those cases with values of (3) are statistically different than those 

with values of (2).  If it is the case, as they propose, that ethnic membership is  a sufficient cause of crisis 

violence, than if anything, this sets a particularly high standard for my own measure. 
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irredentist (2) or secessionist (1) in Carment's scheme and involve ethnic groups 

identified in the MAR dataset qualify as ethnic actor crises.  This basic criterion was 

used to identify a set of ethnic actors that is consistent with their definition.  Rather, 

the ethnic mobilization measure is essentially a subset of ethnic actors where only one 

major ethnic minority makes an exclusively ethno-nationalist claim.  As a result, rebel 

groups that are ethnically mobilized are all also considered ethnic actors.  However, 

only some of the ethnic actors are also ethnically mobilized.  I capture the ethnic actor 

proxy variable in a new variable (ETHACT). 
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 The central argument in the civil war bargaining literature is that the level of 

violence is adversely affected by contracting problems brought on by the strategic 

interaction of actors in an anarchic context (Walter, 2009).  Cunningham (2006) 

argues that conflicts with multiple actors who must approve a settlement (veto 

players) endure longer because there are fewer agreements (i.e. a smaller bargaining 

space) that are acceptable to all parties.  Implicit in the argument is that each 

unsatisfied party has the ability to spoil a settlement.  He goes on to argue that 

“greater information asymmetries make it harder for combatants to determine the 

extent of concessions they must give up...[and that] all actors have incentives to hold 

out to be the last signer and shifting alliances among parties make the formation of 

negotiating blocs to overcome these problems difficult.” 

 Cunningham (2006) has one major concern regarding the identification of veto 

players.  He wants to avoid identifying those groups that possess little cohesiveness or 

autonomy as viable bargaining partners.  As a result he devises a coding scheme that 
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ensures that only those actors reasonably capable of negotiating with the state are 

accounted for.  In practice, however, I find that the rebel groups involved in NSA-

crises are almost always large and well organized.  State actors are all considered veto 

players in divergence in the identification of non-state actors or states (also veto 

players) across several prominent studies.  Therefore I develop a simple proxy 

measure  (VETO) that is a count variable of the total number (state and non-state 

actor) of crisis participants.   
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 Below I present a series of models, each nested within the other.  By 

constraining the samples to be identical I can isolate the influence of each variable 

representing an alternative theory from the potential influence of differing sample 

sizes.  Not only will this produce a set of coefficients that can be more easily 

compared across different specifications of the model, but it will also allow for 

comparisons of the likelihood ratios to determine the contribution of each variable to 

the overall model.  Smaller likelihood ratios and significant test statistics suggest that 

the addition of that variable (or set of variables) renders that model statistically 

different from its nested counterpart.  

 Table 3.12 is composed of four models.  Taking the veto player argument 

(column 1) as the base line specification, each column adds an additional (alternative) 

measure and the corresponding LR-test identifies whether or not the addition of the new 

variable significantly changes the model.  The models clearly show that the addition of 

more actors is on the margins of significance, but is also consistently related to the level 

of crisis violence.  The coefficient is .07 for each nested model and .08 for the full model 
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and statistically significant at the .10 level.  However, the addition of the first two ethnic 

models fails to produce statistically significant coefficients and the corresponding 

likelihood ratio test also fail to reach any traditional level of significance.  On the other 

hand, the full model and its ethnic mobilization measure are indeed statistically 

significant at the .01 level with a coefficient 2.45.  The significant LR-test allows us to 

reject the null hypothesis that the contribution of the ethnic mobilization variable is no 

different than zero.  Therefore the full model is also the most appropriate model.  

  Table 3.12: Alternative Theories and Crisis Violence 

Coefficient Veto 

Player 

Ethnic 

Issue 

Ethnic 

Actor 

Ethno-

National 

Veto Player 0.07(.042) 0.07(.042) 0.07(.042) 0.08 (.043) 

Ethnicity Related  -0.62(.420) -0.38(.473) -0.80 (.483) 

Ethnic Actor  -- -0.40(.364) -0.65 (.395) 

Ethnic Mobilization  -- -- 2.45 (.650) 

State Sponsor 0.71(.19) 0.68(.193) 0.72(.196) 1.77(.404) 

Ethnic * Sponsor  -- -- -0.50 (.161) 

Dangerous Dyads 

-0.18(.326) -0.19(.325) -0.15(.328) 

 

-0.18(.334) 

Gravity of Threat 
0.34(.11) 0.38(.117) 0.39(.118) 0.51(.131) 

Actor Location 0.22(.111) -0.20(.112) -0.22(.114) -0.14(.119) 

Violent Trigger 0.84(.354) 0.81(.353) 0.74(.360) 0.99(.388) 

Nuclear Weapons  

-1.01(.675) -1.08(0.67) -1.10(.676) -0.84(.682) 

Power Discrepancy 

0.00(.016) 

 

-0.00(.017) -0.01(.017) -0.00(.959) 

Likelihood Ratio  .144 .274 .000 

N  (identical) 170 170 170 170 

Pseudo R2 .080 .080 .086 .114 
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             Table 3.13 Ethnic Nationalism and Crisis Violence With Alternatives 
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 Therefore I can conclude that ethnic mobilization, as measured for the first time in 

this study, effectively captures the effect of ethnic actors on interstate conflict.  

Furthermore, it identifies a mechanism fully consistent with Olzak's (2006) relatively 

sophisticated definition of ethno-nationalist actors.  After accounting for alternative 
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theories and several generally understood causes of conflict, I can conclude that it is not 

the inclusion of ethnic issues or ethnic actors alone that causes crisis violence.  Rather, it 

is the fact that ethno-nationalist groups benefit from a more efficient system of raising 

revenue and policing defection (among co-ethnics) that allows them to drive hard 

bargains with their host state.  This more robust sponsorship and bellicose approach to 

confrontation on the part of the rebels, leads to a cycle of repression and interventionism 

that makes crisis violence more likely.  The full model produces probabilities that are 

slightly more intense than in the previous ethnic actor model.  In tables 3.14 and 3.15, the 

highest levels of violence for ethnic crises carry predicted probabilities of .71 and .72.   

 Table 3.14 Revised Predictions for Crisis Violence (Centrality)  
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Table 3.15 Revised Predictions for Crisis Violence (Severity)  
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 In fact, the data shows that the average crisis includes six actors (both states and non-state actors). 
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 This quantitative analysis of rebel groups and crisis violence suggests that NSA-

Crises are indeed distinct from crises involving only states. Though the magnitude of the 

effect is relatively mild, the probability of crisis violence in these cases is considerably 

larger than in interstate crises.  The analysis also provides strong support for the ethnic 

mobilization approach and the 'policing' mechanisms discussed in Chapter Two.  The 

influence of ethnic actors (as Olzak defines them) is found to be consistently associated 

with higher levels of crisis violence, even after controlling for several well-known 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
24

 As a third check on the issue of serial correlation, I estimated a time-series logistic regression (not 

reported here).  This required the creation of a new variable that collapses the data into two categories.  

Although I am not enthusiastic about reducing the amount of information in the data, the estimates can be 

used to check their consistency with the analysis above.  The results show that this is the case. 
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alternatives.  Furthermore, the predicted probabilities suggest that the magnitude of this 

effect is quite large.  I've also shown that the ethnic mobilization measure succeeds, 

where previous approaches to ethnicity have failed to show a significant trend in a 

multivariate analysis.   Further, models (not reported here) demonstrate that the results 

were robust to varying specifications of both the dependent and the independent 

variables. 

 As an initial analysis, this data offers strong support for the theory.  However, the 

analysis does suffer from several weaknesses.
25

  First, the data only spans the years 1918-

1982.  Nearly thirty years of information is missing and any historian could identify 

several events and trends that have occurred since then that could influence the results 

(e.g. the end of the Cold War).  The next iteration of this study should make use of this 

additional information.  Second, the theory yields any number of additional implications 

that could help to either verify or refute the policing mechanism and the approach to 

ethnicity proposed in this study.  Mechanisms are quite often difficult to isolate and test 

and the task is even more difficult for issues of group identity.  For my part, I've 

attempted to show that the bargaining posture of the rebel groups drives violence and that 

on average, ethnic groups bargain harder than others. 

 Still, the conceptual distance between the hypothesized test and the proposed 

'policing' mechanism remains an issue.  Test of additional implications would provide 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
25

 There is a potential problem that I have not discussed in the text and that could arise because the data 

generation process is not random.  Rather, only those states that have actually become engaged in a crisis 

are represented in our data.  To address this problem I employ a Heckman correction procedure.  I created a 

dataset that contains a sample of non-crisis years as well as the entire population of NSA crisis years.  I 

then used a predictor model that consists of each dyad pair's democracy score and geographic distance to 

predict their participation in a crisis.  The model returns a rho score of 0.13 (0.42) and thus suggests that the 

errors from the selection model are uncorrelated with those of the subsequent model.  I report a table with 

the results from the Heckman procedure in Appendix B. 
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more assurance that the policing mechanism is indeed the most proximate cause of 

violence.   There are other implications that are consistent with the theory.  For instance, 

since I expect that ethnic groups police their co-ethnics more efficiently than they should 

also be better at preventing the development of factions than other types of groups.  This 

proposition could be tested by identifying the number of splinter factions across the types 

of actors and whether or not factionalism is less likely to occur within ethno-nationalist 

groups.  Ultimately, though, process tracing is perhaps the best technique for isolating 

causal mechanism and such an analysis should be conducted in future iterations of the 

study. 

 There is clear weakness that can be addressed immediately.  Crises are not simply 

defined by the manner in which states behave (the process), but also by their outcomes.  

Indeed it is not possible to develop a normatively informed policy on the issue of crisis 

management unless one also knows what factors cause enduringly peaceful outcomes.  

Conflicts that include a moderate amount of violence, but reoccur frequently (e.g. 

India/Pakistan and perhaps Israel after 1973) may in fact be more desirable than those 

that are relatively rare but result in full-scale war (e.g. the Ogaden crises or Israel prior to 

1973).  Together with the analysis above, a test of crisis outcomes will provide a full 

understanding of the conflict process.  Therefore, in the next chapter I shift the analysis 

from crisis management to crisis outcomes. 
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 Recall that I argue the key to understanding the influence of non-state actors on crisis management is 

sponsorship.  I argue that ethnic rebels are more effective at policing co-ethnics and as a result these groups 

tend to receive higher levels of support among co-ethnics.  This allows them to sometimes pursue a strategy 

of confrontation with the host state that is relatively independent of external sponsorship and in turn, to 

drive hard bargains, even when state-based sponsorship is unavailable.  Ethnic actors in turn use this 

bargaining leverage to confront the host state, agitate for intervention and sometimes catalyze a cycle of 

repression and interventionism that makes crisis violence more likely. 
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 see for example the Ethnic Actor Framework proposed by Ben-Yehuda and Mishali-Ram (2006).  
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+5,2-*&!,1!(5/")"3+0!"-1,)5+*",-!*,!3,-302'(!*%+*!&*+*(&!,1*(-!2&(!)(:(0!6),2/&!+&!+!

3,&*!(11(3*"#(=!+-'d,)!/()%+/&!+!5,)(!/,0"*"3+00;!*(-+:0(!5(+-&!,1!3,-1),-*"-6!

2-'(&")+:0(!)(6"5(&!?A+0(;%+-=!LSSXC9!!!

! 7!+)62(!*%+*!)(:(0!6),2/&!%+#(!+-!"-102(-3(!,-!*%(!'(#(0,/5(-*!,1!

"-*()-+*",-+0!3,-10"3*!+-'!*%+*!*%"&!*(-'(-3;!#+)"(&!&;&*(5+*"3+00;!+3),&&!'"11()(-*!

*;/(&!,1!)(:(0&9!!7-!1+3*=!2-0">(!:+)6+"-"-6!*%(,)"&*!7!1"-'!*%+*!(*%-"3!)(:(0!6),2/&!

%+#(!+!2-"D2(!+:"0"*;!*,!1,)(&*+00!&233(&&120!5('"+*",-!+-'!20*"5+*(0;!3,-*)":2*(!*,!

6)(+*()!#",0(-3(!+-'!/,,)!,2*3,5(&9!!$%(!0,6"3!"&!&"5/0(9!!71!+)5('!)(:(0!6),2/&!



 

!MMX!

"-102(-3(!"-*()&*+*(!3,-10"3*=!*%"&!"-102(-3(!52&*!-(3(&&+)"0;!:(!+!12-3*",-!,1!*%(!

5+--()!"-!<%"3%!"*!+0*()&!*%(!:(%+#",)!,1!,-(!,)!5,)(!,1!*%(!&,#()("6-!3,-10"3*!

+3*,)&9!!H,)!*%(")!/+)*=!)(:(0!6),2/&!',!'(&")(!*,!"-102(-3(!*%(!1,)("6-!/,0"3;!,1!

(.*()-+0!&*+*(&!"-!&,!523%!+&!*%(;!'(&")(!"-*()#(-*",-"&5!,-!*%(")!:(%+019!!c,<(#()=!

0">(!+00!+3*,)&=!*%(;!%+#(!,-0;!+!0"5"*('!+:"0"*;!*,!"-102(-3(!*%(!:(%+#",)!,1!,*%()&9!

! A"-3(!-,-4&*+*(!+3*,)&!+)(!6(-()+00;!<(+>!)(0+*"#(!*,!&*+*(&=!*%(;!+)(!1,)3('!*,!

&(32)(!12-'"-6!*,!/2)&2(!3,-1),-*+*",-!<"*%!*%(!)(6"5(9!!$%"&!"&!<%()(!"5/,)*+-*!

'"&*"-3*",-&!+5,-6!*%(!+3*,)&!(5()6(9!!a-0">(!-,-4(*%-"3!6),2/&!?(969!"'(,0,6"3+0!

6),2/&C=!(*%-"3!)(:(0&!+)(!5,)(!(11(3*"#(!+*!3+/*2)"-6!3,-&*"*2(-3"(&9!!7-!1+3*=!*%(&(!

6),2/&!/,&&(&&!&(#()+0!5,:"0"E+*",-!+'#+-*+6(&!*%+*!5+>(!("*%()!'(1(3*",-!,)!*%(!

'(#(0,/5(-*!,1!1+3*",-+0"&5=!523%!0(&&!0">(0;9!!!!$%(")!-+*",-+0"&*!/,0"3;!/0+*1,)5!"&!

+//(+0"-6!*,!3,4(*%-"3&=!:2*!+0&,!+00,<&!#();!0"**0(!&/+3(!1,)!*%(!'(#(0,/5(-*!,1!

1+3*",-&9!!!$%,&(!<%,!<,20'!&((>!*,!'(#(0,/!+-!+0*()-+*"#(!+//),+3%!*,!5,:"0"E+*",-!

:(3,5(!/+)*"320+)0;!#20-()+:0(!*,!(*%-"3!,2*:"''"-6!?[(Q,**+=!LSSW=!A9l9!`+215+--=!

MXXJC9!!!!

! 7-!+''"*",-=!*%(&(!6),2/&!%+#(!+33(&&!*,!-(*<,)>&!*%+*!+00,<!*%(5!*,!5,)(!

)(+'"0;!"'(-*"1;!'"&&(-*!+-'!/2-"&%!'(1(3*,)&!?F;+00=!LSSXC9!!H"-+00;=!+0*%,26%!

3,-3(/*&!,1!"'(-*"*;!3%+-6(!&0,<0;!,#()!*"5(=!(*%-"3"*;!"&!+!/+)*"320+)0;!#(."-6!

30(+#+6(!+*!+-;!,-(!5,5(-*!:(3+2&(!(*%-"3!"'(-*"*"(&!3+--,*!&"5/0;!:(!&%('!"-!*%(!

&+5(!<+;!*%+*!/,0"*"3+0!"'(,0,6"(&!3+-!?Z5-"!+-'!T"-+-*=!MXXGh!89!`+215+-=!MXXJC9!!

$%(&(!3%+)+3*()"&*"3&!,1!(*%-"3!5,:"0"E+*",-!5+>(!"*!5,)(!0">(0;!*%+*!(*%-"3!6),2/&!

+)(!+:0(!*,!(11(3*"#(0;!b/,0"3(b!*%(")!3,-&*"*2(-3"(&!+-'!(11(3*"#(0;!3+/*2)(!*%(!

&2//,)*!,1!3,4(*%-"3&9!!



 

!MLS!

! $%"&!b/,0"3"-6b!5(3%+-"&5!+00,<&!*%(&(!6),2/&!*,!&(32)(!5,)(!),:2&*!

&/,-&,)&%"/!?"9(9!&/,-&,)&%"/!1),5!3,4(*%-"3&C=!)(-'()"-6!*%(5!0(&&!#20-()+:0(!*,!

*%(!&%"1*"-6!/)",)"*"(&!,1!&*+*(!&/,-&,)&9!!B&!+!)(&20*=!(*%-"3!)(:(0&!3+-!3,-*"-2(!*,!

3,-1),-*!*%(!%,&*!&*+*(!"-!*%(!+:&(-3(!,1!&*+*(!&/,-&,)&%"/=!<%"3%!<,)>&!*,!/)(#(-*!

*%(!)(&,02*",-!,1!*%(!"&&2(&!2-'()0;"-6!*%(!3,-10"3*9!!!

! $,!&255+)"E(=!*%(!(*%-"3!5,:"0"E+*",-!1)+5(<,)>!7!/),/,&(!+''&!

5(+-"-61200;!*,!,2)!2-'()&*+-'"-6!,1!*)+-&-+*",-+0!3,-10"3*&=!+-'!*%(!"-102(-3(!,1!

(*%-"3!)(:(0!6),2/&!,-!3)"&"&!#",0(-3(9!!$%()(!"&!-,!D2(&*",-!*%+*!#",0(-3(!"-!@AB4

3)"&(&!"&!*,!&,5(!(.*(-*!*%(!)(&20*!,1!*%(!/2&%d/200!5(3%+-"&5&!3,55,-0;!'"&32&&('!

"-!*%(!0"*()+*2)(9!!B0*%,26%!)(:(0&!'(&")(!"-*()#(-*",-!,-!*%(")!:(%+01=!*%(;!%+#(!,-0;!

+!0"5"*('!5(+-&!,1!3+*+0;E"-6!*%"&!,2*3,5(!+-'!+)(!*%(5&(0#(&!/+)*"320+)0;!

#20-()+:0(!*,!#+)"+*",-&!"-!&/,-&,)&%"/9!!V),2/&!*%+*!+)(!+:0(!*,!&(32)(!+-'!)(0"+:0;!

5+"-*+"-!&/,-&,)&%"/!%+#(!+-!+'#+-*+6(!"-!*%(")!3,-1),-*+*",-!<"*%!*%(!%,&*!&*+*(=!

+-'!(*%-"3!)(:(0&!+)(!:(**()!(D2"//('!*,!',!_2&*!*%+*9!!B&!+!)(&20*=!7!(./(3*!*%+*!3)"&(&!

<"*%!(*%-"3!)(:(0!6),2/&!+)(!5,)(!0">(0;!*,h!"-302'(!#",0(-3(=!(-'!"-!&*+0(5+*(=!+-'!

/)(3"/"*+*(!+-!(&3+0+*",-!,1!*(-&",-&!:(*<((-!*%(!*<,!&*+*(&9!!

! !7-!*%"&!<+;=!*%(!/(&&"5"&*"3!(./(3*+*",-!)(6+)'"-6!3)"&"&!,2*3,5(&!5")),)&!

*%,&(!,1!3)"&"&!5+-+6(5(-*!"-!8%+/*()!$%)((9!!$%(!/),_(3*!%+&!1,2)!5+"-!%;/,*%(&(&!

+-'!*%)((!'"&*"-3*!#()&",-&!,1!(+3%!?+=!:!+-'!3C!*%+*!3,))(&/,-'!<"*%!*%(!1,2)!

'"11()(-*!#+)"+:0(&9!!c;/,*%(&(&!0+:(0('!?+C!)(1()!*,!("*%()!*%(!"-*(-&"*;!,)!3(-*)+0"*;!

,1!#",0(-3(!?"9(9!8P@Q7Z!,)!APQ7ZC!'2)"-6!*%(!3)"&"&9!!c;/,*%(&(&!0+:(0('!?:C!+)(!

5+*3%('!<"*%!*%(!+-+0;&"&!,1!3)"&"&!,2*3,5(&!?"9(9!Za$8ZYC=!+-'!*%,&(!0+:(0('!?3C!

3,))(&/,-'!*,!*%(!*(-&",-!0(#(0!:(*<((-!*%(!&*+*(&!1,)!+!1"#(4;(+)!/()",'!+1*()!*%(!



 

!MLM!

3,-302&",-!,1!*%(!3)"&"&!?"9(9!Za$PANC9!!7!:)"(10;!)(&*+*(!*%(!%;/,*%(&(&!1,)!(+3%!,1!*%(!

)(5+"-"-6!'(/(-'(-*!#+)"+:0(&!:(0,<!

c;/,*%(&(&K!

444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444!

(H1_B) Ho:  Crisis dyads with non-state actors are no more likely to end in  

                                     stalemate than all others. 

             Ha:  Crisis dyads with non-state actors are more likely to end in   

                                     stalemate than all others. 

 

(H1_C)            Ho:  Crisis dyads that include non-state actors are no more likely to  

                                     result in an escalation of interstate tensions than all others.    

             Ha:  Crisis dyads that include non-state actors are more likely to  

    result in an escalation of interstate tensions than all others.    

------------------------------------------------------------- 

(H2_B)            Ho:  Crisis dyads with non-state actors that enjoy high levels of  

                                    state sponsorship are no more likely to end in stalemate than all  

                                    others. 

             Ha:  Crises dyads with non-state actors that enjoy high levels of  

                                    state sponsorship are more likely to end in stalemate than all  

                                    others. 

 

(H2_C)            Ho:  Crisis dyads with non-state actors that enjoy high levels of      

                                    state sponsorship are no more likely lead to the escalation of  

                                    interstate tensions than all others. 

             Ha:  Crises dyads with non-state actors that enjoy high levels of  

                                    state sponsorship are more likely to lead to the escalation of  

                                    interstate tensions than all others 

.------------------------------------------------------------- 

(H3_B) Ho: Crisis dyads with non-state actors that are ethnically  

                                    mobilized are no more likely to end in stalemate than those   

   where rebel groups are not mobilized around ethnicity. 

    Ha:  Crisis dyads with non-state actors that are ethnically   

   mobilized are more likely to end in stalemate than those where  

   groups are not mobilized around ethnicity. 

 

(H3_C) Ho: Crisis dyads with non-state actors that are ethnically   

   mobilized are no more likely to lead to the escalation of   

   interstate tensions.      

    Ha:  Crisis dyads with non-state actors that are ethnically mobilized  

   are more likely to lead to the escalation of interstate    

   tensions. 



 

!MLL!

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

(H4_B)     Ho: The interaction of ethnic mobilization and sponsorship has no  

   influence on the likelihood of a stalemate.                                                                                                                                                                  

    Ha:  The interaction of ethnic mobilization and sponsorship has an  

   influence on the likelihood of stalemate. 

 

(H4_C)    Ho: The interaction of ethnic mobilization and sponsorship has no  

   influence on the escalation of interstate tensions.                                                                                                                                                                

    Ha:  The interaction of ethnic mobilization and sponsorship has an  

   influence on the escalation of tensions. 

(

P+&#7%1/6(.%1#1#(:7$',G+#(

$%(!8,-*(-*!,1!8)"&"&!Z2*3,5(&!

!

! 7-!+''"*",-!*,!3)"&"&!#",0(-3(=!3)"&"&!,2*3,5(&!+)(!+-!"5/,)*+-*!3,5/,-(-*!,1!

*%(!3,-10"3*!/),3(&&9!!T%"0(!*%(!0(#(0!,1!#",0(-3(!6"#(&!2&!&,5(!"'(+!,1!%,<!"-*(-&(!

3)"&(&!+)(=!"*!"&!-,*!*%(!,-0;!)(0(#+-*!"-1,)5+*",-9!!!7-!1+3*=!*%(!'(*+"0&!&2)),2-'"-6!

*%(!(-'!,1!*%(!3,-10"3*!+-'!%,<!"*!"-102(-3(&!12*2)(!"-*()+3*",-&!:(*<((-!*%(!

:(00"6()(-*&!"&!(D2+00;!,)!/()%+/&!5,)(!"5/,)*+-*!*%+-!*%(!0(#(0!,1!#",0(-3(9!

! B!3)"&"&!3+-!"-302'(!%"6%!0(#(0&!,1!#",0(-3(=!:2*!"1!*%"&!#",0(-3(!0(+'&!*,!+!

'(3"&"#(!#"3*,);!+-'!/)(#(-*&!12*2)(!3,-10"3*=!*%+*!"&!/()%+/&!+!'(&")+:0(!,2*3,5(9!!

Z-!*%(!,*%()!%+-'=!0,<!#",0(-3(!(#(-*&!*%+*!)(,332)!1)(D2(-*0;!5+;!:(!0(&&!3,&*0;=!

:2*!3,-*"-2(!*,!)2-!+!&()",2&!)"&>!,1!+!5+_,)!(&3+0+*",-9!!H,)!"-&*+-3(=!3)"&(&!

"-#,0#"-6!Y,),33,=!Y+2)"*+-"+!+-'!B06()"+=!+-'!*%(!I,0"&+)",!H),-*!:(*<((-!MXOX!

+-'!MX]X!%+#(!*(-'('!*,!"-302'(!%"6%!0(#(0&!,1!#",0(-3(9!!c,<(#()!&"-3(!*%"&!/()",'!

*%(&(!3,-10"3*&!%+#(!+00!:2*!'"&+//(+)('!<"*%!*%(!"-#(-*",-!,1!/+)*"+0!&,#()("6-*;!1,)!

T(&*()-!A+%+)+=!+-'!5,)(!*%+-!*<(-*;!(-&2"-6!/(+3(!;(+)&9!!!!

! Z-!*%(!,*%()!%+-'=!*%(!B)+:d7&)+(0"!3,-10"3*&!&266(&*!*%+*!0,<!0(#(0&!,1!

#",0(-3(!',!-,*!-(3(&&+)"0;!)(/)(&(-*!&2/()",)!,2*3,5(&9!!B0*%,26%!*%()(!%+#(!:((-!



 

!MLR!

&(#()+0!0+)6(!3,-10"3*&!<"*%!F(:+-,-=!<+)&!:(*<((-!P6;/*!+-'!7&)+(0!%+#(!-,*!

,332))('!&"-3(!MXOR!+-'!*%(!0+)6(4&3+0(!#",0(-3(!*%+*!+33,5/+-"('!*%(5!"&!-,!

0,-6()!/)(&(-*9!c,<(#()=!*%(!1)(D2(-3;!,1!*%(&(!3,-10"3*&!)(5+"-&!+-!+0+)5"-69!!Z1!

*%(!LO!3)"&(&!7&)+(0!%+&!*+>(-!/+)*!"-=!MR!%+#(!,332))('!&"-3(!MXOR9!!!$%()(1,)(=!+-!

+-+0;&"&!,1!#",0(-3(!+0,-(!&"5/0;!',(&!-,*!*(00!*%(!<%,0(!&*,);9!!Z2*3,5(&!52&*!:(!

3,-&"'()('!"-!,)'()!*,!6+"-!+!1200!2-'()&*+-'"-6!,1!*%(!"-102(-3(!,1!(*%-"3!+3*,)&!,-!

"-*()-+*",-+0!3,-10"3*9!

! $%(!78U!/),_(3*!5(+&2)(&!3)"&"&!,2*3,5(&!+0,-6!&(#()+0!'"5(-&",-&9!!Z-(!

"5/,)*+-*!5(+&2)(!"&!*%(!1,)5!,1!,2*3,5(9!!$%"&!5(+&2)(!6),2/&!,2*3,5(&!"-*,!1"#(!

-,-4,)'()('!3+*(6,)"(&9!!B!3)"&"&!3+-!(-'!"-K!?MC!Q"3*,);=!?LC!8,5/),5"&(=!?RC!

A*+0(5+*(=!?GC![(1(+*!,)!?WC!Z*%()9!!![(*()5"-+*",-&!<()(!5+'(!<"*%!*%(!2&(!,1!

520*"/0(!3,'()&!+*!*%(!78U!/),_(3*!+-'!<"*%!)(1()(-3(!*,!*%(!"-'"#"'2+0!6,+0&!,1!*%(!

3)"&"&!+3*,)&9!!7-!*%"&!<+;=!#"3*,);!,)!'(1(+*!"&!'(*()5"-('!,-!+!3+&(4:;43+&(!:+&"&!+-'!

+33,)'"-6!*,!%,<!*%(!+3*,)&!*%(5&(0#(&!#"(<!*%(!,2*3,5(!,1!*%(!3)"&"&9!!7!+',/*!*%"&!

5(+&2)(!%()(=!+-'!*%(!&/(3"1"3!3,'"-6!)(+'&K!

(1) Victory - achievement of basic goals; the crisis actor defeated a threatening adversary 

by counter-threats (The U.S., Britain and France perceived victory in the Berlin Blockade 

Crisis of 1940-49). 

 

(2) Compromise - partial achievement of basic goal(s) (the outcome of the War of 

Attrition Crisis of 1969-1970 was perceived as a compromise by Egypt, Israel and the 

USSR). 

 

(3) Stalemate - no effect on basic goal(s); no clear outcome to the crisis; no change in the 

situation (Saudi Arabia, Jordan, Egypt and Yemen all viewed the outcome of the first 

Yemen War Crisis of 1962-63 as a stalemate). 

 

(4) Defeat - non-achievement of basic goal(s); the crisis actor yielded or surrendered 

when an adversary threatened basic values (Pakistan viewed the outcome of the 

Bangladesh Crisis of 1971 as a defeat). 



 

!MLG!

!

! H,)!*%"&!+-+0;&"&=!*%()(!+)(!*<,!"5/,)*+-*!'"&*"-3*",-&!*,!3,-&"'()9!!H")&*=!

3)"&(&!3+-!(-'!<"*%!("*%()!'(3"&"#(!,)!"-'(3"&"#(!,2*3,5(&9!!!B!&(3,-'!"5/,)*+-*!

'"&*"-3*",-!"&!<%(*%()!,)!-,*!+-!"-'(3"&"#(!,2*3,5(!<+&!+33,55,'+*"-6!?"9(9!

3,5/),5"&(C!,)!2-+33,55,'+*"-6!?"9(9!&*+0(5+*(C9!!T"*%!*%"&!"-!5"-'=!7b#(!3)(+*('!+!

-,5"-+0!#+)"+:0(!Za$8ZY!*%+*!%+&!*%)((!-,-4,)'()('!3+*(6,)"(&9!!$%(!1")&*!3+*(6,);!

'"&*"-62"&%(&!:(*<((-!'(3"&"#(!,2*3,5(&!?*%,&(!*%+*!(-'!"-!#"3*,);!,)!'(1(+*!1,)!,-(!

,)!5,)(!+3*,)&C!+-'!"-'(3"&"#(!,2*3,5(&!?*%,&(!*%+*!(-'!"-!3,5/),5"&(!,)!

&*+0(5+*(C9!!$%(!&(3,-'!3+*(6,);!"'(-*"1"(&!3)"&(&!*%+*!(-'!"-!3,5/),5"&(=!<%"0(!*%(!

*%")'!3+*(6,);!"'(-*"1"(&!*%,&(!3+&(&!*%+*!(-'!"-!&*+0(5+*(9!!$%"&!5(+&2)(!<"00!+00,<!

1,)!+!*(&*!,1!*%(!)(0+*",-&%"/!:(*<((-!(*%-"3!)(:(0!6),2/!/+)*"3"/+*",-!+-'!*%(!

3,-*(-*!,1!*%(!3)"&"&!,2*3,5(&!?'(3"&"#(!,)!"-'(3"&"#(C9!!H,)!*%,&(!3+&(&!*%+*!(-'!"-!

"-'(3"&"#(!,2*3,5(&=!<(!3+-!+0&,!'(*()5"-(!<%(*%()!,)!-,*!*%(;!"-302'('!&,5(!

5+--()!,1!+33,55,'+*",-!!?3,5/),5"&(C!,)!-,*!?&*+0(5+*(C9!!7-!*%"&!<+;=!(#(-!

"-'(3"&"#(!,2*3,5(&!3+-!:(!5,)(!,)!0(&&!'(&")+:0(9!

P&3+0+*",-!,1!$(-&",-&!

!

! $%(!&(3,-'!,2*3,5(!#+)"+:0(!+',/*('!1),5!*%(!78U!/),_(3*!"'(-*"1"(&!

<%(*%()!,)!-,*!*%(!3)"&"&!0(+'!*,!+!)('23*",-!,)!(&3+0+*",-!,1!*(-&",-&!?Za$PANC9!!

8)"&(&!+)(!5,&*!*),2:0"-6!<%(-!*%(;!+)(!:,*%!#",0(-*!+-'!1+"0!*,!)(&,0#(!+-;!,1!*%(!

2-'()0;"-6!"&&2(&!"-!*%(!3,-10"3*9!!$%"&!3+-!0(+'!*,!+-!(&3+0+*",-!,1!*(-&",-&=!+-'!

:(6(*!12*2)(!3,-10"3*&9!!!7-!*%(!<,)&*43+&(!&3(-+)",!?(969!T,)0'!T+)!77C=!"-*()&*+*(!

3)"&(&!)(&(5:0(!0"**0(!5,)(!*%+-!+!0,-6!:2"0'42/!*,!12004&3+0(!<+)9!!7-!*%(&(!3+&(&!

3)"&"&!5+-+6(5(-*!"&!/),#(-!"-(11(3*"#(9!$%(!78U!/),_(3*!2&(&!+!/),.;!1,)!*(-&",-!



 

!MLW!

(&3+0+*",-!*%+*!"'(-*"1"(&!';+'!/+")&!*%+*!:(3,5(!(-6+6('!"-!+!&2:&(D2(-*!3)"&"&!

<"*%"-!1"#(!;(+)&!,1!*%(!*()5"-+*",-!,1!+!/)(#",2&!3,-10"3*9!!$%(!3,'"-6!,1!*%(!#+)"+:0(!

)(+'&K!

(1) Tension escalation - crisis recurred among the principal adversaries during the 

subsequent five year period (The Gaza Raid-Czech Arms Crisis of 1955-56 between 

Israel and Egypt was followed in October 1956 by the Suez-Sinai Crisis). 

 

(2) Tension reduction -crisis did not recur among the principal           

adversaries during the subsequent five -year period (The Panama Flag Crisis of 1964 

involving the U.S. and Panama was not followed by a subsequent crisis  

 between these adversaries within five years). 

 

(3) Recent case 

!

A"-3(!*%(!@AB8[!',(&!-,*!3,-*+"-!+-;!)(3(-*!3+&(&=!*%"&!*<,4"-'"3+*,)!#+)"+:0(!<+&!

&"5/0;!)(3,'('!"-*,!+!*<,!3+*(6,);!'255;!#+)"+:0(9!!8)"&(&!*%+*!<()(!-,*!1,00,<('!

:;!+-,*%()!3)"&"&!(#(-*!"-!*%(!&2:&(D2(-*!1"#(!;(+)!/()",'!+)(!3,'('!?SC=!<%"0(!*%,&(!

*%+*!0(+'!*,!(&3+0+*",-!<()(!3,'('!?MC9!!$%"&!#+)"+:0(!<"00!+00,<!1,)!+!&*+*"&*"3+0!*(&*!

,1!*%(!)(0+*",-&%"/!:(*<((-!(*%-"3!+3*,)!"-#,0#(5(-*!+-'!*(-&",-!(&3+0+*",-!"-!

"-*()-+*",-+0!3)"&(&9!

J&$&(&/=(P+$8,=#(

$%(![+*+&(*!

!

! 7!2&(!*%(!@,-4A*+*(!B3*,)!8)"&"&!'+*+&(*!1,)!*%"&!+-+0;&"&!,1!3)"&"&!,2*3,5(&!+&!

<+&!',-(!1,)!*%(!+-+0;&"&!,1!3)"&"&!5+-+6(5(-*9!!$%()(1,)(!*%(!'+*+=!"*&!+'#+-*+6(&!

+-'!"*&!0"5"*+*",-&!+)(!*%(!&+5(!+&!"-!8%+/*()!R9!!7!"'(-*"1;!GSJ!3)"&"&!';+'!/+")&!

:(*<((-!*%(!;(+)&!MXM]4MX]L!+-'!*%(!2-"*!,1!+-+0;&"&!"&!*%(!3)"&"&4';+'4;(+)9!!!H,)!

(+3%!3+&(=!7b#(!3,'('!<%(*%()!,)!-,*!*%()(!<+&!+-;!-,-4&*+*(!+3*,)!"-#,0#(5(-*!+&!



 

!MLJ!

<(00!+&!*%(!3%+)+3*()!?(*%-"3=!-,-4(*%-"3!,)!5".('C!,1!*%(!/)"5+);!6),2/!"-#,0#('!"-!

*%(!3,-10"3*9!!!

Y20*"-,5"+0!F,6"&*"3!N(6)(&&",-!?Y@FYC!

!

! P&*"5+*"-6!*%(!"-102(-3(!,1!(*%-"3!5,:"0"E+*",-!:;!)(:(0!6),2/&!,-!3)"&"&!

,2*3,5(&!+-'!*%(!(&3+0+*",-!,1!*(-&",-!)(D2")(&!*%(!2&(!,1!*<,!'"11()(-*!30+&&(&!,1!

&*+*"&*"3+0!5,'(0&9!!$%(!'(/(-'(-*!#+)"+:0(!?Za$8ZYC!'"&*"-62"&%(&!:(*<((-!

'(3"&"#(!,2*3,5(&!?Q"3*,);!,)![(1(+*C=!+-'!*<,!'"11()(-*!*;/(&!,1!"-'(3"&"#(!

,2*3,5(&!?8,5/),5"&(!,)!A*+0(5+*(C9!!B0*%,26%=!+-;!,-(!,1!*%(&(!,2*3,5(&!5+;!:(!

5,)(!,)!0(&&!'(&")+:0(!"-!,-(!3")325&*+-3(!,)!+-,*%()=!*%(;!%+#(!-,!"-%()(-*!,)'()9!!

Y20*"-,5"+0!0,6"*!"&!*%(!+//),/)"+*(!*(3%-"D2(!<%(-!(&*"5+*"-6!*%(!"-102(-3(!,1!+!&(*!

,1!"-'(/(-'(-*!#+)"+:0(&!,-!+!3+*(6,)"3+0!'(/(-'(-*!#+)"+:0(!<"*%!2-,)'()('!

3+*(6,)"(&=!,)!<%(-!+-!,)'()('!3+*(6,)"3+0!#+)"+:0(!#",0+*(&!*%(!/),/,)*",-+0"*;!,1!

,''&!+&&25/*",-!?F,-6!+-'!H)((&(=!LSSJK!LLRC9!!

! B-!+0*()-+*"#(!+//),+3%!<,20'!:(!*,!&"5/0;!(&*"5+*(!+!&()"(&!,1!:"-+);!

)(6)(&&",-&!1,)!(+3%!3+*(6,);!,1!*%(!'(/(-'(-*!#+)"+:0(!+-'!*%()(!+)(!+!1(<!

+'#+-*+6(&!*,!*%(!2&(!,1!*%(!U"-+);!N(6)(&&",-!Y,'(0!?UNYC9!!H")&*=!*%(!UNY!

/),'23(&!+-!(&*"5+*(!*%+*!5,&*!)(&(+)3%()&!+)(!1+5"0"+)!<"*%9!!B&!&23%!"*!,11()&!*%(!

:(&*!3%+-3(!+*!/),'23"-6!)(&20*&!*%+*!3+-!:(!(+&"0;!2-'()&*,,'!+-'!)(/0"3+*('!:;!+!

0+)6(!-25:()!,1!)(&(+)3%()&9!!A(3,-'=!*%(!UNY!5+>(&!%;/,*%(&"&!*(&*"-6!,1!

"-'"#"'2+0!#+)"+:0(&!D2"*(!(+&;9!!$%")'=!:(3+2&(!,-0;!,-(!3,5/+)"&,-!"&!:("-6!5+'(!

+*!+!*"5(=!'(*()5"-"-6!*%(!"-102(-3(!,1!+!#+)"+:0(!,-!*%(!,#()+00!5,'(0!"&!)(0+*"#(0;!

&*)+"6%*1,)<+)'9!!!!



 

!MLO!

! c,<(#()=!',"-6!&,!/),'23(&!+!&()"(&!,1!&*+*"&*"3+0!5,'(0&!*%+*!%+#(!'"11()(-*!

&+5/0(&!+-'!+&!+!)(&20*!*%(!Y20*"-,5"+0!F,6"*!Y,'(0!?Y@FYC!+-'!*%(!UNY!;"(0'!

)(&20*&!*%+*!+)(!&"5"0+)=!:2*!-,*!"'(-*"3+0!?F,-6!+-'!H)((&(=!LSSJKLLOC9!!!c+#"-6!

'"11()(-*!&+5/0(&!?+00!,1!<%"3%!+)(!'(*()5"-('!*%),26%!0"&*4<"&(!'(0(*",-C!',(&!-,*!

+"'!"-!*%(!3,5/+)"&,-!,1!'"11()(-*!5,'(0&!+-'!5+;!,:&32)(!*%(!3,-*)":2*",-!+!&"-60(!

#+)"+:0(!"&!5+>"-6!*,!*%(!5,'(09!!!H2)*%()5,)(=!&"-3(!*%(!5,'(0!"&!(&*"5+*('!,-!+!

&"-60(!&+5/0(=!*%(!Y@FY!+0&,!1+3"0"*+*(&!%;/,*%(&"&!*(&*"-6!+-'!5+>(&!*%(!

3,5/+)"&,-!,1!1200!+-'!-(&*('!5,'(0&!/,&&":0(9!!$%()(1,)(=!7!2&(!*%(!Y@FY!*,!

(&*"5+*(!+!&()"(&!,1!"-'(/(-'(-*!#+)"+:0(&!,-!*%(!-,5"-+0!'(/(-'(-*!#+)"+:0(!3)"&"&!

,2*3,5(&!?Za$8ZYC9!!$%(!Y@FY!3+-!:(!(./)(&&('!+&K!

\5167%+(E0;]! ! 0-!n5o:!?.C!p!0-!I)!?;45o.C!!p!.o!!

! ! ! ! ! !!!!!I)!?;p!:o.C!
!

! ! ! ! f()*!+,!-!.)!/!01'!234*4!5!67!.34!5074!80.49)*:# #

# # (((;#

! [2(!*,!"*&!"-%()(-*!3,5/0(."*;=!*%(!520*"-,5"+0!0,6"*!5,'(0!)(D2")(&!+-!

+''"*",-+0!:"*!,1!3+2*",-!+*!:,*%!*%(!(&*"5+*",-!+-'!"-*()/)(*+*",-!&*+6(&9!!7-!(+3%!

(&*"5+*(!)(*2)-('!*%()(!+)(!+*!0(+&*!*<,!(D2+*",-&=!<%"3%!3,5/+)(!,-(!,2*3,5(!*,!

*%(!)(5+"-"-6!,2*3,5(&9!$%(!3,(11"3"(-*&!&255+)"E(!*%(!(11(3*!,1!+!/+)*"320+)!

#+)"+:0(!,-!*%(!0">(0"%,,'!*%+*!*%(!'(/(-'(-*!#+)"+:0(!*+>(&!,-!+!/+)*"320+)!#+02(9!!

$%()(1,)(=!+!&"6-"1"3+-*!3,(11"3"(-*!"'(-*"1"(&!<%(*%()!+!/+)*"320+)!#+)"+:0(!3+2&(&!

5,#(5(-*!:(*<((-!*%(!:+&(!3+*(6,);!+-'!+-,*%()!3+*(6,);!"-!*%(!'(/(-'(-*!

#+)"+:0(9!!

! c,<(#()!6"#(-!*%(!-25:()!,1!3,5/+)"&,-&=!(#(-!*%(!(&*"5+*",-!3,5/,-(-*!

,1!*%(!/),3('2)(!3+-!:(!D2"*(!3,-12&"-69!!H,)!"-&*+-3(=!'"11()(-*!&/(3"1"3+*",-&!,1!*%(!



 

!ML]!

:+&(!3+*(6,);!3+-!;"(0'!)(&20*&!*%+*!&((5!"-3,-&"&*(-*!<"*%!3,(11"3"(-*&!+//(+)"-6!*,!

5,#(!"-!+-'!,2*!,1!&*+*"&*"3+0!&"6-"1"3+-3(!?U(--(**=!LSSSK!GJLC9!!$,!+#,"'!3,-12&",-=!

7!+',/*!U(--(**q&!*<,4&*(/!+//),+3%!*,!*%(!(&*"5+*",-!,1!*%(!5,'(0&9!!H")&*=!7!"'(-*"1;!

+-;!&*+*"&*"3+00;!&"6-"1"3+-*!3,(11"3"(-*9!!$%(&(!&%,<!*%+*!*%()(!"&!"-'(('!+!

)(0+*",-&%"/!:(*<((-!*%(!"-'(/(-'(-*!#+)"+:0(!?(969!*%(!/)(&(-3(!,1!(*%-"3!+3*,)&C!

+-'!*%(!0">(0"%,,'!,1!+!&%"1*!:(*<((-!*%(!&/(3"1"('!:+&(!3+*(6,);!?"9(9![(3"&"#(!

,2*3,5(C=!+-'!*%(!&/(3"1"('!+0*()-+*"#(9!!A(3,-'=!7!3,-'23*!+!&()"(&!,1!0">(0"%,,'!

)+*",!*(&*!,1!1200!+-'!-(&*('!5,'(0&!*,!+))"#(!+*!*%(!5,&*!/,<()120!+-'!/+)&"5,-",2&!

5,'(09!!!

! a-1,)*2-+*(0;=!*%(!#+)"+:0(&!*%+*!&%,<!&"6-"1"3+-3(!"-!Y@FY!5,'(0&!+)(!+0&,!

'"11"320*!*,!"-*()/)(*9!!H")&*=!+&!"&!*%(!3+&(!<"*%!+00!5,'(0&!*%+*!3,-*+"-!3+*(6,)"3+0!

'(/(-'(-*!#+)"+:0(&=!*%(!"-102(-3(!,1!+!&"-60(!3,(11"3"(-*!"&!+!12-3*",-!,1!*%(!#+02(&!,1!

+00!,1!*%(!#+)"+:0(&!"-!*%(!5,'(09!!A(3,-'=!*%(!0+)6(!-25:()!,1!/,*(-*"+0!3,5/+)"&,-&!

3+-!+0&,!%"-'()!"-*()/)(*+*",-9!!$%(!(&*"5+*",-!<"00!"'(-*"1;!*%,&(!#+)"+:0(&!*%+*!

%+#(!+!&*+*"&*"3+00;!&"6-"1"3+-*!"-102(-3(!,-!3)"&"&!,2*3,5(&=!:2*!*%(!'")(3*",-!+-'!

5+6-"*2'(!,1!*%(!)(0+*",-&%"/!3+--,*!:(!"-*()/)(*('!:;!&"5/0;!0,,>"-6!+*!*%(!

3,(11"3"(-*9!!

! !$,!3,5/(-&+*(!1,)!*%"&!+''('!0+;()!,1!3,5/0(."*;=!7!(5/0,;!+!2&()4<)"**(-!

&2"*(!,1!3,55+-'&!?AI,&*C!*,!(11"3"(-*0;!6)+/%!*%(!'"&3)(*(!3%+-6(!1,)!(+3%!

&*+*"&*"3+00;!&"6-"1"3+-*!#+)"+:0(!"-!+!&"-60(!6)+/%!?F,-6!+-'!H)((&(=!LSSJh!LWO4LOLC9R!!

$%"&!+//),+3%!<"00!"'(-*"1;!*%(!5+6-"*2'(!+-'!'")(3*",-!,1!*%(!"-102(-3(!,1!(+3%!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3
 see http://www.indiana.edu/~jslsoc/spost.htm for information on the user written commands. 



 

!MLX!

#+)"+:0(!,-!3)"&"&!,2*3,5(&!+-'!*(-&",-!(&3+0+*",-9!!$%(!'"&3)(*(!3%+-6(!3+-!:(!

(./)(&&('!+&K!

\5167%+(E0R](

(

($!I)!?:!p!+!o!.C!!p!I)!?:!p!+!o!.=!<=!p!<%C!%!I)!?:!!p!+!o!.=!<=!p<$C!!

! $<=!!
! ! ! ! f>34*4!.34!+0916.?'4!)(!.34!830194!'4@41'7!)1!.34!!

! ! ! ! A4B4A7!)(!0AA!B0*605A47!01'!.34!76C4!)(!.34!830194!! !

! ! ! ! 7@486(64';!

U"-+);!N(6)(&&",-!Y,'(0!?UNYC!

!

! $%(!&(3,-'!'(/(-'(-*!#+)"+:0(!"-!*%"&!+-+0;&"&!"&!*(-&",-!(&3+0+*",-!

?Za$PANC9!!7*!"&!/,&&":0(!*,!3,-'23*!+-!,)'"-+);!0(+&*!&D2+)(&!)(6)(&&",-!,1!+!

'"3%,*,5,2&!'(/(-'(-*!#+)"+:0(!?ZFAC!+&!0,-6!+&!,-(!&/(3"1"(&!*%+*!*%()(!"&!+!0+*(-*!

'(/(-'(-*!#+)"+:0(9!!!B0*%,26%!*%"&!"&!)+)(0;!',-(=!"*!"&!"5/,)*+-*!*,!-,*(!*%+*!*%(!

ZFA!5,'(0!"&!-,*!<"*%,2*!"*b&!+'#+-*+6(&9!!I)"-3"/0(!+5,-6!*%(&(!"&!*%(!1+3*!*%+*!

5,&*!&3%,0+)&!+)(!1+5"0"+)!<"*%!*%(!ZFA!)(6)(&&",-!+-'!&,!"*b&!2&(!"&!0">(0;!*,!:(!

)(+'"0;!2-'()&*,,'!:;!+!:),+'!+2'"(-3(=!<%"3%!&%,20'!(+&(!(11,)*&!+*!)(/0"3+*",-9!!

! !A(3,-'=!:(3+2&(!*%(!0+*(-*!5,'(0!"&!b0"-(+)b=!"-*()/)(*+*",-!"&!+!&"5/0(!5+**()!

,1!+&&(&&"-6!*%(!)(0+*"#(!&"E(!,1!*%(!3,(11"3"(-*&9!!!B&!"&!3,55,-0;!>-,<=!m7-!+!0"-(+)!

5,'(0=!*%(!/+)*"+0!'()"#+*"#(!"&!*%(!&+5(!+*!+00!#+02(&!,1!.!+-'!'9!!8,-&(D2(-*0;=!<%(-!

.!"-3)(+&(&!:;!,-(!2-"*=!;!"-3)(+&(&!:;!:(*+!2-"*&!)(6+)'0(&&!,1!*%(!32))(-*!0(#(0!,1!.!

,)!'9m!!?F,-6=!MXXOh!WC!!$%()(1,)(=!ZFA!<,20'!5+>(!"*!2--(3(&&+);!*,!)(&,)*!*,!,''&!

)+*",&!,)!/)('"3*('!/),:+:"0"*"(&!+*!*%(!"-*()/)(*+*",-!&*+6(9!!H"-+00;=!*%(!ZFA!

)(6)(&&",-!5,'(0!3+-!:(!3,-'23*('!<"*%,2*!*%(!2&(!,1!-25()"3+0!(&*"5+*",-!

5(*%,'&9!!!V"#(-!*%(!)(0+*"#(0;!0+)6(!-25:()!,1!/+)+5(*()&!+-'!*%(!5,'(&*!+5,2-*!



 

!MRS!

,1!'+*+=!*%(!)(&,)*!*,!-25()"3+0!(&*"5+*",-!5+;!5+>(!1"**"-6!*%(!+//),/)"+*(!5,'(0!

/)(3+)",2&!,)!(#(-!"5/,&&":0(9G!!!

! H,)!*%(!(&*"5+*",-!,1!*(-&",-!(&3+0+*",-!?Za$PANC!7!(5/0,;!0,6"&*"3!

)(6)(&&",-9!!7-!&/"*(!,1!*%(!/,*(-*"+0!/"*1+00&!,1!-25()"3+0!(&*"5+*",-=!"*!"&!/)(1()+:0(!

*,!+-!ZFA!5,'(0!<"*%!+!0+*(-*!'(/(-'(-*!#+)"+:0(!"-!*%"&!3+&(9!!T%(-!+//0"('!*,!+!

-,-40"-(+)!'(/(-'(-*!#+)"+:0(=!*%(!0"-(+)!/),:+:"0"*;!5,'(0&!#",0+*(!&(#()+0!

"5/,)*+-*!+&&25/*",-&9!!H,)!"-&*+-3(=!*%(!#+)"+-3(!,1!*%(!()),)&!"&!+!12-3*",-!,1!*%(!

<D&!+-'!+&!+!)(&20*!*%(!&*+-'+)'!()),)&!1,)!*%(!3,(11"3"(-*&!+)(!:"+&('!+-'!*%(!

)(&20*"-6!*(&*!&*+*"&*"3&!"-3,))(3*9!!7-!+''"*",-!"*!"&!"5/,&&":0(!1,)!*%(!()),)&!*,!:(!

-,)5+00;!'"&*)":2*('!:(3+2&(!*%(!#+02(&!,1!*%(!'(/(-'(-*!#+)"+:0(!3+-!,-0;!(D2+0!S!

,)!M9W!!F,-6!?MXXOKR]C!+)62(&!*%+*!*%(!5,&*!&(#()(!#",0+*",-!"&!"-!*%(!12-3*",-+0!

1,)59!!B!3%+-6(!"-!*%(!<D&!,1!+!0"-(+)!5,'(0!"&!3,-&*+-*!+-'!"-!5+-;!3+&(&!*%"&!"&!+-!

2-)(+0"&*"3!3,-302&",-9!!V"#(-!*%(!0"5"*+*",-&!,1!*%(!0"-(+)!)(6)(&&",-!5,'(0!+-'!"-!

&/"*(!,1!*%(!'+-6()&!+&&,3"+*('!<"*%!-25()"3+0!(&*"5+*",-=!7!(5/0,;!+!-,-40"-(+)!

/),:+:"0"*;!5,'(0=!<%"3%!3+-!:(!(./)(&&('!+&!*%(!-+*2)+0!0,6!,1!*%(!,''&9!?B0')"3%!

+-'!@(0&,-=!MX]GK!RM4RLCK!

\5167%+(E0Z](( !!!!! ! ! !!

!! ! ! ! !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4
 Numerical estimation techniques (used to find the log likelihood) are generally sensitive to the number of 

observations, the scaling of the variables and the distribution of the outcome.  In some cases convergence is 

impossible, particularly when the log likelihood is nearly flat or if there is a 'saddle' in the data.  In the 

former case, the data has essentially no peak, while in the latter, the estimator bounces back and forth 

between two local peaks.  In other cases, convergence can occur around one of these local maximum as if it 

was the only peak.  While numerical estimation is effective with 'good' data, Scott Long argues, "Programs 

that use numerical methods for computing derivatives should only be used if no alternatives are available." 
5
 This is not a requirement for the errors to be unbiased, but is still a desirable feature of a good linear 

model. 



 

!MRM!

! ! !

! a-1,)*2-+*(0;=!*%(!-,-40"-(+)!/),:+:"0"*;!5,'(0!/),'23(&!3,(11"3"(-*&!*%+*!

+)(!0(&&!(+&"0;!"-*()/)(*('!*%+-!',(&!ZFA9!!a-0">(!"-!*%(!Y@FY=!*%(!'")(3*",-!,1!*%(!

)(0+*",-&%"/!"&!&*)+"6%*1,)<+)'!+-'!3+-!:(!&((-!"-!*%(!3,(11"3"(-*&9!!c,<(#()=!*%(!

5+6-"*2'(!,1!*%(!(11(3*!"&!+!12-3*",-!,1!*%(!'()"#+*"#(!1,)!*%(!#+)"+:0(!,1!"-*()(&*!+-'!

*%(!/+)*"320+)!#+02(&!,1!+00!*%(!,*%()!#+)"+:0(&!"-!*%(!5,'(09!!$%()(1,)(=!"-!+''"*",-!*,!

2&"-6!*%(!-,-40"-(+)!/),:+:"0"*;!5,'(0=!7!/),'23(!/)('"3*('!/),:+:"0"*"(&!1,)!+!

-25:()!,1!b"'(+0b!3+&(&9!!!$%(!/)('"3*('!/),:+:"0"*"(&!1,)!*%(!@,-4F"-(+)!I),:+:"0"*;!

?0,6"*C!5,'(0!3+-!:(!(./)(&&('!+&K!

\5167%+(E0E]( ! ! ?;!%!M!o!.C!p!&!?. C!!!

! ! ! ! f!>34*4!A0+5'0!67!.34!8?+?A0.6B4!'67.*65?.6)1!! !

! ! ! ! (?18.6)1!()*!.34!A)967.68!'67.*65?.6)1!26.3!B0*60184!!!

! ! ! ! 'LdR!

!

! B&!"-!8%+/*()!$%)((=!*%(!&*)23*2)(!,1!*%(!'+*+!#",0+*(&!+&&25/*",-&!

3,-3()-"-6!"-'(/(-'(-3(!:(3+2&(!*%(!2-"*!,1!+-+0;&"&!"&!"-3,-&"&*(-*!<"*%!*%(!+3*2+0!

-25:()!,1!3)"&(&9!!N+*%()!*%+-!,-(!),<!,1!,:&()#+*",-&!(D2+*"-6!+!3)"&"&=!5,&*!3)"&(&!

+3*2+00;!"-302'(!&(#()+0!'"&*"-3*!';+'4;(+)&9!!7-!+!1(<!,1!*%(&(!"-&*+-3(&!?(969!*%(!T+)!

7-!B-6,0+C=!+!&"-60(!3)"&"&!(#(-*!%+&!5,)(!*%+-!1"#(!+&&,3"+*('!3)"&"&!';+'!;(+)&9!!$,!

3,))(3*!1,)!*%"&=!7!5+>(!2&(!,1!),:2&*!&*+-'+)'!()),)&!"-!*%(!+-+0;&"&9!

! $%(!:+&(0"-(!5,'(0!1,)!*%(!1")&*!'(/(-'(-*!#+)"+:0(!?3)"&"&!,2*3,5(&C!"&!

"'(-*"3+0!*,!*%(!:+&(0"-(!5,'(0!&/(3"1"('!"-!8%+/*()!$%)((9!!$%(!5,'(0!1,)!*%(!&(3,-'!

'(/(-'(-*!#+)"+:0(!?*(-&",-!(&3+0+*",-C!"&!&0"6%*0;!'"11()(-*!+-'!"-302'(&!+!*<,4

3+*(6,);!"-'"3+*,)!*%+*!'"&*"-62"&%(&!:(*<((-!'(3"&"#(!+-'!"-'(3"&"#(!,2*3,5(&9!!

$%(!(3,-,5(*)"3!5,'(0&!3+-!:(!(./)(&&('!+&K!



 

!MRL!

\5167%+(E0M](OUTCOM = !1ETHMOB"1 + !2SPONSR"2  +!3ETHMOB"3* 

!3SPONSR"3 + !4DEM"4  + !5THREAT"5  + !6LOCATION"6+ 

!7TRIGGER"7 + !8NUKES"8 + !9POWER"9 + ei 

(

\5167%+(E0V]((OUTESR = !1ETHMOB"1 + !2SPONSR"2  +!3ETHMOB"3*   

  !3SPONSR"3 + !4DEM"4  + !5THREAT"5  + !6LOCATION"6 +   

  !7TRIGGER"7 + !8NUKES"8 + !9POWER"9 + !10OUTCOM"10  + ei 

!

Q+#7*$#(&/=(J1#'7##1,/(

@AB&!^!8)"&"&!Z2*3,5(&!

!

( !B&!"-!8%+/*()!$%)((=!"*!"&!"5/,)*+-*!*,!+&&(&&!<%(*%()!-,-4&*+*(!+3*,)&!+&!+!

<%,0(=!"-102(-3(!3)"&"&!,2*3,5(&!+&!*%"&!"&!+!3,)(!_2&*"1"3+*",-!1,)!*%(!/),_(3*9!!

$%()(1,)(=!7!:(6"-!*%(!+-+0;&"&!<"*%!+!*(&*!,1!*%(!c;/,*%(&"&!?cM:C!<%()(!*%(!-200!

&*+*(5(-*!"&!*%+*!3)"&(&!';+'!/+")&!*%+*!+)(!+33,5/+-"('!:;!+-!+)5('!-,-4&*+*(!

+3*,)!?"))(&/(3*"#(!,1!*;/(C!+)(!-,!5,)(!0">(0;!*,!)(&20*!"-!+!&*+0(5+*(!*%+-!+00!,*%()&9!!

$+:0(!G9M!)(3,)'&!*%(!)(&20*&!,1!+!520*"-,5"+0!0,6"*!(&*"5+*(!,1!*%(!-,-4&*+*(!+3*,)!

#+)"+:0(!+-'!+!&(*!,1!3,-*),0!#+)"+:0(&=!,-!3)"&"&!,2*3,5(&9!!B&!+!<%,0(=!*%(!5,'(0!"&!

&"6-"1"3+-*!<"*%!+!I),:+:"0"*;!g!3%"L!,1!S9SS9!!7-!+''"*",-=!*%)((!"-'"#"'2+0!#+)"+:0(&!

)(*2)-!&"6-"1"3+-*!3,(11"3"(-*&9!!$%(!3,(11"3"(-*!1,)!-,-4&*+*(!+3*,)!"-#,0#(5(-*!

?@ABC!"&!3,))(0+*('!<"*%!*%(!(."&*(-3(!,1!+!3,5/),5"&(9!!$%(!3,(11"3"(-*!%+&!+!#+02(!

,1!4M9MM=!+!&*+-'+)'!()),)!,1!9GJO!+-'!"&!&*+*"&*"3+00;!&"6-"1"3+-*!+*!*%(!9SW!0(#(09!!@,-4

&*+*(!+3*,)!"-#,0#(5(-*!"&!+0&,!3,))(0+*('!<"*%!*%(!,332))(-3(!,1!+!&*+0(5+*(9!!H,)!

*%"&!,2*3,5(=!*%(!#+)"+:0(!?@ABC!)(*2)-&!+!3,(11"3"(-*!#+02(!,1!4S9]M=!+!&*+-'+)'!

()),)!,1!9G]S=!+-'!"&!&"6-"1"3+-*!+*!*%(!9SW!0(#(09!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

! $%(!5,'(0!+0&,!&%,<&!+!&"6-"1"3+-*!3,(11"3"(-*!1,)!*%(!#+)"+:0(!5(+&2)"-6!*%(!

*,*+0!-25:()!,1!3,-10"3*!+3*,)&!?@ZB8C9!!!H,)!*%(!&*+0(5+*(!(D2+*",-=!*%(!3,(11"3"(-*!



 

!MRR!

%+&!+!#+02(!,1!4S9MW!+-'!+!&*+-'+)'!()),)!,1!9SJS9!!!Z-!*%(!,*%()!%+-'=!*%(!-25:()!,1!

+3*,)&!"-#,0#('!"-!+!3)"&"&!%+&!-,!"-102(-3(!,-!*%(!0">(0"%,,'!,1!3,5/),5"&(9!!

A2)/)"&"-60;!+-'!<"*%!*%(!(.3(/*",-!,1!*%,&(!3)"&(&!*%+*!+)(!"-"*"+*('!<"*%!#",0(-3(=!

-,!,*%()!3,-*),0!#+)"+:0(&!5((*!*)+'"*",-+0!0(#(0&!,1!&"6-"1"3+-3(!"-!("*%()!(D2+*",-9!!

$%,&(!3+&(&!*%+*!:(6"-!<"*%!+!#",0(-*!+3*!+)(!3,))(0+*('!<"*%!:,*%!*;/(&!,1!"-'(3"&"#(!

,2*3,5(&!?3,5/),5"&(!+-'!&*+0(5+*(C9!!$%(!3,(11"3"(-*&!+)(!M9WM!?&*'!()),)!p!9WGXC!

+-'!M9WW!?&*'!()),)!p!9WRJC!)(&/(3*"#(0;9!

! T%(-!3,-'23*"-6!+!520*"-,5"+0!0,6"*!+-+0;&"&!"*!"&!"5/,)*+-*!*,!3,-&"'()!*%(!

'(/(-'(-*!#+)"+:0(!3+)(1200;=!:(3+2&(!*%(!Y@FY!5+>(&!+-!+&&25/*",-!*%+*!*%(!

,''&!,1!,-(!,2*3,5(!',!-,*!'(/(-'!,-!*%(!,*%()!,2*3,5(&!?77BC9!!71!*%"&!<+&!-,*!*%(!

3+&(=!*%+-!*%(!,''&!,1!+-;!/+)*"320+)!,2*3,5(!3,20'!:(!5+'(!+):"*)+)"0;!&5+00!:;!

&"5/0;!+''"-6!5,)(!/,*(-*"+0!,2*3,5(&9!!$,!*(&*!*%+*!*%(!5,'(0!"&!"-'(('!3,-&"&*(-*!

<"*%!*%(!77B!+&&25/*",-=!7!3,-'23*('!+!A5+004c&"+,!*(&*!,1!*%(!5,'(0&!'(/(-'(-*!

,2*3,5(&9!!$%(!*(&*!)(*2)-&!/4#+02(&!,1!9X]O!+-'!9OWS!?1,)!3,5/),5"&(!+-'!

&*+0(5+*(!)(&/(3*"#(0;C9!!$%()(1,)(=!<(!1+"0!*,!)(_(3*!*%(!-200!%;/,*%(&"&=!*%+*!*%(!

,''&!1,)!+!3,5/),5"&(!,2*3,5(!+)(!"-'(/(-'(-*!,1!*%,&(!1,)!*%(!&*+0(5+*(!

,2*3,5(9!!$%+*!"&=!+&!"*!"&!&/(3"1"('!%()(=!*%(!5,'(0!',(&!-,*!#",0+*(!*%(!

7-'(/(-'(-3(!,1!7))(0(#+-*!B0*()-+*"#(&!?77BC!+&&25/*",-9!J!

!

!

!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6
 I also conduct Small-Hsaio test for the remaining models but do not report the results here in order to 

conserve space.  Neither of the dependent variables for any of the models reported violate the IIA 

assumption.   



 

!MRG!

! ! !!!  Table 4.1 Multinomial Logistic Regression of NSAs & Crisis Outcomes  

!

!!!!!!I&(2',!NL!p!9MMG!

!!!!!!@!p!ROM!

!!!!!!F,64F">(0"%,,'!p!4RG]9X]!

!

! 7-*()/)(*+*",-!,1!*%(!520*"-,5"+0!0,6"*!)(&20*&!1,)!$+:0(!G9M!?3,(11"3"(-*!

'")(3*",-!+-'!5+6-"*2'(C!3+-!:(!&,5(<%+*!3,-12&"-69!!7-!1+3*=!,-(!3,20'!

3,-3("#+:0;!)(/,)*!+!3,(11"3"(-*!1,)!(+3%!#+)"+:0(!*"5(&!*%(!-25:()!,1!,2*3,5(!

3+*(6,)"(&!5"-2&!,-(!?*%(!:+&(!3+*(6,);C9!!$,!)('23(!*%(!3,5/0(."*;!,1!

"-*()/)(*+*",-!7!(5/0,;!2&()4<)"**(-!&,1*<+)(!?A/,&*C!*,!3+0320+*(!*%(!'"&3)(*(!

3%+-6(!1,)!(+3%!,1!*%(!*%)((!&*+*"&*"3+00;!&"6-"1"3+-*!3,(11"3"(-*&!?F,-6!+-'!H)((&(=!

LSSJC9!!!

(A&%1&"*+( .,G9%,G1#+(

(.,+--1'1+/$(((((((((((Q@H(

@$&*+G&$+(

(((.,+--1'1+/$((((((((((((Q@H(

E$F7! ff4M9MM! 9GJO! f4S9]M! 9G]S!

G).0A!F8.)*7! !!S9SM! 9SWL! fff4S9MW! 9SJS!

H0194*)?7!H:0'! 4S9LR!! 9R]O! 4S9WW! 9G]M!

G3*40.!I4B4A! 4S9SS! 9MGX! 4S9SL! 9MWX!

I)80.6)1! !!S9ML! 9MRM! 4S9SM! 9MLR!

J6)A41.!G*6994*! fffM9WM! 9WGX! fffM9WW! 9WRJ!

E?=47! 4S9X]! 9JJM! S9LL! 9WOG!

K)24*!H67@0*6.:! 4S9SS! 9SMJ! S9SM! 9SRG!

L)17.01.! 4S9OJ! 9OG]! S9JW! 9J]]!



 

!MRW!

! $%(!)(&20*"-6!6)+/%!?H"62)(!G9OC!'"&/0+;&!*%(!(11(3*!,1!+!2-"*!"-3)(+&(!"-!(+3%!

&*+*"&*"3+00;!&"6-"1"3+-*!#+)"+:0(=!,-!*%(!/),:+:"0"*;!,1!(+3%!*;/(!,1!3)"&"&!,2*3,5(9O!!

P+3%!&"6-"1"3+-*!#+)"+:0(!"&!3,-*+"-('!"-!"*&!,<-!),<!<"*%!*%(!,2*3,5(&!)(/)(&(-*('!

:;!("*%()!+h![!?'(3"&"#(C=!8!?3,5/),5"&(C!,)!+-!A!?&*+0(5+*(C9!!Q+02(&!*,!*%(!0(1*!,1!

*%(!#()*"3+0!0"-(!)(/)(&(-*!+!)('23*",-!"-!*%(!/),:+:"0"*;!,1!+!/+)*"320+)!,2*3,5(=!

<%"0(!#+02(&!*,!*%(!)"6%*!"-'"3+*(!+-!"-3)(+&(!"-!*%(!/),:+:"0"*;!,1!*%+*!,2*3,5(9!

! 7-!H"62)(!G9O!<(!&((!*%+*!*%(!"-302&",-!,1!-,-4&*+*(!+3*,)&!+&!+!<%,0(=!+3*2+00;!

)('23(&!*%(!/),:+:"0"*;!,1!+!&*+0(5+*(!:;!+!5,'(&*!+5,2-*!?(!9SOC9!!7-!1+3*=!<%(-!

-,-4&*+*(!+3*,)&!?2-'"11()(-*"+*('!:;!*;/(C!+)(!"-#,0#('!"-!+-!"-*()&*+*(!3)"&"&=!*%(!

/),:+:"0"*;!,1!+!'(3"&"#(!,2*3,5(!"-3)(+&(&!:;!9LG9!!!B!&*+-'+)'!'(#"+*",-!3%+-6(!"-!

*%(!#+)"+:0(!*%+*!3+/*2)(&!*%(!*,*+0!-25:()!,1!3,-10"3*!+3*,)&!?"9(9!#(*,!/0+;()&C!

"-3)(+&(&!*%(!/),:+:"0"*;!,1!+!'(3"&"#(!,2*3,5(!+-'!3,5/),5"&(!:;!,-0;!+!5,'(&*!

+5,2-*!?"9(9!0(&&!*%+-!MSr!3%+-6(!"-!*%(!/),:+:"0"*;C!+-'!)('23(&!*%(!/),:+:"0"*;!,1!

+!&*+0(5+*(!:;!9MO9!!$%(!*+:0(!+0&,!&%,<&!*%+*!<%(-!3)"&(&!+)(!"-"*"+*('!<"*%!+!#",0(-*!

+3*=!*%(!/),:+:"0"*;!,1!+!'(3"&"#(!,2*3,5(!'(3)(+&(&!:;!49RJ=!<%"0(!*%(!/),:+:"0"*;!,1!

("*%()!"-'(3"&"#(!,2*3,5(!"-3)(+&(&!:;!+:,2*!9LS9!

! $+>(-!*,6(*%()!*%(!520*"-,5"+0!0,6"*!5,'(0!'(5,-&*)+*(&!*%+*!*%(!"-302&",-!

,1!5,)(!+3*,)&!)('23(&!*%(!0">(0"%,,'!,1!&*+0(5+*(&9!!T%(-!*%,&(!+''"*",-+0!+3*,)&!

+)(!+)5('!)(:(0!6),2/&!?2-'"11()(-*"+*('!:;!*;/(C!*%(;!+0&,!%+#(!*%(!(11(3*!,1!

)('23"-6!*%(!/),:+:"0"*;!,1!+!&*+0(5+*(9!!A"-3(!*%(!-200!%;/,*%(&"&!"&!*<,4*+"0('=!<(!

3+-!)(_(3*!*%(!-200!%;/,*%(&"&!?cM:C!*%+*!@AB43)"&(&!+)(!-,!5,)(!0">(0;!*,!(-'!"-!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7
 For the variable (NOAC) I specify that the change be equal to a standard deviation in the number of 

actors. 



 

!MRJ!

&*+0(5+*(!(#(-!*%,26%!*%(!'")(3*",-!,1!*%+*!)(0+*",-&%"/!',(&!-,*!&2//,)*!*%(!

3,-302&",-&!'(*+"0('!"-!8%+/*()!$<,9!!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!



 

!MRO!

@AB&!+-'!*%(!P&3+0+*",-!,1!$(-&",-&!!!!!!!

!

! 7-!$+:0(!G9L!7!)(/,)*!*%(!)(&20*&!,1!+!0,6"&*"3!)(6)(&&",-!+-+0;&"&!1,)!-200!

%;/,*%(&"&!?cM3C!*%+*!@AB43)"&(&!+)(!2-)(0+*('!*,!*%(!(&3+0+*",-!,1!*(-&",-&!

:(*<((-!&*+*(&9!!!7-!*%"&!+-+0;&"&!7b#(!+''('!,-(!+''"*",-+0!3,-*),0!#+)"+:0(!*,!*%(!

:+&(0"-(!5,'(0!*,!(&*"5+*(!Za$PAN9!!$%(!#+)"+:0(!?Za$8ZYC!*%+*!<+&!*%(!

(./0+-+-'25!"-!*%(!)(6)(&&",-!"-!$+:0(!G9M!"&!-,<!+-!"-'(/(-'(-*!#+)"+:0(!*%+*!

)(3,)'&!*%(!"-102(-3(!,1!'(3"&"#(!,)!"-'(3"&"#(!,2*3,5(&!,-!*%(!0">(0"%,,'!,1!+-,*%()!!

3)"&"&!:(*<((-!*%(!&+5(!*<,!&*+*(!+3*,)&!"-!*%(!(-&2"-6!1"#(!;(+)&9!!

! !!7*!"&!"55('"+*(0;!30(+)!*%+*!*%(!5,'(0!+&!+!<%,0(!',(&!#();!0"**0(!*,!(./0+"-!

*%(!(&3+0+*",-!,1!"-*()&*+*(!*(-&",-&9!!B0*%,26%!*%(!5,'(0!3,-#()6(&!"-!_2&*!1,2)!

"*()+*",-&=!*%(!5,'(0!+&!+!<%,0(!"&!-,*!&"6-"1"3+-*!<"*%!+!Ig3%"L!,1!9WG]9!!$%(!

/+)*"320+)0;!0,<!NL!,1!9SR!"&!12)*%()!(#"'(-3(!*%+*!*%(!5,'(0!"&!&"5/0;!-,*!&2"*('!*,!

(./0+"-!*%(!(&3+0+*",-!,1!*(-&",-&9!!7-!1+3*!-,-(!,1!*%(!#+)"+:0(&!"-!*%(!5,'(0!

)(*2)-('!&"6-"1"3+-*!3,(11"3"(-*&=!&+#(!1,)!,-(!?Za$8ZYC=!<%"3%!%+&!+!3,(11"3"(-*!

#+02(!,1!M9R]!+-'!&*+-'+)'!()),)!*()5!,1!9GGM9!!$%(!/,,)!/()1,)5+-3(!,1!*%(!/)"5+);!

#+)"+:0(&!"-!$+:0(!G9L!)(D2")(!*%+*!7!1+"0!*,!)(_(3*!*%(!-200!%;/,*%(&"&!?cM3C!*%+*!*%(!

/)(&(-3(!,1!-,-4&*+*(!+3*,)&!%+&!-,!"-102(-3(!,-!*%(!0">(0"%,,'!,1!+-!"-'(3"&"#(!3)"&"&!

,2*3,5(9!!

!

!

!

!
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!

!

       Table 4.2 Logistic Regression of NSAs & Tension Escalation  

 

(A&%1&"*+( )+/#1,/(H#'&*&$1,/(

.,+--1'1+/$(\#$=]((((((((((((9_`T`(

E)1M$.0.4!F8.)*! !!!!!!S9SX!?9GSJC! 9]LM!

G).0A!F8.)*7! !!!4S9SG!?9SWLC! 9GMW!

H48676B4!N?.8)+4! fffM9GX?9GG]C! 9SSM!

H0194*)?7!H:0'! !!!4S9LG?9RXXC! 9WG]!

O*0B6.:!)(!G3*40.! !!!S9LS?9MJXC! 9LGR!

F8.)*!I)80.6)1! !!4S9SS?9MLWC! 9XOM!

J6)A41.!G*6994*! !!!S9WM?9GJ]C! 9LOR!

E?=47! !!4S9LR?9WR]C! 9JJX!

K)24*!'67@0*6.:! !!!!S9SR?9SLSC! 9M]M!

L)17.01.! ff4L9LR?9XGLC! 9SM]!

    I&(2',!NL!p!9MMX!

!!!!!!!!@!p!ROM!

!!!!!!!!F,64F">(0"%,,'!p!4LMG9OX!

!

! $%(!5,'(0!/)(&(-*('!"-!$+:0(!G9R!'"&/0+;&!*%(!)(&20*&!,1!+-!+-+0;&"&!,1!@AB4

3)"&(&!+-'!"&!'(&"6-('!*,!*(&*!*%(!-(.*!*<,!%;/,*%(&(&9!!@200!%;/,*%(&"&!?cRsUC!

&*+*(&!*%+*!3)"&(&!*%+*!"-302'(!(*%-"3+00;!5,:"0"E('!-,-4&*+*(!+3*,)&!+)(!-,!5,)(!

0">(0;!*,!(-'!"-!&*+0(5+*(9!!7-!*%"&!&+5(!5,'(0!7!*(&*!-200!c;/,*%(&"&!?cLsUC!*%+*!%"6%!

0(#(0&!,1!&*+*(!&/,-&,)&%"/!"-!@AB43)"&(&!+)(!2-)(0+*('!*,!3)"&"&!,2*3,5(&9!$%(!



 

!MRX!

5,'(0!+0&,!"-302'(&!*%(!&+5(!:+**();!,1!3,-*),0!#+)"+:0(&!*%+*!%+#(!,1*(-!:((-!1,2-'!

)(0(#+-*!"-!/)(#",2&!+-+0;&(&!+-'!<%"3%!<()(!2&('!"-!8%+/*()!$%)((9!!$%(!,#()+00!

5,'(0!"&!&"6-"1"3+-*!<"*%!+!/),:+:"0"*;!g!3%"L!,1!S9SS!+-'!*%(!-25()"3+0!(&*"5+*",-!

/),3('2)(!3,-#()6(&!+1*()!1"#(!"*()+*",-&9!!$%(!5,&*!"55('"+*(!+-'!&*)">"-6!1(+*2)(!

,1!*%(!5,'(0!"&!%,<!/,,)0;!"*!(./0+"-&!3)"&(&!*%+*!(-'!"-!3,5/),5"&(9!!$%(!(D2+*",-!

1,)!*%"&!,2*3,5(!)(*2)-&!-,!&"6-"1"3+-*!3,(11"3"(-*&!(.3(/*!1,)!*%(!#+)"+:0(!

5(+&2)"-6!*%(!/)(&(-3(!,1!-230(+)!&*+*(&!?@a`PAC=!<%"3%!%+&!+!3,(11"3"(-*!,1!4L9MG!+!

&*+-'+)'!()),)!,1!M9LX!+-'!+3%"(#(&!+!5+)6"-+0!&"6-"1"3+-3(!+*!*%(!9MS!0(#(09!!!

! c,<(#()!*%(!5,'(0!"&!523%!:(**()!+*!/)('"3*"-6!*%(!0">(0"%,,'!*%+*!+!3)"&"&!

<"00!(-'!"-!&*+0(5+*(9!!$%(!(*%-"3!5,:"0"E+*",-!5(+&2)(!?P$cYZUC!%+&!+!3,(11"3"(-*!

,1!R9WL!?&*'9pM9JMC=!+-'!"&!&*+*"&*"3+00;!&"6-"1"3+-*!+*!*%(!9SW!0(#(09!!A2)/)"&"-60;=!&*+*(!

:+&('!&/,-&,)&%"/!?AIZ@ANC!+//(+)&!*,!:(!3,5/0(*(0;!2-)(0+*('!*,!3)"&"&!,2*3,5(&!

<"*%!+!3,(11"3"(-*!#+02(!,1!M9WL!?&*'9pM9SRC9!!c,<(#()!*%(!"-*()+3*",-!,1!(*%-"3!

5,:"0"E+*",-!+-'!&/,-&,)&%"/!5+"-*+"-&!*%(!&*+*"&*"3+0!&"6-"1"3+-3(!,:&()#('!"-!

8%+/*()!$%)((!<"*%!+!3,(11"3"(-*!#+02(!,1!4S9OJ!?&*'9p9GSMC9!!$%()(1,)(!"*!"&!+0&,!

&*+*"&*"3+00;!&"6-"1"3+-*!+*!*%(!9SW!0(#(09!

!

! ! !!!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!
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!

!
       Table 4.3 Multinomial Logit of Ethnic Actors and Crisis Outcomes 

 

 

 
 

 

 

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!!!!!!I&(2',!NL!p!9MJX!

!!!!!!@!p!MOL!

!!!!!!F,64F">(0"%,,'!p!4MRS9MG!

!

! 7-!+''"*",-!*,!*%(!/)"5+);!#+)"+:0(&!,1!"-*()(&*=!*%)((!3,-*),0!#+)"+:0(&!

)(*2)-('!&"6-"1"3+-*!3,(11"3"(-*&9!!B&!(./(3*('!5".('!';+'&!?[PYC!+)(!3,))(0+*('!

<"*%!3)"&"&!#",0(-3(!+-'!*%(!3,(11"3"(-*!%+&!+!#+02(!,1!4M9LX!+-'!+!&*+-'+)'!()),)!,1!

9OMG=!<%"3%!5+>(&!*%(!#+)"+:0(!&"6-"1"3+-*!+*!*%(!9MS!0(#(09!!7-!,)'()!*,!"-*()/)(*!*%(!

5+6-"*2'(!+-'!'")(3*",-!,1!*%(!3,(11"3"(-*&!"-!+!&2:&*+-*"#(0;!5(+-"-6120!<+;=!7b#(!

3+0320+*('!+-'!6)+/%('!*%(!(11(3*&!,1!+!'"&3)(*(!3%+-6(!,-!*%(!/),:+:"0"*;!,1!(+3%!

(A&%1&"*+( .,G9%,G1#+(

((((.,+--1'1+/$(((((((Q@H(((((

@$&*+G&$+(

(((.,+--1'1+/$(((((((((Q@H(((((((((

%.3+)5! !!!4S9M]! M9MG! ffR9WL! M9JM!

$@)17)*736@! 4S9RR! 9XSG! M9WL! M9SR!

P1.4*08.6)1! S9LR! 9RLM! ff4S9OJ! 9GSM!

H019Q!H:0'! 4S9JR! 9GOL! f4M9LX! 9OMG!

G3*40.! 4S9LR! 9LGJ! 4S9SX! 9RRW!

I)80.6)1! S9LS! 9LMR! S9MW! 9MXM!

J6)A41.!G*6994*! S9OO! 9JOL! M9SG! 9]SO!

E?=47! f4L9MG! M9LX! 4S9RJ! M9LM!

K)24*!! 4S9SL! 9SLX! 4S9SL! 9SGW!

L)17.01.! 4S9OW! M9G]! 4L9WM! L9MS!



 

!MGM!

3)"&"&!,2*3,5(!1,)!(+3%!&*+*"&*"3+00;!&"6-"1"3+-*!3,(11"3"(-*9!!$%(!)(&20*&!?&((!H"62)(!

G9]C!&%,<!*%+*!*%(!/)(&(-3(!,1!(*%-"3+00;!5,:"0"E('!-,-4&*+*(!+3*,)&!"-!+-!"-*()&*+*(!

3)"&"&!3+2&(&!+-!"-3)(+&(!,1!5,)(!*%+-!9WW!"-!*%(!/),:+:"0"*;!,1!+!&*+0(5+*(9!!P*%-"3!

+3*,)!"-#,0#(5(-*!+0&,!)('23(&!*%(!/),:+:"0"*;!,1!+!3,5/),5"&(!:;!+//),."5+*(0;!

?9LGC!+&!<(00!+&!*%(!/),:+:"0"*;!,1!+!'(3"&"#(!,2*3,5(!?9RWC9!!Z#()+00=!6"#(-!*%(!)(&20*&!

,1!*%(!:+&(0"-(!5,'(0!<(!3+-!)(_(3*!*%(!-200!1,)!c;/,*%(&"&!?cLsUC!"-!1+#,)!,1!*%(!

+0*()-+*"#(!*%+*!(*%-"3!+3*,)&!"-102(-3(!*%(!0">(0"%,,'!,1!3)"&"&!,2*3,5(&9!

!

!
!

! !

!



 

!MGL!

! 7*!"&!-,*!(-,26%!*,!&"5/0;!(&*"5+*(!+-'!"-*()/)(*!*%(!:+&(0"-(!5,'(0!:(3+2&(!

*%()(!+)(!&(#()+0!+0*()-+*"#(!*%(,)"(&!3,-3()-"-6!*%(!"-102(-3(!,1!-,-4&*+*(!+3*,)&!

*%+*!)(5+"-!2-+33,2-*('!1,)9!!B&!%+&!:((-!5(-*",-('!"-!8%+/*()&!$<,!+-'!$%)((=!

5+-;!&3%,0+)&!3,-3(/*2+0"E(!+-'!5(+&2)(!(*%-"3"*;!'"11()(-*0;9!!7-!+''"*",-=!&(#()+0!

:+)6+"-"-6!*%(,)"&*!(./0+"-!3,-10"3*!<"*%,2*!)(1()(-3(!*,!(*%-"3"*;!+*!+009!!71!*%(!(*%-"3!

5,:"0"E+*",-!#+)"+:0(!5+"-*+"-&!:,*%!"*&!'")(3*",-!+-'!&"6-"1"3+-3(!"-!*%(!/)(&(-3(!,1!

*%(&(!+0*()-+*"#(&=!<(!3+-!:(!3,-1"'(-*!*%+*!*%(!/,0"3"-6!5(3%+-"&5&!,2*0"-('!"-!

8%+/*()!$<,!+)(!*%(!+3*2+0!3+2&(!,1!:,*%!3)"&"&!#",0(-3(!+-'!"-'(3"&"#(!,2*3,5(&9!!

$%()(1,)(=!7!(&*"5+*(!+!1200!5,'(0!?,-(!*%+*!"-302'(&!*%(&(!+0*()-+*"#(!5(+&2)(&C!+-'!

*%(-!3,-'23*!+!&()"(&!,1!b:0,3>!*(&*b!*,!'(*()5"-(!<%(*%()!*%(!1200!5,'(0!"&!+!

&2:&*+-*"+0!"5/),#(5(-*!,#()!*%(!-(&*('!5,'(0&9!

! $%(!1200!5,'(0!+''&!*%)((!-(<!#+)"+:0(&9!!U)(3%()!+-'!T"0>(-1(0'!?MXXOC!

"'(-*"1;!+00!3)"&(&!*%+*!"-302'(!"))('(-*"&*!,)!&(3(&&",-"&*!/)(&&2)(&9!!Y;!,<-!+-+0;&"&!

&266(&*&!*%+*!,1!*%(&(!*<,=!&(3(&&",-"&*!3,-10"3*&!+)(!5,&*!0">(0;!*,!/),'23(!

&*+*"&*"3+00;!&"6-"1"3+-*!)(&20*&!+-'!&,!7!"&,0+*(!+-'!"-302'(!*%"&!#+)"+:0(!?AP8I8C!"-!

*%(!1200!5,'(09!!$%(!#+)"+:0(=!AP8I8!"'(-*"1"(&!*%,&(!&(3(&&",-"&*!3,-10"3*&!*%+*!+)(!

+0&,!/+)*!,1!+!/),*)+3*('!3,-10"3*=!<%"3%!*%(!+2*%,)&!"'(-*"1;!+&!3+&(&!<%()(!*%(!

"-102(-3(!,1!(*%-"3"*;!"&!0">(0;!&*),-6(&*9!!c,<(#()=!"*!"&!-,*!-(3(&&+)"0;!*%(!3+&(!*%+*!

+!3,-10"3*!<"*%!(*%-"3!"&&2(&!"&!+0&,!+!3,-10"3*!<"*%!#"+:0(!+-'!+)5('!-,-4&*+*(!+3*,)&9!!

7-!&,5(!"-&*+-3(&!?(969!A%+**!B0!B)+:!77!3)"&"&C!(*%-"3!30+"5!5+>"-6!,332)&!<"*%,2*!

*%(!"-302&",-!,1!-,-4&*+*(!+3*,)&9!!$%()(1,)(=!7!2&(!U(-4\(%2'+!+-'!Y"&%+0"4N+5b&!

?LSSJC!5(+&2)(!,1!(*%-"3!+3*,)!*,!"'(-*"1;!*%,&(!3,-10"3*&!*%+*!"-#,0#(!+-!(*%-"3!

+3*,)!?P$cB8$C9!!H"-+00;=!7!2&(!+!/),.;!#+)"+:0(!*,!3+/*2)(!82--"-6%+5b&!#(*,!/0+;()!



 

!MGR!

+)625(-*!:;!"'(-*"1;"-6!*%(!*,*+0!-25:()!,1!3,-10"3*!+3*,)&!,)!#(*,!/0+;()&!"-#,0#('!

"-!(+3%!3)"&"&!;(+)!!?@ZB8C9!!!

! $+:0(!G9G!)(/,)*&!*%(!)(&20*&!,1!*%(!1200!Y@FY!,1!P*%-"3!Y,:"0"E+*",-!+-'!

8)"&"&!Z2*3,5(&9!!$%(!)(&20*&!'(5,-&*)+*(!*%+*!(*%-"3!5,:"0"E+*",-!?P$cYZUC!"&!

3,))(0+*('!<"*%!*%(!,332))(-3(!,1!3)"&"&!&*+0(5+*(&9!!P$cYZU!%+&!+!3,(11"3"(-*!#+02(!

,1!R9JJ!?&*'!()),)9!p!M9RJC!+-'!"&!&"6-"1"3+-*!+*!*%(!9SM9!!P*%-"3!5,:"0"E+*",-=!%,<(#()=!

"&!-,*!3,))(0+*('!<"*%!*%(!,332))(-3(!,1!3,5/),5"&(&9!!B&!<+&!*%(!3+&(!<"*%!3)"&"&!

5+-+6(5(-*!?8%+/*()!$%)((C=!*%(!(*%-"3!5,:"0"E+*",-!%+&!+-!(11(3*!*%+*!"&!

5(+&2)+:0;!'"&*"-3*!1),5!*%+*!,1!&*+*(4:+&('!&/,-&,)&%"/9!!A*+*(!A/,-&,)&%"/!

?AIZ@ANC!"&!3,))(0+*('!<"*%!*%(!,332))(-3(!,1!&*+0(5+*(&=!:2*!-,*!*%(!,332))(-3(!,1!

3,5/),5"&(&9!!!$%(!3,(11"3"(-*!1,)!&*+0(5+*(!,2*3,5(&!"&!M9G]=!<"*%!+!&*+-'+)'!()),)!

,1!9]GX9!!7-*()(&*"-60;=!*%(!/),'23*!,1!(*%-"3!5,:"0"E+*",-!+-'!&*+*(!&/,-&,)&%"/!"&!

+6+"-!-(6+*"#(0;!3,))(0+*('!<"*%!*%(!,332))(-3(!,1!&*+0(5+*(&!<"*%!+!3,(11"3"(-*!

#+02(!,1!4S9J]!?&*'!()),)!p!9RWLC9!!c,<(#()=!*%(!#+)"+:0(!,-0;!)(+3%(&!!9MS!0(#(0&!,1!

&"6-"1"3+-3(9!!A*"00=!*%"&!&266(&*&!*%+*!("*%()!%"6%!0(#(0&!,1!&/,-&,)&%"/!,)!(*%-"3!

5,:"0"E+*",-!+)(!&211"3"(-*!*,!"-102(-3(!3)"&"&!,2*3,5(&9!!H,)!,2)!/2)/,&(&=!*%"&!"&!

"-*()(&*"-6!:(3+2&(!"*!+0&,!&266(&*!*%+*!*%(!)(0+*",-&%"/!:(*<((-!(*%-"3!5,:"0"E+*",-!

+-'!3)"&"&!,2*3,5(&!"&!-,*!3,-'"*",-('!:;!&*+*(!:+&('!&/,-&,)&%"/9!!!!

! 7-!+''"*",-!*,!*%(!/)"5+);!5(+&2)(!,1!(*%-"3"*;=!,-(!+0*()-+*"#(!5(+&2)(!+-'!

&(#()+0!3,-*),0!#+)"+:0(&!'(5,-&*)+*(!&*+*"&*"3+0!&"6-"1"3+-3(9!!H")&*=!*%(!@ZB8!

#+)"+:0(!"&!3,))(0+*('!<"*%!3)"&(&!*%+*!(-'!"-!3,5/),5"&(!<"*%!+!3,(11"3"(-*!#+02(!,1!4

S9M]!+-'!+!&*+-'+)'!()),)!,1!9S]W9!!$%(!*,*+0!-25:()!,1!+3*,)&!"&!+0&,!3,))(0+*('!<"*%!

3)"&(&!*%+*!(-'!"-!&*+0(5+*(!<"*%!+!3,(11"3"(-*!#+02(!,1!4S9R]!+-'!+!&*+-'+)'!()),)!



 

!MGG!

*()5!,1!9MMJ9!!Z1!*%(!3,-*),0!#+)"+:0(&=!*%)((!+)(!3,))(0+*('!<"*%!:,*%!*%(!,332))(-3(!

,1!&*+0(5+*(&!+-'!3,5/),5"&(&!+-'!(+3%!5((*&!*%+*!*%(!9SW!0(#(0!,1!&"6-"1"3+-3(!

?Y".('!';+'&=!+3*,)!0,3+*",-!+-'!#",0(-*!*)"66()&C9!!

 Table 4.4 Multinomial Logistic Regression of Ethnicity And Crisis Outcomes      

(with Alternative Measures)!

 

(A&%1&"*+( .,G9%,G1#+(

.,+--1'1+/$((((((Q@H(

@$&*+G&$+(

(((((.,+--1'1+/$((((((((((((((Q@H(

E$F! !!ff4S9M]! 9S]W! fff4S9R]! 9MMJ!

$484776)167.! !!!4S9WR! 9XWW! !!!!!4S9L]! M9OW!

%.3168!F8.)*! !!!!S9WM! 9]LO! !!!4M9GO! M9MR!

%.3+)5! !!!4S9RL! M9RO! fffR9JJ! M9RJ!

$@)17)*736@! !!!4S9LW! 9XLJ! !!!!fM9G]! 9]GX!

%.3168R$@)17)*! !!!!S9LR! 9RGW! !ff4S9J]! 9RWL!

H019Q':0'! ff!4M9ML! 9WLL! fff4M9ML! 9WLM!

G3*40.! !!!!4S9LW! 9LGX! !!!!!4S9LW! 9LGX!

I)80.6)1! !ff!S9GM! !9LSJ! !!!ffS9GM! 9LSJ!

G*6994*! !!f!M9R]! 9OXG! !!!ffM9R]! 9OXG!

E?=47! !!!4M9XX! M9LO! !!!!!4M9XX! M9LO!

K)24*!! !!!!4S9SM! 9SLO! !!!!!4S9SM! 9SLO!

L)17.01.! !!!!4S9LO! M9WM! !!!!!4S9LO! M9WM!

!!!I&(2',!NL!p!9LW]=!!

!!!@!p!MOM=!

!!!F,64F">(0"%,,'!p!4MRS9MG!

!



 

!MGW!

! U(1,)(!"-*()/)(*"-6!*%(!)(&20*&!1),5!*%(!:+&(0"-(!5,'(0=!7!3,-'23*!+!&()"(&!,1!

0">(0"%,,'!)+*",!*(&*!?FN!*(&*C!*,!'(*()5"-(!"1!+-;!,1!*%(!#+)"+:0(&!*%+*!)(/)(&(-*!

+0*()-+*"#(!*%(,)"(&!"&!+!&"6-"1"3+-*!"5/),#(5(-*!,#()!*%,&(!"-!*%(!-(&*('!5,'(09!!B!

0">(0"%,,'!)+*",!*(&*!3,5/+)(&!*%(!0,6!0">(0"%,,'!#+02(!1),5!*%(!1200!5,'(0!?*%(!,-(!

*%+*!5(+&2)(&!+0*()-+*"#(!*%(,)"(&C!+-'!*%(!-(&*('!5,'(0!?*%(!5,'(0!*%+*!"-302'(&!

,-0;!5;!5(+&2)(!,1!(*%-"3!5,:"0"E+*",-C9!!7-!,)'()!*,!3,-'23*!*%(!*(&*!7!3,-&*)+"-!

:,*%!5,'(0&!*,!%+#(!"'(-*"3+0!&+5/0(&=!)+*%()!*%+-!+00,<"-6!*%(!&+5/0(&!*,!:(!

'(*()5"-('!*%),26%!0"&*4<"&(!'(0(*",-9!!U;!',"-6!*%"&!7!3+-!(-&2)(!*%+*!+-;!

&*+*"&*"3+00;!&"6-"1"3+-*!'"11()(-3(&!:(*<((-!*%(!5,'(0&!"&!+!12-3*",-!,1!*%(!(.302'('!

/+)+5(*()!)+*%()!*%+-!'"11()(-3(&!"-!*%(!&+5/0(9!!!

! $%(!-200!%;/,*%(&"&!1,)!+-!FN!*(&*!"&!*%+*!*%(!/+)+5(*()&!1),5!*%(!1200!5,'(0!

+)(!(D2+0!*,!E(),!"-!*%(!/,/20+*",-!?(969!,-(!*(&*!5"6%*!(.+5"-(!*%(!-200!%;/,*%(&"&!

*%+*!STU!,!!ENFL!!,!!%GSFLG!,!!$%LKL!,!TC9!!71!+-;!,1!*%(!+0*()-+*"#(!5(+&2)(&!)('23(!*%(!

0,640">(0"%,,'!*%+-!"*!"&!+//),/)"+*(!*,!"-302'(!*%+*!#+)"+:0(!"-!*%(!5,'(0!2&('!*,!

6(-()+*(!*%(!/)('"3*",-&9!!!

! $+:0(!G9W!)(/,)*&!*%(!)(&20*&!,1!+!&()"(&!,1!*(&*!<%()(!,-(!+0*()-+*"#(!5(+&2)(!

+*!+!*"5(!"&!)(5,#('!+-'!*%(-!3,5/+)('!*,!*%(!1200!5,'(09!!$%(!1")&*!3,025-!

"'(-*"1"(&!*%(!#+)"+:0(!*%+*!<+&!)(5,#('!*,!3)(+*(!*%(!-(&*('!5,'(09!!$%(!&(3,-'!

3,025-!)(/,)*&!*%(!)(&20*&!,1!*%(!FN4*(&*=!+-'!*%(!*%")'!3,025-!)(/,)*&!*%(!0,6!

0">(0"%,,'!1,)!(+3%!5,'(09!!$%(!*%)((!FN4*(&*&!'(5,-&*)+*(!*%+*!*<,!,1!*%(!

+0*()-+*"#(!5(+&2)(&!/),#"'(!*%(!5,'(0!<"*%!+''"*",-+0!(./0+-+*,);!/,<()9!$%(!

(."&*(-3(&!,1!(*%-"3!+3*,)&!+&!<(00!+&!*%(!"-302&",-!,1!#(*,!/0+;()&!?@ZB8C!



 

!MGJ!

&"6-"1"3+-*0;!"5/),#(!*%(!5,'(09!!c,<(#()=!*%(!U)(3%()!+-'!T"0>(-1(0'd8+)5(-*!

5(+&2)(!,1!(*%-"3"*;!',(&!-,*!+''!&"6-"1"3+-*0;!*,!*%(!(./0+-+*,);!/,<()!,1!*%(!

5,'(09!!$%()(1,)(=!*%(!+//),/)"+*(!5,'(0!&%,20'!"-302'(!:,*%!5;!,<-!5(+&2)(!,1!

(*%-"3"*;=!*%(!&,5(<%+*!:),+'()!3,-3(/*",-!,1!(*%-"3"*;!/),/,&('!:;!U(-4\(%2'+!

+-'!Y"&%+0"4N+5!?LSSJC=!+&!<(00!+&!+-!,#()+00!5(+&2)(!,1!*%(!-25:()!,1!#(*,!

/0+;()&!/),/,&('!:;!82--"-6%+5!?LSSJC9!

Table 4.5 Test of Alternative Models (Nested vs. Full)       !

 

A&%1&"*+(Q+G,2+=( ##'()*+$#! 3,6(31a+*18,,=(

V?AA!W)'4A! 44! 4MRS9MG!!!

%.3168!F8.)*!J0*605A4! 9SRS! !4MRR9JR!!!

$484776)167.!L*6767!J0*605A4! 9OJG! 4MRS9GM!!

J4.)!KA0:4*7!K*)<:!J0*605A4! 9SSS! 4MGL9SL!

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

!MGO!

! @,<!*%+*!7b#(!(&*+:0"&%('!*%(!3,))(3*!&*+*"&*"3+0!5,'(0=!7!3,-&*)23*!+!

520*"-,5"+0!0,6"*!/0,*!,1!(+3%!,1!*%(!&"6-"1"3+-*!#+)"+:0(&!"-!*%(!5,'(0!?H"62)(!G9XC9!!

$%(!/0,*!"-302'(&!&(#(-!&*+*"&*"3+00;!&"6-"1"3+-*!3,(11"3"(-*&9!!B*!*%(!0(1*!,1!*%(!6)+/%!

"&!*%(!-+5(!,1!(+3%!#+)"+:0(!+-'!*%(!&/(3"1"3!+5,2-*!,1!3%+-6(!+00,3+*('9!!

["3%,*,5,2&!"-'"3+*,)&!<()(!3%+-6('!1),5!SdM=!+-'!,)'"-+0!5(+&2)(&!<()(!

3%+-6('!:;!,-(!0(#(09!!$%(!*,*+0!-25:()!,1!+3*,)&!?#(*,!/0+;()&C!<+&!3%+-6('!:;!,-(!

&*+-'+)'!'(#"+*",-9!!$%(!0(#(0&!,1!*%(!#+02(&!+)(!+6+"-!"'(-*"1"('!+33,)'"-6!*,!*%(")!

1")&*!0(**()!&23%!*%+*h!A!p!&*+0(5+*(=!8!p!3,5/),5"&(=!+-'![p!'(3"&"#(!,2*3,5(9!!!$%(!

#()*"3+0!0"-(!)(/)(&(-*&!-,!3%+-6(h!<%"0(!#+02(&!*,!*%(!0(1*!'(5,-&*)+*(!+!)('23*",-!

"-!*%(!/)('"3*('!/),:+:"0"*;!,1!*%+*!/+)*"320+)!,2*3,5(!?+-'!#"&(!#()&+C9!!!

! $%(!/0,*&!"55('"+*(0;!)(#(+0!*%+*!*%(!/)"5+);!#+)"+:0(!?(*%-"3!

5,:"0"E+*",-d(*%-,4-+*",-+0!+3*,)&C!3+2&(&!+!/+)*"320+)0;!0+)6(!"-3)(+&(!?(!9WSC!"-!

*%(!/),:+:"0"*;!*%+*!+!3)"&"&!(-'&!"-!&*+0(5+*(9!!!B*!*%(!&+5(!*"5(=!*%(!/),:+:"0"*;!,1!+!

'(3"&"#(!,2*3,5(!'(3)(+&(&!:;!9L]!+-'!*%(!/),:+:"0"*;!,1!+-!"-'(3"&"#(!,2*3,5(!*%+*!

"-302'(&!+!3,5/),5"&(!1+00&!:;!9LW9!!7-!*%"&!<+;=!*%(!"-302&",-!,1!(*%-,4-+*",-+0"&*!

+3*,)&!%+&!+!&*),-6!"-102(-3(!,-!3)"&"&!,2*3,5(&!:;!5+>"-6!"*!5,)(!0">(0;!*%+*!*%(;!

(-'!"-!*%(!0(+&*!1+#,)+:0(!*;/(!,1!"-'(3"&"#(!,2*3,5(9!!B&!<+&!*%(!3+&(!"-!*%(!+-+0;&"&!

,1!3)"&"&!#",0(-3(=!&*+*(4:+&('!&/,-&,)&%"/!&((5&!*,!5")),)!*%(!(11(3*!,1!(*%-"3!

5,:"0"E+*",-9!!B-!"-3)(5(-*+0!3%+-6(!"-!&/,-&,)&%"/!3+2&(&!+!9LS!"-3)(+&(!"-!*%(!

/),:+:"0"*;!,1!+!&*+0(5+*(!+-'!3,))(&/,-'"-6!'(3)(+&(!"-!*%(!/),:+:"0"*;!,1!("*%()!+!
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 At the end of Chapter Three, I included a brief discussion of the possibility of autocorrelation in the data.  

This is also a concern for the models in Chapter Four. However the task here is a bit more complicated.  

Both the test and solutions for autocorrelation require that I specify an interval level dependent variable.  In 

Chapter Three I did so, even though such a designation was technically inaccurate.  Attempting the same 

thing in this Chapter is more difficult because it is quite a conceptual stretch to treat the dependent variable 

(OUTCOM) as if its underlying distribution is linear and interval.  It clearly isn't.  It is possible to conceive 

of the dependent variable (crisis outcomes) as encompassing two dimensions.  One could think of the 

variable in linear terms simply as how normatively desirable the outcome is.  For instance, one might find 

decisive outcomes desirable because they resolve (at least temporarily) the conflict issue.  On the other 

hand, indecisive outcomes may be more or less desirable.  If an outcome must end indecisively, perhaps a 

compromise is better than a stalemate.  I make these assumptions and construct a ranked variable that gives 

the least desirable outcomes high scores and the most desirable outcomes low scores (so as to be consistent 

with the analysis above).  I use this new dependent variable to apply the procedure used at the end of 

Chapter Three.  As in Chapter Three, a set of Durbin Watson test for each model returns values of 1.94 (for 

NSAs and Outcomes) and 1.04 (for Ethnic Mobilization and Outcomes).  Therefore, it appears that 

autocorrelation is not a problem for the model comparing NSA-Crises to Interstate crises.  However, the 

results for the Ethnic Mobilization model are, as in Chapter Three, cause for concern.  Therefore, I 

estimated the Ethnic Mobilization and Crisis Outcomes in order to assess whether or not the coefficients 

are consistent with those from the multinomial logit model.  Recall that the Multinomial Logit Models give 

an indication as to whether or not there is a statistically significant relationship, but should not be relied 

upon to determine direction or magnitude.  Therefore, I take my baseline expectation for the magnitude and 

direction of the coefficients from the analysis of discrete change and the corresponding change in predicted 

probabilities (Figure 4.9). This Figure demonstrates that the alternative measures of ethnicity and the proxy 

measure for veto players actually reduce the probability of a stalemate, but that ethnic mobilization and 

state-based sponsorship increase the probability of a stalemate.  In addition, the largest substantive effects 

occur with the inclusion of ethnically mobilized rebels.  Both the Prais-Winston and Cochrane-Orcutt 

transformations yield coefficients that are consistent with the results in Figure 4.9.  In both models all of 

the variables are in the predicted direction with ethnic mobilization causing more stalemates and the 

alternatives being correlated with decisive outcomes.  Furthermore, the ethnic mobilization measure has the 

largest coefficient.  Finally, the same trade-offs between the models exist and we see that perhaps the 

Cochrane-Orcutt procedure is better at modeling the error term, while the Prais-Winston estimator is more 

efficient.  I report these results for both estimators (Cochrane-Orcutt and Prais-Winston) in Appendix D. 
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"-*()-+*",-+0!3,-10"3*&!"-!2-"D2(!<+;&9!!T%(-!(*%-"3!+3*,)&!+)(!/+)*;!*,!"-*()&*+*(!

3,-*(&*=!*%(")!+:"0"*;!*,!:+)6+"-!%+)'()!*%+-!-,-4(*%-"3!6),2/&=!&()#(&!*,!/)(#(-*!

&*+*(!+3*,)&!1),5!/2)&2"-6!3,-3"0"+*,);!3,-10"3*!5+-+6(5(-*!&*)+*(6"(&9!!!!

! @,-4A*+*(!B3*,)!3)"&(&!+)(!(#(-*&!*%+*!+0<+;&!"-302'(!*%)((!,)!5,)(!+3*,)&9!!

U(3+2&(!*%(!(."&*(-3(!,1!)(:(0!6),2/&!-(3(&&+)"0;!3+00&!"-*,!D2(&*",-!*%(!0(6"*"5+3;!

,1!+*!0(+&*!,-(!&*+*(!"-!*%(!/+")=!*%(!&*+>(&!+)(!+0<+;&!%"6%9!!!B&!:+)6+"-"-6!*%(,)"&*!

+)62(=!)(:(0!6),2/&!+-'!%,&*4&*+*(&!(-6+6(!"-!#",0(-*!3,-*(&*!,#()!+!&(*!,1!&/,"0&9!!7-!

,)'()!*,!'"&&2+'(!12*2)(!3%+00(-6()&=!6,#()-"-6!)(6"5(&!,-0;!;"(0'!3,-3(&&",-&!*,!

)(:(0&!<%,!'(5,-&*)+*(!*%(")!&*)(-6*%!?"9(9!'((/!/,3>(*('!6),2/&C9!!H,)!*%(")!/+)*=!+!

&233(&&120!+**+3>!,-!*%(!)(6"5(!'(5,-&*)+*(&!*%+*!*%(!)(:(0&!+)(!&*),-6!+-'!&%,20'!

:(!+<+)'('!3,-3(&&",-&!)+*%()!*%+-!3,-1),-*('9!

! !!7-!&,5(!3+&(&!+-'!:(3+2&(!,1!#+)",2&!/2&%d/200!5(3%+-"&5&=!*%(&(!3,-10"3*&!

(./+-'!*,!"-302'(!(.*()-+0!?2&2+00;!-("6%:,)"-6!&*+*(&!+-'!6)(+*!/,<()&C!&*+*(&9!!



 

!MWJ!

a&2+00;!*%"&!"&!+!<(03,5(!'(#(0,/5(-*!:(3+2&(=!,-!+#()+6(=!)(:(0!6),2/&!:(-(1"*!

1),5!"-*()#(-*",-"&59!!B&!+!)(&20*!*%(;!<"&%!*,!+#,"'!+-;!)(&,02*",-!:(*<((-!*%(!

&*+*(!+3*,)&!*%+*!"&!+3%"(#('!+*!*%(")!(./(-&(9!!$%()(1,)(=!+-'!+&!+!6(-()+0!)20(=!*%(&(!

6),2/&!<"00!&((>!*,!/)(#(-*!+33,55,'+*",-!"-!"-*()-+*",-+0!3,-*(&*9!

! \(*!+&!/()/(*2+00;!<(+>!+3*,)&=!*%(&(!6),2/&!%+#(!,-0;!+!0"5"*('!5(+-&!*,!

"-102(-3(!*%(!'(#(0,/5(-*!,1!+-!"-*()&*+*(!3,-10"3*9!!7-!,)'()!*,!<+6(!3+5/+"6-&!

+6+"-&*!*%(!%,&*!&*+*(=!)(:(0&!52&*!&(32)(!&/,-&,)&%"/!+-'!,1*(-!&((>!12-'"-6!1),5!

*%(!0+)6(&*!',-,)&=!?(.*()-+0!&*+*(&C!"-!,)'()!*,!',!&,9!!c,<(#()=!&*+*(!&/,-&,)&%"/!"&!

:,*%!6"1*!+-'!32)&(9!!7-!*%(!:(&*!,1!*"5(&=!)(:(0!6),2/&!1+3(!*%(!0,&&!,1!&,5(!

+2*,-,5;!<%(-!*%(;!+33(/*!*%(!/+*),-+6(!,1!+!&*+*(9!!7-!*%(!<,)&*!,1!*"5(&=!+!&*+*(!

*%+*!%+'!:((-!+!6(-(),2&!&/,-&,)!+:+-',-&!"*&!3,55"*5(-*!+00!*,6(*%()=!+-'!,1*(-!

"-!(.3%+-6(!1,)!&,5(!*;/(!,1!3,-3(&&",-!1),5!*%(!,//,-(-*9!!T%(-!&/,-&,)&%"/!"&!

-,*!1,)*%3,5"-6=!-,-4&*+*(!+3*,)&!1+3(!*%(!/),&/(3*!*%+*!*%(;!<"00!:(!"-3+/+:0(!,1!

3,-*"-2"-6!*%(")!3,-1),-*+*",-!<"*%!*%(!%,&*!&*+*(!+-'!1,)!*%(5!*%(!&*+>(&!+)(!

/()%+/&!*%(!6)(+*(&*9!!$%()(1,)(!"*!"&!-(3(&&+);!*,!+-+0;E(!&*+*(!&/,-&,)&%"/!1,)!

)(:(0!6),2/&!*,!(./0+"-!3,-10"3*!5+-+6(5(-*!"-!@AB43)"&(&9!!T%(-!+!3)"&"&!,332)&!"-!

*%(!3,-*(.*!,1!%"6%!0(#(0&!,1!&/,-&,)&%"/=!"-*()&*+*(!#",0(-3(!"&!5,)(!0">(0;!*,!,332)9!

! $%"&!2-'()&*+-'"-6!,1!&*+*(!&/,-&,)&%"/!+0&,!5+>(&!/0+-(=!*%(!5(+-"-6120!

'"11()(-3(&!:(*<((-!(*%-"3!+-'!-,-4(*%-"3!-,-4&*+*(!+3*,)&9!!a-0">(!-,-4(*%-"3!

6),2/&=!(*%-"3!)(:(0&!%+#(!+*!0(+&*!*%)((!5,:"0"E+*",-!+'#+-*+6(&9!H")&*=!(*%-"3!

"'(-*"*;!"&!(&&(-*"+00;!"5/,&&":0(!*,!(&3+/(9!Z-3(!3,-10"3*!"&!2-'()<+;=!"-'"#"'2+0&!

3+-!1"-'!-,!&(32)"*;!"-!'(1(3*",-!*,!*%(!,*%()!&"'(=!+&!"&!*%(!3+&(!"-!"'(,0,6"3+0!3"#"0!

<+)&9!!A(3,-'=!*%(!/,0"*"3&!,1!"'(-*"*;!+)(!,1*(-!+33,5/+-"('!:;!/+**()-&!,1!b(*%-"3!



 

!MWO!

,2*4:"''"-6q=!<%"3%!*(-'!*,=!m:,0&*()!*%(!5,)(!3%+2#"-"&*!(0(5(-*&!<"*%"-!*%(!

6),2/m9!!?c,),<"*E=!MX]WC!!$%+*!"&=!5,'()+*(!1+3*",-&!*%+*!<,20'!,*%()<"&(!'(4

(5/%+&"E(!(*%-"3"*;!+)(!/)(#(-*('!1),5!+&&25"-6!3,-*),0!,1!*%(!6),2/9!!H"-+00;=!3,4

(*%-"3&!+)(!/+)*"320+)0;!<(00!&"*2+*('!*,!+33(&&!-(*<,)>&!+-'!2&(!*%"&!"-1,)5+*",-!*,!

/2-"&%!*%,&(!<%,!<,20'!'(1(3*!1),5!*%(!6),2/b&!3+2&(9!$+>(-!*,6(*%()=!*%(&(!

m(*%-"3!5(3%+-"&5&m!+00,<!@AB&!*%+*!2&(!(*%-"3!+//(+0&!*,!(11(3*"#(0;!3+/*2)(!3,4

(*%-"3!3,-&*"*2(-3"(&9!!B&!+!)(&20*=!*%(;!+)(!523%!0(&&!#20-()+:0(!*,!#+)"+*",-&!"-!

&*+*(!&/,-&,)&%"/9!!$%2&=!'2)"-6!+-!"-*()-+*",-+0!3)"&"&=!(*%-"3!-,-4&*+*(!+3*,)&!+)(!

+:0(!*,!/2)&2(!+!)(0+*"#(0;!"-'(/(-'(-*!3,2)&(!"-!*%(")!3,-1),-*+*",-!<"*%!*%(!%,&*!

&*+*(!+-'!+)(!0(&&!#20-()+:0(!*,!+!0,&&!,1!&*+*(!&/,-&,)&%"/9!!!

! $%(!+:"0"*;!*,!')"#(!%+)'!:+)6+"-&!"-!*%(")!3,-1),-*+*",-!<"*%!*%(!%,&*!&*+*(!

5(+-&!*%+*!(*%-"3!)(:(0&!+)(!/+)*"320+)0;!(11(3*"#(!+*!+6"*+*"-6!1,)!"-*()#(-*",-=!

<%"3%!3,5/0"3+*(&!+-!+0)(+';!&(-&"*"#(!"-*()-+*",-+0!&"*2+*",-9!!!7-!+''"*",-=!*%(")!

+:"0"*;!*,!/2)&2(!3,-1),-*+*",-!"-!*%(!+:&(-3(!,1!&*+*(!&/,-&,)&%"/!5(+-&!*%+*!*%(;!

3+-!/)(#(-*!+!)(&,02*",-!,1!*%(!2-'()0;"-6!3,-10"3*!"&&2(9!!B&!+!)(&20*=!3)"&(&!<"*%!

(*%-"3!)(:(0&!+)(!5,)(!0">(0;!*,!(-'!<"*%!-,-4+33,55,'+*"#(!+-'!"-'(3"&"#(!

,2*3,5(&9!!H"-+00;=!:(3+2&(!*%(!"&&2(&!2-'()0;"-6!*%(!3,-10"3*!+)(!5,)(!0">(0;!*,!6,!

2-)(&,0#('=!(*%-"3!3)"&(&!+)(!2&2+00;!1,00,<('!"-!&%,)*!,)'()!:;!+!)(&25/*",-!,1!*%(!

3,-10"3*!:(*<((-!*%(!&+5(!&*+*(&9!

! 7-!*%"&!'"&&()*+*",-!7!1"-'!*%+*!2&"-6!+-!P*%-"3!Y,:"0"E+*",-!1)+5(<,)>!*,!

(./0+"-!'"11()(-3(&!+5,-6!#",0(-*!-,-4&*+*(!+3*,)&!5+>(&!+!&"6-"1"3+-*!3,-*)":2*",-!

*,!,2)!2-'()&*+-'"-6!,1!3)"&"&!5+-+6(5(-*9!!!7-!*%"&!3%+/*()!7!/),#"'(!+!&255+);!,1!

*%(!)(&20*&!,1!*%(!D2+-*"*+*"#(!+-+0;&(&9!7!6,!,-!*,!'"&32&&!*%(!"5/0"3+*",-&!,1!*%(&(!



 

!MW]!

1"-'"-6&!1,)!*%(!7-*()-+*",-+0!N(0+*",-&!0"*()+*2)(!+&!<(00!+&!1,)!*%(!'(#(0,/5(-*!,1!

/,0"3;9!

@7GG&%?(,-($8+(Q+#7*$#((

8)"&"&!Q",0(-3(!

!

! $%(!D2+-*"*+*"#(!+-+0;&"&!"-!8%+/*()!*%)((!5+>(&!2&(!,1!+-!,)'()('!0,6"&*"3!

)(6)(&&",-!*,!*(&*!*%(!)(0+*",-&%"/!:(*<((-!3)"&"&!/+)*"3"/+*",-!:;!(*%-"3!-,-4&*+*(!

+3*,)&!+-'!*<,!'"&*"-3*!5(+&2)(&!,1!3)"&"&!#",0(-3(9!!$%"&!"&!*%(!1")&*!+-+0;&"&!,1!

(*%-"3!-,-4&*+*(!+3*,)&!*,!"-302'(!+!5(+&2)(!,1!&*+*(!&/,-&,)&%"/!+&!+!/)"-3"/0(!

3+2&(!,1!#",0(-3(9!!$%(!)(&20*&!&%,<!+!&*),-6!/,&"*"#(!3,))(0+*",-!:(*<((-!#",0(-3(!

+-'!*%(!(."&*(-3(!,1!(*%-"3+00;!5,:"0"E('!-,-4&*+*(!+3*,)&9!!T%(-!(*%-"3!+3*,)&!+)(!

"-#,0#('!"-!+!3)"&"&=!&*+*(!+3*,)&!+)(!5,)(!0">(0;!*,!2&(!#",0(-3(!"-!*%(")!5+-+6(5(-*!

,1!*%(!3)"&"&9!!!

! $%"&!1"-'"-6!"&!-,*!,-0;!&*+*"&*"3+00;!&"6-"1"3+-*!:2*!+0&,!&2:&*+-*"#(0;!

5(+-"-61209!!8)"&(&!*%+*!1(+*2)(!(*%-"3!)(:(0&!+)(!*%)((!*"5(&!+&!0">(0;!*,!)(&20*!"-!

("*%()!/)((5"-(-*0;!#",0(-*!3,-10"3*!5+-+6(5(-*!&*)+*(6"(&!,)!12004&3+0(!<+)9!!

H2)*%()5,)(=!*%"&!(11(3*!%,0'&!(#(-!+1*()!&*+*(!&/,-&,)&%"/!,1!)(:(0!6),2/&!?"*&(01!+!

3,-&"&*(-*!/)('"3*,)!,1!#",0(-3(C!"&!+33,2-*('!1,)9!!7-!+''"*",-!*,!*%(!2&(!,1!*<,!

'"11()(-*!5(+&2)(&!,1!3)"&"&!#",0(-3(=!7!*(&*!*%(!),:2&*-(&&!,1!*%(&(!1"-'"-6&!:;!

"-302'"-6!+0*()-+*"#(!5(+&2)(&!,1!(*%-"3"*;!+&!<(00!+&!+!/),.;!5(+&2)(!1,)!

82--"-6%+5b&!#(*,!/0+;()!+)625(-*9!!B0*%,26%!*%(!#(*,!/0+;()!+)625(-*!

'(5,-&*)+*(&!+!<(+>!:2*!3,-&"&*(-*!&"6-"1"3+-3(=!+!&()"(&!,1!F">(0"%,,'!)+*",!*(&*!



 

!MWX!

)(#(+0!*%+*!5;!,<-!(*%-"3!5,:"0"E+*",-!5(+&2)(!/()1,)5&!3,-&"'()+:0;!:(**()!*%+-!

*%(!+0*()-+*"#(&9!!

8)"&"&!Z2*3,5(&!

!

! 7-!8%+/*()!H,2)=!7!+-+0;E(!3)"&"&!,2*3,5(&9!!8)"&(&!3+-!(-'!'(3"&"#(0;!<"*%!+!

30(+)!<"--()!+-'!0,,&()9!!$%(;!5+;!+0&,!(-'!"-!"-'(3"&"#(!,2*3,5(&!0">(!3,5/),5"&(!

,)!&*+0(5+*(9!!B0*%,26%!*%(&(!,2*3,5(&!%+#(!-,!"-%()(-*!)+->=!*%()(!+)(!3()*+"-0;!

,2*3,5(&!*%+*!+)(!/)(1()+:0(!*,!,*%()&9!B0*%,26%!+-;!'(3"&"#(!,2*3,5(!<"00!

-(3(&&+)"0;!"-302'(!+!0,,&()=!*%(;!+0&,!)(&,0#(!*%(!"&&2(&!?(#(-!"1!,-0;!*(5/,)+)"0;C!

2-'()0;"-6!*%(!3,-10"3*9!!B5,-6!"-'(3"&"#(!,2*3,5(&=!3,5/),5"&(&!+)(!3()*+"-0;!

/)(1())('!*,!&*+0(5+*(&!:(3+2&(!*%(;!"5/0;!*%+*!+0*%,26%!*%(!+3*,)&!'"'!-,*!+3%"(#(!

+00!,1!*%(")!6,+0&!*%(;!<()(!+:0(!*,!1"-'!&,5(!52*2+00;!:(-(1"3"+0!+33,55,'+*",-9!!

A*+0(5+*(&=!,-!*%(!,*%()!%+-'=!+)(!*%(!<,)&(!,1!+00!/,&&":0(!,2*3,5(&9!!T%(-!3)"&(&!

(-'!"-!&*+0(5+*(&=!-,*!,-0;!'"'!*%(!+3*,)&!1+"0!*,!+3%"(#(!*%(")!6,+0&=!:2*!+0&,!1,2-'!

+33,55,'+*",-!"5/,&&":0(9!!$%()(1,)(!"-!'(#(0,/"-6!+!*(&*!,1!3)"&"&!,2*3,5(&=!7!

1,32&('!*%(!+-+0;&"&!,-!*%(!,332))(-3(!,1!"-'(3"&"#(!,2*3,5(&!+-'!(&/(3"+00;!*%(!

,332))(-3(!,1!&*+0(5+*(&!+&!+!5,&*!2-'(&")+:0(!,2*3,5(9!

! A"-3(!*%(!,2*3,5(!*,!:(!(./0+"-('!3+--,*!:(!5(+-"-61200;!+-'!3,-&"&*(-*0;!

)+->('=!7!2&(!+!520*"-,5"+0!0,6"*!5,'(0!*,!*(&*!*%(!)(0+*",-&%"/!:(*<((-!(*%-"3!

+3*,)&!+-'!*%(!,332))(-3(!,1!&*+0(5+*(&9!!$%(!)(&20*&!'(5,-&*)+*(!*%+*!*%(!

/+)*"3"/+*",-!,1!(*%-"3!+3*,)&!"&!&*),-60;!3,))(0+*('!<"*%!*%(!,332))(-3(!,1!

&*+0(5+*(&9!!B6+"-=!*%(!(*%-"3!5,:"0"E+*",-!#+)"+:0(!/()1,)5&!<(00!2-'()!#+);"-6!



 

!MJS!

&/(3"1"3+*",-&!,1!*%(!5,'(0=!+-'!(#(-!<%(-!*(&*('!+6+"-&*!+0*()-+*"#(!5(+&2)(&!,1!

(*%-"3"*;!+-'!3,5/(*"-6!*%(,)"(&9!

! $%(!3,(11"3"(-*!+0&,!%+&!+!0+)6(!&2:&*+-*"#(!(11(3*9!!$%(!"-302&",-!,1!(*%-"3+00;!

5,:"0"E('!+3*,)&!"-!+-!"-*()-+*",-+0!3)"&"&=!;"(0'&!+!WLr!"-3)(+&(!"-!*%(!/),:+:"0"*;!

,1!+!&*+0(5+*(9!!8,-&"&*(-*!<"*%!*%"&!1"-'"-6=!*%(!&+5(!2-"*!3%+-6(!"-!*%(!(*%-"3!

5,:"0"E+*",-!#+)"+:0(!3+2&(&!+!LWr!'(3)(+&(&!"-!*%(!/),:+:"0"*;!,1!+!3,5/),5"&(!

+-'!+//),."5+*(0;!RSr!'(3)(+&(!"-!*%(!/),:+:"0"*;!,1!+!'(3"&"#(!,2*3,5(9!!!

! 7-!8%+/*()!1,2)!7!+0&,!*(&*('!*%(!"-102(-3(!,1!(*%-"3!+3*,)&!,-!*%(!(&3+0+*",-!,1!

*(-&",-!:(*<((-!&*+*(&9!!H,00,<"-6!*%(!78U!/),_(3*!7!"'(-*"1"('!*%,&(!3)"&(&!*%+*!<()(!

1,00,<('!:;!+-,*%()!&23%!(#(-*!<"*%"-!1"#(!;(+)&!,1!*%(!(-'!,1!*%(!,)"6"-+0!3,-10"3*9!!

$%"&!"&!*+>(-!+&!(#"'(-3(!*%+*!*%(!,#()+00!0(#(0!,1!*(-&",-!"-3)(+&('!+1*()!*%(!

/)(#",2&!3)"&"&9!!7-*()(&*"-60;!7!3,20'!1"-'!-,!)(0+*",-&%"/!:(*<((-!*%(!,332))(-3(!,1!

+-!(*%-"3!3)"&"&!+-'!*%(!)(&25/*",-!,1!3,-10"3*9!!$%"&!"&!*%(!3+&(=!(#(-!*%,26%!*%()(!"&!

+!30(+)!+-'!/,&"*"#(!3,))(0+*",-!:(*<((-!*%(!,332))(-3(!,1!+!&*+0(5+*(!"-!*%(!

/)(#",2&!3,-10"3*!+-'!*%(!)(&25/*",-!,1!3,-10"3*9!!$%()(1,)(!*%(!)(&20*&!&266(&*!*%+*!

+0*%,26%!(*%-"3!3)"&(&!+)(!5,)(!0">(0;!*,!(-'!"-!&*+0(5+*(&=!*%(!)(&25/*",-!,1!

3,-10"3*!?"9(9!*(-&",-!(&3+0+*",-C!"&!5,)(!0">(0;!<%(-(#()!+!&*+0(5+*(!,332)&!<%(*%()!

,)!-,*!*%(!/)(#",2&!3+&(!"-#,0#('!(*%-"3+00;!5,:"0"E('!6),2/&9!

.,/$%1"7$1,/($,(</$+%/&$1,/&*(Q+*&$1,/#()8+,%?(

!

! $%(!+)625(-*!/)(&(-*('!%()(!3,-*(-'&!*%+*!(*%-"3!+3*,)&!"-102(-3(!*%(!

5+-+6(5(-*!,1!"-*()-+*",-+0!3)"&(&!:;!')"#"-6!%+)'!:+)6+"-&!<"*%!*%(!%,&*4&*+*(!

*%+*!/()&"&*!(#(-!"-!*%(!+:&(-3(!,1!&*+*(!&/,-&,)&%"/9!!$%()(!+)(!+*!0(+&*!*%)((!



 

!MJM!

"5/0"3+*",-&!1,)!*%(!'(#(0,/5(-*!,1!"-*()-+*",-+0!)(0+*",-&!&3%,0+)&%"/9!!H")&*=!-,-4

&*+*(!+3*,)&!?,1!+00!*;/(&C!%+#(!+-!"-102(-3(!,-!"-*()-+*",-+0!3,-10"3*9!!$%"&!"-102(-3(!

"&!&/(3"1"3!*,!-,-4&*+*(!+3*,)&!+-'!+-;!#+)"+*",-!"-!3,-10"3*!5+-+6(5(-*!*%+*!3,5(&!

+&!+!12-3*",-!,1!*%(")!"-302&",-!"-!*%(!3,-10"3*!3+--,*!&"5/0;!:(!'"&5"&&('!+&!*%(!

(11(3*!,1!+''"-6!5,)(!:(00"6()(-*&9!!N+*%()!-,-4&*+*(!+3*,)&!%+#(!+!2-"D2(!"-102(-3(!

,-!3)"&"&!#",0(-3(9!

! A"-3(!*%(&(!6),2/&!"-102(-3(!"-*()-+*",-+0!3)"&(&!"-!2-"D2(!<+;&=!&3%,0+)&!

&%,20'!'(#(0,/!*%(,)"(&!*%+*!+)(!&/(3"1"3!*,!-,-4&*+*(!+3*,)&9!!B-+0;&(&!*%+*!1,32&!,-!

(*%-"3!3,-10"3*!,)!3"#"0!<+)&!<"00!2-',2:*('0;!)(#(+0!523%!+:,2*!*%(!3,-'23*!+-'!

"-102(-3(!,1!#",0(-*!-,-4&*+*(!+3*,)&!+&!+!<%,0(9!!c,<(#()=!*%(!+-+0;&"&!%()(!

&266(&*&!*%+*!+00!#",0(-*!-,-4&*+*(!+3*,)&!&%+)(!+-!"'(-*"1"+:0(!&(*!,1!3%+)+3*()"&*"3!

?0">(!*%(")!)(0"+-3(!,-!(.*()-+0!12-'"-6C9!!$%()(1,)(=!*%(!'(#(0,/5(-*!,1!&;&*(5+*"3!

>-,<0('6(!+:,2*!-,-4&*+*(!+3*,)&!)(D2")(&!*%+*!&3%,0+)&!3)(+*(!30+&&"1"3+*",-!

&3%(5(&!*%+*!(-3,5/+&&!*%(!(-*")(!/,/20+*",-!,1!-,-4&*+*(!+3*,)&9!!

! $%(!&(3,-'!"5/0"3+*",-!3,-3()-&!*%(!"&&2(!,1!&*+*(4:+&('!&/,-&,)&%"/9!!$,!:(!

3()*+"-=!*%"&!*,/"3!%+&!:((-!*)(+*('!(0&(<%()(=!/+)*"320+)0;!"-!'"&32&&",-&!,1!&*+*(!

&2//,)*!1,)!!b*()),)"&*!6),2/&b9!!A3%,0+)&!0">(![+-"(0!U;5+-!?LSSWC!+-'!Y+)*%+!

8)(-&%+<!?MXXWC!%+#(!-,*('!*%+*!&/,-&,)&%"/!"&!+-!"5/,)*+-*!'(*()5"-+-*!,1!

*()),)"&5!+-'!"-&2)6(-*!+3*"#"*;9!!H2)*%()5,)(=!"*!&((5&!*%+*!*%(!(-'!,1!*%(!8,0'!

T+)!%+&!1+"0('!*,!(0"5"-+*(!&*+*(!&2//,)*!1,)!"-&2)6(-*!6),2/&9!!8)(-&%+<!&266(&*&!

*%+*!/()%+/&!&*+*(!&/,-&,)&%"/!%+&!6),<-!(#(-!5,)(!"5/,)*+-*9!!$%(!+-+0;&"&!%()(!

&266(&*&!*%+*!*%(&(!&3%,0+)&!+)(!3,))(3*9!!A*+*(!&/,-&,)&%"/!,1!"-&2)6(-*!6),2/&!"&!&,!

/()#+&"#(!+&!*,!:(!+-!"-*)"3+*(!1(+*2)(!,1!*%(!"-*()-+*",-+0!&;&*(59!!A*+*(!&2//,)*!1,)!



 

!MJL!

)(:(0!6),2/&!"&!-(+)0;!+0<+;&!/)(&(-*!?+0:("*!<"*%!#+);"-6!0(#(0&!,1!3,55"*5(-*C!"-!

*%(!3,-*(.*!,1!"-*()-+*",-+0!3)"&(&9!!!

! $%(!*%")'!"5/0"3+*",-!1,)!"-*()-+*",-+0!)(0+*",-&!&3%,0+)&%"/!"&!*%+*!(*%-"3"*;!

+3*2+00;!5+**()&9!!$%,26%!*%(&(!30+"5&!%+#(!:((-!5+'(!:(1,)(=!*%()(!+)(!*<,!#();!

"5/,)*+-*!'"11()(-3(&!:(*<((-!*%"&!&*2';!+-'!/)(#",2&!+-+0;&(&9!!P."&*"-6!&*2'"(&!

3+-!:(!'"#"'('!"-*,!*%,&(!*%+*!0,,>!1,)!(./0+-+*",-&!<"*%"-!*%(!&2:&(*!,1!(*%-"3!

3,-10"3*&!+-'!*%,&(!*%+*!5+>(!*%(!30+"5!*%+*!(*%-"3!3,-10"3*&!+)(!&,5(%,<!'"11()(-*!

*%+-!+00!,*%()&9!!H,)!"-&*+-3(=!8+)5(-*=!l+5(&!+-'!$+;'+&!?LSSJC!&%,<!*%+*!(*%-"3!

3)"&(&!*%+*!"-302'(!&*+*(&!<"*%!%,5,6(-,2&!(*%-"3!/,/20+*",-!+-'!&*),-6!(.(32*"#(&!

+)(!5,)(!0">(0;!*,!"-302'(!#",0(-3(9!!$%"&!"&!+-!"5/,)*+-*!+-'!"-*2"*"#(!(./0+-+*",-9!!

c,<(#()!*,!5+>(!*%(!30+"5!*%+*!(*%-"3!3)"&(&!+)(!&"6-"1"3+-*0;!?:,*%!&*+*"&*"3+00;!+-'!

&2:&*+-*"#(0;C!'"11()(-*!*%+-!+00!,*%()&!)(D2")(&!*%(!"'(-*"1"3+*",-!,1!5(3%+-"&5&!

&/(3"1"3!*,!(*%-"3!3,-10"3*!+&!<(00!+&!*%(!*(&*"-6!,1!*%(&(!5(3%+-"&5&!"-!+!&+5/0(!*%+*!

"-302'(&!-,-4(*%-"3!3+&(&9!

! $%"&!'"&&()*+*",-!"&!+-!"-"*"+0!+**(5/*!*,!',!_2&*!*%+*9!!$%(!1"-'"-6&!&266(&*!

*%+*!(*%-"3!3)"&(&!+)(!(&&(-*"+00;!'"11()(-*!*%+-!:,*%!"-*()&*+*(!3,-10"3*&!01'!*%,&(!

*%+*!%+#(!-,-4&*+*(!+3*,)&!*%+*!+)(!-,*!(*%-"39!!$%"&!"&!+-!"5/,)*+-*!'(#(0,/5(-*!

:(3+2&(!3+&(&!*%+*!%+#(!(0(5(-*&!,1!',5(&*"3!2-)(&*=!:2*!',!-,*!"-302'(!(*%-"3!

30(+#+6(&!+)(!"-!5+-;!,*%()!<+;&!&"5"0+)!*,!(*%-"3!3)"&(&9!!$%()(1,)(!'"11()(-3(&!

:(*<((-!*%(&(!*;/(&!,1!3+&(!+)(!"-!+00!0">(0"%,,'!+!12-3*",-!,1!*%(!(*%-"3!5(3%+-"&5&!

?"9(9!/,0"3"-6!5(3%+-"&5&C!"'(-*"1"('!"-!8%+/*()!$<,9!!$%(!)(&20*&!+)(!),:2&*!*,!

'"11()(-*!5(+&2)(&!,1!(*%-"3"*;!+&!<(00!+&!+3),&&!#+)",2&!(&*"5+*,)&9!!B&&25"-6!*%(;!

3,-*"-2(!*,!%,0'!"-!12*2)(!*(&*"-6!+-'!)(/0"3+*",-!(11,)*&=!*%(-!"*!"&!)(+&,-+:0(!*,!



 

!MJR!

3,-302'(!*%+*!(*%-"3"*;!"&!"5/,)*+-*!1,)!*%(!5+-+6(5(-*!,1!"-*()-+*",-+0!3,-10"3*&9!!

! $,!:(!&2)(=!*%(!3,-3()-&!#,"3('!:;!l+5(&!H(+),-!?LSSRC!+-'!U)23(!V"00(;!

?LSSGC!+:,2*!*%(!"5/,)*+-3(!,1!(*%-"3"*;!+)(!0(6"*"5+*(9!!c,<(#()=!*%"&!+-+0;&"&!

'(5,-&*)+*(&!*%+*!"*!"&!/,&&":0(!*,!"'(-*"1;!+-'!*(&*!5(3%+-"&5&!&/(3"1"3!*,!(*%-"3!

6),2/&9!!$%(!2-"D2(!+:"0"*;!,1!)(:(0&!*,!+3D2")(!+!),:2&*!&/,-&,)&%"/!(-+:0(&!*%(5!

*,!+6"*+*(!"-*()-+*",-+0!3,-10"3*!<"*%!*%(!%,/(!*%+*!"-*()#(-*",-"&5!<"00!:(-(1"*!*%(")!

3+2&(9!

! 7*!"&!"5/,)*+-*!*,!-,*(!*%+*!*%(!"'(-*"1"3+*",-!+-'!*(&*"-6!,1!(*%-"3!#+)"+:0(&!"&!

-,*!+!)(12*+*",-!,1!*%(!:+&"3!:+)6+"-"-6!0,6"3!2-'()0;"-6!3,-10"3*9!!B3*,)&!(-6+6('!"-!+!

/,*(-*"+00;!#",0(-*!:+)6+"-!+-'!&2:_(3*!*,!2-3()*+"-*;!52&*!'(+0!<"*%!*%(!

"5/0"3+*",-&!,1!/,,)!"-1,)5+*",-!+-'!0,<!3)('":"0"*;9!!c,<(#()=!*%(!*(-'(-3;!1,)!

*%(&(!&3%,0+)&!*,!*)(+*!(*%-"3"*;!+&!(/"/%(-,5(-+!"&!+-!+'_2-3*!'(3"&",-!*%+*!"&!-,*!

3(-*)+0!*,!*%(!2&(!,1!:+)6+"-"-6!0,6"39!!7*!"&!-,*!*%(!3+&(!*%+*!*%(!,-0;!<+;!*,!

'"11()(-*"+*(!+5,-6!3,-10"3*!+3*,)&!"&!<"*%!*%(!)(0+*"#(!&"E(!,1!*%(")!3+/+:"0"*"(&9!!P#(-!

"1!*%"&!<+&!*%(!3+&(=!/+**()-&!"-!*%(!+3D2"&"*",-!,1!3+/+:"0"*"(&!#+);!<"*%!,*%()!

"5/,)*+-*!3%+)+3*()"&*"3&9!!H,)!"-&*+-3(=!7!1"-'!*%+*!(*%-"3!)(:(0&!+)(!+:0(!*,!

&2//0(5(-*!*%(!&2//,)*!*%(;!)(3("#(!1),5!&*+*(&!<"*%!*%(!&2//,)*!,1!+!<(004/,0"3('!

',5(&*"3!3,-&*"*2(-3;9!!A"-3(!*%"&!"&!"-'(('!*%(!3+&(=!:+)6+"-"-6!&3%,0+)&!&%,20'!

3+)(1200;!3,-&"'()!%,<!3%+)+3*()"&*"3&!&/(3"1"3!*,!(*%-"3!+3*,)&!"-102(-3(!*%(!

+//),+3%!*,!:+)6+"-"-69!

!

!



 

!MJG!

<G9*1'&$1,/#(-,%($8+(J+2+*,9G+/$(,-([,*1'?(

!

! $%(!@+*",-+0!A(32)"*;!A*)+*(6;!',325(-*!,1!A(/*(5:()!MO*%=!LSSL!"&!

"5/,)*+-*!:(3+2&(!"*!&"6-+0('!+!5+_,)!&%"1*!"-!B5()"3+-!1,)("6-!/,0"3;9!!$<,!/,"-*&!

+)(!/+)*"320+)0;!)(0(#+-*!1,)!*%(!32))(-*!&*2';9!!H")&*=!*%(!',325(-*!)(10(3*&!*%(!U2&%!

+'5"-"&*)+*",-b&!-(<!1,32&!,-!-,-4&*+*(!+3*,)&!+-'!"*&!1(+)!*%+*!*%(;!5+;!2&(!

<(+/,-&!,1!5+&&!'(&*)23*",-9!!$%(!',325(-*!)(1()&!*,!*%(&(!6),2/&!+&!*()),)"&*!+-'!

3+*(6,)"3+00;!'(-,2-3(&!*%(5!+&!#"00+"-&9!!7-!&,!',"-6=!"*!&"6-+0&!*%(!:(6"--"-6!,1!+!

-(<!"'(,0,6"3+0!3,-10"3*!:(*<((-!*%,&(!<%,!%+*(!1)((',5!+-'!'(5,3)+3;!+-'!*%(!

<,)0'b&!/(+3(40,#"-6!+-'!'(5,3)+*"3!/(,/0(&9!

! B-,*%()!/),5"-(-*!1(+*2)(!,1!*%(!',325(-*!"&!*%+*!"*!')+<&!+!#();!30(+)!0"-(!

"-!*%(!&+-'!,-!*%(!"&&2(!,1!&*+*(!&2//,)*!1,)!*()),)"&59!!A*+*(&!*%+*!&2//,)*!,)!%+):,)!

*()),)"&*!6),2/&!+)(!0(6"*"5+*(!*+)6(*&!1,)!*%(!+)5('!1,)3(&!,1!*%(!a-"*('!A*+*(&9!!

7-*()(&*"-60;=!*%(!',325(-*!30+"5&!D2"*(!0"*()+00;!*%+*!b-,!'"&*"-3*",-!<"00!:(!5+'(b!

:(*<((-!&*+*(&!+-'!)(:(0!6),2/&9!!A,!"-!(&&(-3(=!+!&*+*(b&!&2//,)*!1,)!*()),)"&*!

6),2/&!3,-&*"*2*(&!+!1,)1("*2)(!,1!*%(!/)"#"0(6(&!+&&,3"+*('!<"*%!&*+*(!&,#()("6-*;9!!

I+)*"320+)0;!+0+)5"-6!*,!5+-;!<+&!*%+*!*%"&!&+5(!',325(-*!"-302'('!+!/,0"3;!,1!

/)((5/*",-!*%+*!&,5(!"-*()/)(*!+&!+!)(+';45+'(!/)(*(.*!1,)!+66)(&&",-9!

! $,!(#(-!+!3+&2+0!,:&()#()!"*!"&!30(+)!*%+*!*%(!',325(-*q&!1,32&!"&!)(+00;!,-!

7&0+5"3!l"%+'"&*!+-'!/+)*"320+)0;!*%,&(!*%+*!+)(!<(00!12-'('!+-'!(.*)(5(0;!)+'"3+0!

?(969!B0!u+('+C9!!7*!+0&,!)(3,6-"E(&!*%+*!*%(!&*)(-6*%!,1!*%(&(!6),2/&!"&!:+&('!,-!

30+-'(&*"-(!&2//,)*!1),5!"-'"#"'2+0&!+-'!&*+*(&!+-'!6,(&!,-!*,!30(+)!*%(!<+;!1,)!

+66)(&&",-!+6+"-&*!*%(&(!(-*"*"(&!+&!<(009!!a-1,)*2-+*(0;=!*%(!',325(-*!',(&!0"**0(!*,!

5+>(!+-;!5(+-"-6120!'"&*"-3*",-!+5,-6!'"11()(-*!*;/(&!,1!-,-4&*+*(!+3*,)&!+-'!



 

!MJW!

)(3,6-"E(&!0"**0(!-2+-3(!"-!*%(!"&&2(!,1!&*+*(!&/,-&,)&%"/9!!71!*%(!6,+0!"&!&"5/0;!*,!

3,-1),-*!_"%+'"&*!6),2/&!+-'!(0"5"-+*(!*%(")!&/,-&,)&=!*%+-!*%"&!"&!/()%+/&!+-!

+//),/)"+*(!+//),+3%9!!!

! c,<(#()!*%(!"&&2(!,1!-,-4&*+*(!+3*,)&!+-'!&*+*(!&/,-&,)&%"/!1,)!"-&2)6(-3"(&!

"&!+!523%!0+)6()!+-'!3,5/0"3+*('!1(+*2)(!,1!*%(!"-*()-+*",-+0!&;&*(59!!7*!"-302'(&!

5,)(!*%+-!_2&*!*%(!&2:&(*!,1!3+&(&!"-#,0#"-6!7&0+5"3!_"%+'"&*!6),2/&9!!B*!*%(")!3,)(=!

*%(&(!3,-10"3*&!+)(!),,*('!"-!',5(&*"3!&*)2660(&!+-'!3+-!&,5(*"5(&!(&3+0+*(!"-!*,!

%"6%!&*+>(&!"-*()-+*",-+0!(#(-*&9!!7-!5+-;!3+&(&!*%(!&*+*(!)(6"5(&!1((0!3,5/(00('!:;!

*%(")!3,-&*"*2(-*&!,)!,*%()!/,0"*"3+0!3,-3()-&!*,!/),#"'(!&,5(!+&&"&*+-3(!1,)!

"-&2)6(-*!6),2/&9!!7-!1+3*!,1*(-=!0(+'()&!&2//,)*!"-&2)6(-3;!*,!+#,"'!+-;!D2(&*",-"-6!

,1!*%(")!,<-!0(6"*"5+3;9!!!

! H,)!*%(")!/+)*=!-,-4&*+*(!+3*,)&!%+#(!+0<+;&!:((-!+!/()&"&*(-*!1(+*2)(!,1!*%(!

"-*()-+*",-+0!&;&*(5!+-'!&,!/),5"&(&!*,!(0"5"-+*(!*%(5!)"-6!&,5(<%+*!%,00,<9!!

7),-"3+00;=!*%(!+//),+3%!,2*0"-('!"-!*%(!U2&%!+'5"-"&*)+*",-b&!',325(-*=!*%,26%!

(.*)(5(=!&%,20'!:(!+!/+)*!,1!+-;!&*)+*(6;!'(&"6-('!*,!3,5:+*!*()),)"&*!6),2/&9!!\(*=!

"*!"&!/()%+/&!<"&()!*,!'(#(0,/!/,0"3"(&!*%+*!+)(!0(&&!)"6"'!+-'!+'')(&&!*%(!"&&2(!,1!

-,-4&*+*(!+3*,)&!1,)!<%+*!"*!"&=!+-!"5/,)*+-*!+-'!/()#+&"#(!1(+*2)(!,1!*%(!-+*",-4

&*+*(!&;&*(59!!$%()(1,)(=!7!1"-'!*%(!',325(-*!,:*2&(!"-!)(6+)'&!*,!"*&!*)(+*5(-*!,1!

#",0(-*!-,-4&*+*(!+3*,)&=!+-'!5+."5+00;!+66)(&&"#(!"-!"*&!*)(+*5(-*!,1!&*+*(!

&/,-&,)&%"/9!!71!,-(!"&!*,!&233(&&1200;!'(+0!<"*%!*()),)"&5!+-'!&*+*(!&/,-&,)&%"/=!+!

5,)(!-2+-3('!+//),+3%!"&!-(3(&&+);9!!!

! $%(!)(&20*&!,1!*%"&!&*2';!%+#(!+*!0(+&*!*<,!"5/0"3+*",-&!1,)!*%(!'(#(0,/5(-*!

,1!/,0"3;9!!H")&*=!"-*()-+*",-+0!3,-10"3*&!*%+*!"-#,0#(!@AB&!+)(!5,)(!0">(0;!*,!)(&20*!"-!



 

!MJJ!

"-*()&*+*(!#",0(-3(!+-'!*%2&!)(D2")(!&/(3"+0!+**(-*",-!1),5!*%(!<,)0'b&!5,&*!

"5/,)*+-*!3,2-*)"(&!?(969!5(5:()&!,1!*%(!A(32)"*;!8,2-3"0C9!!$%(!%("6%*(-('!*%)(+*!

,1!"-*()-+*",-+0!#",0(-3(!)(D2")(&!*%+*!/,0"3;!5+>()&!+3*"#(0;!(-6+6(!*%(!

:(00"6()(-*&!)+*%()!*%+-!0(+#(!*%(!3,-10"3*!*,!(#,0#(!,-!"*&!,<-9!!!

! 8(-*)+0!*,!*%"&!(11,)*!<"00!:(!+**(5/*&!*,!'(+0!<"*%!&*+*(!&/,-&,)&%"/!1,)!

"-&2)6(-*!6),2/&9!!$%(!'+*+!&266(&*!*%+*!*%(!&*)">"-6!)(+0"*;!"&!*%+*!&*+*(!&/,-&,)&%"/!

1,)!)(:(0!6),2/&!"&!+-!2-'(&")+:0(!:2*!(.*)(5(0;!3,55,-!/%(-,5(-,-9!!B!&*)"3*!

/,0"3;!,1!3,-1),-*+*",-!<"*%!&*+*(&!*%+*!/),#"'(!&23%!&2//,)*!"&!+00!:2*!

2-(-1,)3(+:0(!+-'!<"00!"-(#"*+:0;!'(#,0#(!"-*,!*%(!+//0"3+*",-!,1!1,)3(!,-!+!3+&(4:;4

3+&(!:+&"&9!!$%"&!"&!-,*!"-%()(-*0;!:+'=!(.3(/*!*%+*!*%(!0(6"*"5+3;!,1!*%(!a-"*('!A*+*(&!

<"00!20*"5+*(0;!:(!%2)*!:;!+-;!"-3,-&"&*(-3"(&9!!A"5/0;!/2*=!5,&*!&*+*(&!&2//,)*!

"-&2)6(-3"(&!+*!&,5(!/,"-*!+-'!*%(!3,&*!*,!*%(!a-"*('!A*+*(&!,1!(0"5"-+*"-6!*%"&!

&2//,)*!<"00!2-',2:*('0;!,2*<("6%!*%(!:(-(1"*&9!!N+*%()!*%+-!1,32&!,-!,&*)+3"E"-6!

(#();!&*+*(!*%+*!&2//,)*&!+-!"-&2)6(-*!6),2/!+!:(**()!+//),+3%!<,20'!:(!*,!)('23(!

*%(!5"0"*+-3;!,1!*%+*!&2//,)*9!!Z-(!<+;!*,!',!*%"&!"&!*,!&((>!&/(3"+0!&*+*2&!"-!*%(!

a-"*('!@+*",-&!1,)!6),2/&!*%+*!/),#(!*,!:(!0+)6(=!<(00!,)6+-"E('!+-'!+!0(6"*"5+*(!

)(/)(&(-*+*"#(!,1!*%(")!3,-&*"*2(-*&9!!

! $%(!&(3,-'!"5/0"3+*",-!"&!*%+*!/,0"3;45+>()&!+',/*!:,*%!+!5,)(!)+*",-+0(!

+-'!-2+-3('!+//),+3%!*,!*%(!"&&2(!,1!#",0(-*!-,-4&*+*(!+3*,)&9!!U(3+2&(!*%(&(!

6),2/&!3+-!"-102(-3(!"-*()-+*",-+0!/,0"*"3&!+-'!3,-*"-2(!*,!*%)"#(=!+-;!&233(&&120!

+//),+3%!*,!)('23"-6!*%(!"5/+3*!,1!*%(&(!3,-10"3*&!<"00!2-',2:*('0;!"-302'(!&,5(!

+**(5/*!*,!-(6,*"+*(!'")(3*0;!<"*%!#",0(-*!-,-4&*+*(!+3*,)&9!!71!*%"&!"&!*%(!3+&(!*%(-!



 

!MJO!

(11,)*&!*,!'(0(6"*"5"E(!*%(&(!6),2/&!<"00!,-0;!:+3>1")(!+&!"*!:(3,5(&!-(3(&&+);!*,!

&((>!*%(")!3,,/()+*",-!"-!,)'()!*,!1,)6(!&2&*+"-+:0(!+6)((5(-*&9!!!

! B&!%+&!:((-!&266(&*('!"-!:+)6+"-"-6!*%(,);=!+!)+*",-+0(!)(&/,-&(!*,!

"-&2)6(-3;!"&!*,!,11()!3,-3(&&",-&!*,!*%,&(!?'((/!/,3>(*('!6),2/&C!<%,!

'(5,-&*)+*(!*%(!+:"0"*;!*,!"5/,&(!*%(!0+)6(&*!3,&*9!!$%"&!+-+0;&"&!&266(&*&!*%+*!"-!*%(!

)(+05!,1!"-*()-+*",-+0!3,-10"3*=!"*!"&!(*%-,4-+*",-+0"&*!6),2/&!*%+*!/,&&(&&!*%"&!+:"0"*;9!!

$%()(1,)(=!+-;!+//),+3%!*%+*!&((>&!*,!)('23(!&*+*(!&2//,)*!1,)!(*%-"3!)(:(0&!"&!0">(0;!

*,!1+"0!"1!"*!"&!-,*!+33,5/+-"('!:;!&,5(!&(*!,1!3,-3(&&",-&!?(969!5"-,)"*;!/),*(3*",-&!

+-'d,)!)(6",-+0!+2*,-,5;C9!

31G1$&$1,/#(,-($8+(!/&*?#1#(
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HEGEMONY OVER ALBANIA ALB YUG 1927 

SHANTUNG CNA JAP 1927 

SHANTUNG CNA JAP 1927 

SHANTUNG CNA JAP 1927 

VILNA II POL LIT 1927 

CHACO I BOL PAR 1928 

CHACO I BOL PAR 1928 

CHINESE E. RAILWAY USR CNA 1929 

MUKDEN INCIDENT CNA JAP 1931 

MUKDEN INCIDENT CNA JAP 1931 

SHANGHAI CNA JAP 1932 

CHACO II BOL PAR 1932 

CHACO II BOL PAR 1932 

CHACO II BOL PAR 1932 

CHACO II BOL PAR 1932 

LETICIA COL PER 1932 

LETICIA COL PER 1932 

SAUDI/YEMEN WAR SAU YEM 1933 

AUSTRIA PUTSCH ITA YUG 1934 

ASSASSN KING ALEXANDR HUN YUG 1934 

ETHIOPIAN WAR UNK ITA 1935 

ETHIOPIAN WAR UNK ITA 1935 

ETHIOPIAN WAR ITA ETH 1935 

ETHIOPIAN WAR ITA ETH 1935 

BULGARIA/TURKEY BUL TUR 1935 

ALEXANDRETTA FRN TUR 1937 

ALEXANDRETTA FRN TUR 1937 

ALEXANDRETTA FRN TUR 1937 

SPANISH CIVIL WAR II SPN GER 1937 

SPANISH CIVIL WAR II SPN ITA 1937 

AMUR RIVER INCIDENT USR JAP 1937 

MARCO POLO BRIDGE CNA JAP 1937 

POSTAGE STAMP CRISIS HON NIC 1937 

ANSCHLUSS GER AUS 1938 

CZECH. MAY CRISIS UNK GER 1938 

CZECH. MAY CRISIS FRN GER 1938 

CZECH. MAY CRISIS GER CZE 1938 

CHANGKUFENG USR JAP 1938 

ECUADOR/PERU BDR II ECU PER 1941 

ECUADOR/PERU BDR II ECU PER 1941 
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COMMUNISM IN ROMANIA RUM USR 1945 

TRIESTE I USA YUG 1945 

TRIESTE I UNK YUG 1945 

AZERBAIJAN USA USR 1946 

AZERBAIJAN UNK USR 1945 

AZERBAIJAN USR IRN 1946 

INDONESIA INDEP. I NTH INS 1945 

INDONESIA INDEP. I NTH INS 1945 

INDONESIA INDEP. I NTH INS 1945 

COMMUNISM IN HUNGARY HUN USR 1947 

MARSHALL PLAN CZE USR 1947 

INDONESIA INDEP. II NTH INS 1947 

INDONESIA INDEP. II NTH INS 1947 

JUNAGADH IND PAK 1947 

KASHMIR I IND PAK 1947 

KASHMIR I IND PAK 1947 

KASHMIR I IND PAK 1947 

PAL. PRT./ISRAEL IND. IRQ ISR 1947 

PAL. PRT./ISRAEL IND. EGY ISR 1947 

PAL. PRT./ISRAEL IND. EGY ISR 1947 

PAL. PRT./ISRAEL IND. SYR ISR 1947 

PAL. PRT./ISRAEL IND. SYR ISR 1947 

PAL. PRT./ISRAEL IND. LEB ISR 1947 

PAL. PRT./ISRAEL IND. LEB ISR 1947 

PAL. PRT./ISRAEL IND. JOR ISR 1947 

PAL. PRT./ISRAEL IND. JOR ISR 1947 

COMMUNISM IN CZECH. CZE USR 1948 

BERLIN BLOCKADE USA USR 1948 

BERLIN BLOCKADE USA USR 1948 

BERLIN BLOCKADE UNK USR 1948 

BERLIN BLOCKADE UNK USR 1948 

BERLIN BLOCKADE FRN USR 1948 

BERLIN BLOCKADE FRN USR 1948 

INDONESIA INDEP. III NTH INS 1948 

INDONESIA INDEP. III NTH INS 1948 

SINAI INCURSION UNK ISR 1948 

SINAI INCURSION UNK ISR 1948 

SINAI INCURSION EGY ISR 1948 

SINAI INCURSION EGY ISR 1948 

KOREAN WAR I USA CHN 1950 

KOREAN WAR I CHN CHI 1950 

KOREAN WAR II USA USR 1950 

KOREAN WAR II USA CHN 1950 

KOREAN WAR II USA CHN 1950 
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KOREAN WAR II USA KON 1950 

KOREAN WAR II USA KON 1950 

KOREAN WAR II CHN KOS 1950 

KOREAN WAR II CHN KOS 1950 

KOREAN WAR II KON KOS 1950 

KOREAN WAR II KON KOS 1950 

HULA DRAINAGE SYR ISR 1951 

PUNJAB WAR SCARE I IND PAK 1951 

SUEZ CANAL UNK EGY 1951 

SUEZ CANAL UNK EGY 1951 

KOREAN WAR III USA CHN 1953 

KOREAN WAR III USA KON 1953 

KOREAN WAR III CHN KOS 1953 

KOREAN WAR III KON KOS 1953 

TRIESTE II ITA YUG 1953 

GUATEMALA USA GUA 1954 

GUATEMALA GUA HON 1953 

TAIWAN STRAIT I USA CHN 1954 

TAIWAN STRAIT I USA CHN 1954 

TAIWAN STRAIT I CHN CHI 1954 

TAIWAN STRAIT I CHN CHI 1954 

COSTA RICA/NIC. II NIC COS 1955 

GAZA RAID-CZECH. ARMS EGY ISR 1955 

PUSHTUNISTAN II AFG PAK 1955 

SUEZ NATN.-WAR USA USR 1956 

SUEZ NATN.-WAR UNK USR 1956 

SUEZ NATN.-WAR UNK EGY 1956 

SUEZ NATN.-WAR FRN USR 1956 

SUEZ NATN.-WAR FRN EGY 1956 

SUEZ NATN.-WAR USR ISR 1956 

SUEZ NATN.-WAR EGY ISR 1956 

SUEZ NATN.-WAR EGY ISR 1956 

QALQILYA JOR ISR 1956 

POLAND LIBERALIZATION POL USR 1956 

HUNGARIAN UPRISING HUN USR 1956 

MOCORON INCIDENT HON NIC 1957 

SYRIA/TURKEY USA SYR 1957 

SYRIA/TURKEY TUR SYR 1957 

TAIWAN STRAIT II USA CHN 1958 

TAIWAN STRAIT II CHN CHI 1958 

CAMBODIA/THAILAND TAI CAM 1958 

CAMBODIA/THAILAND TAI CAM 1958 

BERLIN DEADLINE USA GME 1958 

BERLIN DEADLINE USA GME 1958 
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BERLIN DEADLINE USA USR 1958 

BERLIN DEADLINE USA USR 1958 

BERLIN DEADLINE UNK GME 1958 

BERLIN DEADLINE UNK GME 1958 

BERLIN DEADLINE UNK USR 1958 

BERLIN DEADLINE UNK USR 1958 

BERLIN DEADLINE FRN GME 1958 

BERLIN DEADLINE FRN GME 1958 

BERLIN DEADLINE FRN USR 1958 

BERLIN DEADLINE FRN USR 1958 

BERLIN DEADLINE GMW GME 1958 

BERLIN DEADLINE GMW GME 1958 

BERLIN DEADLINE GMW USR 1958 

BERLIN DEADLINE GMW USR 1958 

MEX./GUAT. FISHING MEX GUA 1958 

MEX./GUAT. FISHING MEX GUA 1958 

CHINA/INDIA BDR I CHN IND 1959 

CHINA/INDIA BDR I CHN IND 1959 

SHATT-AL-ARAB I IRN IRQ 1959 

SHATT-AL-ARAB I IRN IRQ 1959 

ROTTEM EGY ISR 1960 

FAILED ASS. ATMPT-VEN DOM VEN 1960 

MALI FEDERATION MLI SEN 1960 

BAY OF PIGS USA CUB 1961 

PUSHTUNISTAN III AFG PAK 1961 

PUSHTUNISTAN III AFG PAK 1961 

KUWAIT INDEPENDENCE UNK IRQ 1961 

KUWAIT INDEPENDENCE IRQ KUW 1961 

BIZERTA FRN TUN 1961 

BERLIN WALL USA GME 1961 

BERLIN WALL USA USR 1961 

BERLIN WALL UNK GME 1961 

BERLIN WALL UNK USR 1961 

BERLIN WALL FRN GME 1961 

BERLIN WALL FRN USR 1961 

BERLIN WALL GMW GME 1961 

BERLIN WALL GMW USR 1961 

WEST IRIAN II NTH INS 1961 

WEST IRIAN II NTH INS 1961 

CHINA/INDIA BDR II CHN IND 1962 

CHINA/INDIA BDR II CHN IND 1962 

YEMEN WAR I EGY JOR 1962 

YEMEN WAR I EGY JOR 1962 

YEMEN WAR I EGY SAU 1962 
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YEMEN WAR I EGY SAU 1962 

YEMEN WAR I JOR YEM 1962 

YEMEN WAR I JOR YEM 1962 

YEMEN WAR I SAU YEM 1962 

YEMEN WAR I SAU YEM 1962 

CUBAN MISSILES USA CUB 1962 

CUBAN MISSILES USA USR 1962 

MALAYSIA FEDERATION MAL INS 1963 

MALAYSIA FEDERATION MAL INS 1963 

MALAYSIA FEDERATION MAL INS 1963 

DOM. REP./HAITI II HAI DOM 1963 

ALGERIA/MOROCCO BDR. MOR ALG 1963 

CYPRUS I GRC TUR 1963 

CYPRUS I GRC TUR 1963 

CYPRUS I CYP TUR 1963 

CYPRUS I CYP TUR 1963 

JORDAN WATERS EGY ISR 1963 

JORDAN WATERS SYR ISR 1963 

JORDAN WATERS LEB ISR 1963 

JORDAN WATERS JOR ISR 1963 

DAHOMEY/NIGER DAH NIE 1963 

DAHOMEY/NIGER DAH NIE 1963 

BURUNDI/RWANDA BUI RWA 1964 

PANAMA FLAG USA PAN 1964 

OGADEN I SOM ETH 1964 

YEMEN WAR II EGY SAU 1964 

YEMEN WAR II SAU YEM 1964 

GULF OF TONKIN USA VTN 1964 

CONGO II USA USR 1964 

CONGO II BEL USR 1964 

CONGO II USR CON 1964 

YEMEN WAR III EGY SAU 1964 

YEMEN WAR III SAU YEM 1965 

PLEIKU USA VTN 1965 

PLEIKU VTN VTS 1965 

RANN OF KUTCH IND PAK 1965 

KASHMIR II IND PAK 1965 

KASHMIR II IND PAK 1965 

YEMEN WAR IV EGY SAU 1966 

YEMEN WAR IV EGY SAU 1966 

YEMEN WAR IV SAU YEM 1966 

YEMEN WAR IV SAU YEM 1966 

EL SAMU JOR ISR 1966 

SIX DAY WAR USA USR 1967 
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SIX DAY WAR EGY ISR 1967 

SIX DAY WAR SYR ISR 1967 

SIX DAY WAR JOR ISR 1967 

CYPRUS II GRC TUR 1967 

CYPRUS II CYP TUR 1967 

PUEBLO USA KON 1968 

PUEBLO KON KOS 1968 

KARAMEH JOR ISR 1968 

PRAGUE SPRING GME CZE 1968 

PRAGUE SPRING POL CZE 1968 

PRAGUE SPRING HUN CZE 1968 

PRAGUE SPRING CZE BUL 1968 

PRAGUE SPRING CZE USR 1968 

USSURI RIVER USR CHN 1969 

WAR OF ATTRITION EGY ISR 1969 

WAR OF ATTRITION USR ISR 1970 

WAR OF ATTRITION EGY ISR 1970 

SHATT-AL-ARAB II IRN IRQ 1969 

FOOTBALL WAR HON ELS 1969 

INVASION OF CAMBODIA USA VTN 1970 

INVASION OF CAMBODIA CAM VTN 1970 

INVASION OF CAMBODIA VTN VTS 1970 

BLACK SEPTEMBER USA SYR 1970 

BLACK SEPTEMBER SYR JOR 1970 

BLACK SEPTEMBER SYR ISR 1970 

BANGLADESH IND PAK 1971 

CHAD/LIBYA I CHA IBY 1971 

TANZANIA/UGANDA I UGA TAZ 1971 

VIETNAM-PORTS MINING USA VTN 1972 

VIETNAM-PORTS MINING VTN VTS 1972 

TANZANIA/UGANDA II UGA TAZ 1972 

NORTH/SOUTH YEMEN I NYE SYE 1972 

CHRISTMAS BOMBING USA VTN 1972 

CHRISTMAS BOMBING USA VTN 1972 

CHRISTMAS BOMBING VTN VTS 1972 

CHRISTMAS BOMBING VTN VTS 1972 

COD WAR I UNK ICE 1973 

OCT. YOM KIPPUR WAR USA USR 1973 

OCT. YOM KIPPUR WAR USA USR 1973 

OCT. YOM KIPPUR WAR USA EGY 1973 

OCT. YOM KIPPUR WAR USA EGY 1973 

OCT. YOM KIPPUR WAR USA SYR 1973 

OCT. YOM KIPPUR WAR USA SYR 1973 

OCT. YOM KIPPUR WAR USR ISR 1973 
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OCT. YOM KIPPUR WAR USR ISR 1973 

OCT. YOM KIPPUR WAR EGY ISR 1973 

OCT. YOM KIPPUR WAR EGY ISR 1973 

OCT. YOM KIPPUR WAR SYR ISR 1973 

OCT. YOM KIPPUR WAR SYR ISR 1973 

CYPRUS III GRC TUR 1974 

CYPRUS III GRC TUR 1974 

CYPRUS III CYP TUR 1974 

CYPRUS III CYP TUR 1974 

MAYAGUEZ USA CAM 1975 

WAR IN ANGOLA USA CUB 1975 

WAR IN ANGOLA USA USR 1975 

WAR IN ANGOLA USA ANG 1975 

WAR IN ANGOLA CUB ZAM 1975 

WAR IN ANGOLA CUB ZAM 1975 

WAR IN ANGOLA CUB SAF 1975 

WAR IN ANGOLA CUB SAF 1975 

WAR IN ANGOLA USR ZAM 1975 

WAR IN ANGOLA USR ZAM 1975 

WAR IN ANGOLA USR SAF 1975 

WAR IN ANGOLA USR SAF 1975 

WAR IN ANGOLA ANG ZAM 1975 

WAR IN ANGOLA ANG ZAM 1975 

WAR IN ANGOLA ANG SAF 1975 

WAR IN ANGOLA ANG SAF 1975 

MOROCCAN MARCH SPN MOR 1975 

MOROCCAN MARCH MAU ALG 1975 

MOROCCAN MARCH MAU ALG 1975 

MOROCCAN MARCH MOR ALG 1975 

MOROCCAN MARCH MOR ALG 1975 

COD WAR II UNK ICE 1975 

COD WAR II UNK ICE 1975 

OPERATION THRASHER MOZ RHO 1976 

ENTEBBE RAID UGA ISR 1976 

AEGEAN SEA I GRC TUR 1976 

POPLAR TREE USA KON 1976 

SHABA I ZAI ANG 1977 

EGYPT/LIBYA CLASHES IBY EGY 1977 

OGADEN II SOM ETH 1978 

VIETNAM INV/CAMBODIA CAM VIT 1977 

VIETNAM INV/CAMBODIA CAM VIT 1977 

VIETNAM INV/CAMBODIA CAM VIT 1977 

VIETNAM INV/CAMBODIA TAI CAM 1978 

FRENCH HOSTAGES MAUR. FRN ALG 1977 
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BEAGLE CHANNEL I CHL ARG 1977 

CHAD/LIBYA II CHA IBY 1978 

CHAD/LIBYA III FRN IBY 1978 

CHAD/LIBYA III CHA IBY 1978 

CASSINGA INCIDENT ANG SAF 1978 

SHABA II USA ANG 1978 

SHABA II BEL ANG 1978 

SHABA II FRN ANG 1978 

SHABA II ZAI ANG 1978 

AIR RHODESIA INCDNT ZAM RHO 1978 

NICARAGUA CIVIL WAR II NIC COS 1978 

NICARAGUA CIVIL WAR II NIC COS 1979 

BEAGLE CHANNEL II CHL ARG 1978 

BEAGLE CHANNEL II CHL ARG 1978 

FALL OF AMIN UGA TAZ 1978 

FALL OF AMIN UGA TAZ 1978 

FALL OF AMIN TAZ IBY 1978 

SINO/VIETNAM WAR CHN VIT 1978 

RAIDS ON ZIPRA ANG RHO 1979 

RAIDS ON ZIPRA ZAM RHO 1979 

NORTH/SOUTH YEMEN II NYE SYE 1979 

AFGHANISTAN INVASION USA USR 1979 

AFGHANISTAN INVASION USR PAK 1979 

CHAD/LIBYA IV FRN IBY 1979 

CHAD/LIBYA IV CHA IBY 1979 

GOULIMIME-TARFAYA MOR ALG 1979 

RHODESIAN SETTLEMENT MOZ RHO 1979 

RHODESIAN SETTLEMENT ZAM RHO 1979 

RHODESIAN SETTLEMENT ZAM RHO 1979 

RHODESIAN SETTLEMENT RHO BOT 1979 

US HOSTAGES IN IRAN USA IRN 1979 

US HOSTAGES IN IRAN USA IRN 1979 

COLOMBIA/NICARAGUA NIC COL 1980 

COLOMBIA/NICARAGUA NIC COL 1980 

RAID ON GAFSA TUN IBY 1980 

LIBYAN THREAT-SADAT IBY EGY 1980 

SOLIDARITY GME POL 1980 

SOLIDARITY GME POL 1980 

SOLIDARITY POL CZE 1980 

SOLIDARITY POL CZE 1980 

SOLIDARITY POL USR 1980 

SOLIDARITY POL USR 1980 

ONSET IRAN/IRAQ WAR IRN IRQ 1980 

E. AFRICA CONFRONT. KEN SOM 1980 
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E. AFRICA CONFRONT. KEN SOM 1980 

E. AFRICA CONFRONT. SOM ETH 1980 

E. AFRICA CONFRONT. SOM ETH 1980 

CHAD/LIBYA V FRN IBY 1981 

ECUADOR/PERU BDR III ECU PER 1981 

IRAQ NUCLEAR REACTOR IRQ ISR 1981 

ESSEQUIBO II VEN GUY 1981 

ESSEQUIBO II VEN GUY 1981 

ESSEQUIBO II VEN GUY 1981 

CONTRAS I HON NIC 1981 

AL-BIQA MISSILES I SYR ISR 1981 

CAMEROON/NIGERIA I CAO NIG 1981 

U-137 INCIDENT USR SWE 1981 

FALKLANDS/MALVINAS ARG UNK 1982 

WAR IN LEBANON SYR ISR 1982 

WAR IN LEBANON LEB ISR 1982 

OGADEN III SOM ETH 1982 
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Appendix C 
 

 

   Ethnic Mobilization and Crisis Violence w/ Alternatives 
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